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OnDollarCrash: LaRouche
AgainstGreenspan inBerlin
byOur Special Correspondent

An elite assemblage of some 300 persons—including topFinancial Imperialism
Greenspan’s Berlin speech was devoted to the explodingleaders of German and European finance, several ministers

of the German government, many prominent politicians and U.S. trade and current account deficits, and the menace of an
uncontrolled, all-out collapse of the dollar. With his typicalmembers of the parliament, and representatives of the world

financial press, gathered Jan. 13 at Berlin’s Historical Mu- “delphic” psychological detachment, Sir Alan said “With the
seeming willingness of foreigners to hold progressivelyseum for an anxiously-awaited address by U.S. Federal Re-

serve Chairman Alan Greenspan. In his speech, the “high greater amounts of cross-border claims against U.S. residents
[i.e. to maintain the large net capital flow into the Unitedpriest” of Wall Street and the Anglo-American financial oli-

garchy demanded further, radical deregulation and globaliza- States], at what point do net claims against the United States
become unsustainable?” He emphasized that financing thetion of the world financial system, as the only way to prevent

a collapse of the present, monstrously ballooning U.S. trade gigantic U.S. debt would never have been possible without
the growing globalization of the world financial system. Thedeficit and debt bubble.

But Greenspan’s proposals did not go uncontradicted, as latter made it possible to divert vast amounts of capital, from
domestic sectors of other nations, into the U.S. financiala number of questioners in the audience poked holes in his

arguments. Most prominent was Lyndon LaRouche advisor markets.
Thus today, he argued, the answer to a threatening col-Jonathan Tennenbaum. In a substantial intervention, Dr. Ten-

nenbaum characterized Greenspan’s policies as incompetent lapse of the dollar, is to unleash new rounds of radical deregu-
lation of the world economy and financial markets, eliminat-and “totally opposite to the principles of the American Sys-

tem” as exemplified by Alexander Hamilton. He emphasized ing all remaining traces of the former protectionist, regulated
economicsystemof the immediatepostwarperiod.Especiallyto the well-informed audience that the world is in the midst

of “the collapse of the greatest financial bubble in modern Europe, he said, must give up what he charged was “residual
resistance” to the unbridled “free trade, free-market capital-history”, prophesizing the end of the system of independent

central banking and a revival of the American System ofna- ism”, which he lyingly called the United States’ tradition.
Implicitly refering to recent warnings by Robert Rubintional bankingunder the leadership of LaRouche. Greenspan

was obliged to make a lengthy answer, denying the well- and others—on the danger of an abrupt collapse of the dol-
lar—Greenspan asked: “Can market forces incrementally de-established fact of a gigantic real estate bubble in the United

States, and defending the use of financial derivatives con- fuse a worrisome buildup in a nation’s current account deficit
and net external debt, before a crisis more abruptly does so?tracts—now estimated to amount to five or more times the

total world GDP—as a means for staving off a collapse of the The answer seems to lie with the degree of flexibility in both
domestic and international markets. . . . Should globalizationbanking system.

Outside the event, a spirited group of LaRouche Youth be allowed to proceed and thereby create an ever-more-flexi-
ble international financial system, history suggests that cur-Movement Organizers and contacts held an impromptu dem-

onstration. rent imbalances will be defused with little disruption.” That
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Greenspan chose as
his “opponent,”
U.S. first Treasury
Secretary and
founder of
American System
Alexander
Hamilton—andSir Alan Greenspan in Berlin on Jan. 13, with German Chancellor
lyingly presentedGerhard Schro¨der. He faced sharp questions about the dollar’s
his virulent anti-huge “twin deficits,” and a confrontation with LaRouche advisor
Hamiltonianism asDr. Jonathan Tennenbaum.
“traditionally
American.”

“fl exibility,” Greenspan implied, must include an unlimited,
hyperinflationary expansion of financial derivatives, and the tem? The emerging French-German alliance against the

Maastricht Stability Pact? The recent turn of Russia’s Putinelimination of all remaining arbitrary “adjustments” of the
relative parities of national currencies. “ If we can manage to break the power of the “oligarchs”? The motion among

Europe, Russia, China, India and other Asian countries toto get a fully flexible system,” he clarified in response to a
journalist’s question, “ then we can resolve the problems of consolidate a Eurasian economic development alliance? No

doubt, all of these things! The Fed Chairman lashed out espe-what is an inevitably expanding spread of deficits, and there-
fore accumulation of net liabilities by countries such as the cially against the Europeans. Both the developing countries

and Europe “have accepted market capitalism in large part asUnited States. If however, we find we are going back to the
types of rigid economies and rigid structures that have existed the most effective means for creating material affluence,” he

said; ” (Europe) does so, however, with residual misgivings.previously, then we risk (a crisis of confidence and dollar
collapse).” The differences between the United States and continental

Europe were captured most clearly for me in a soliloquy at-Greenspan’s “ full flexibility” means, in reality, a top-
down global financial dictatorship by the private banking in- tributed to a prominent European leader several years ago. He

asked, ‘What is the market? It is the law of the jungle, theterests who control the Federal Reserve and the “ indepen-
dent” central banks of other countries. law of nature. And what is civilization? It is the struggle

against nature.’
Greenspan insisted, however, that it is the law of the jun-Haunted by Protectionism’ Ghost

While preaching “optimism” that the final victory of glob- gle—“unbridled competition”— that has produced what he
described as a virtually infinite growth of U.S. productivity.alization would defuse all existing financial crises, Greenspan

admitted to “one major caveat” : “Some clouds of emerging Unfortunately, he complained, “ those that still harbor a vis-
ceral distaste for highly competitive market capitalism,protectionism have become increasingly visible on today’s

horizon. Over the years, protected interests have often en- doubtless gained adherents with the recent uncovering of
much scandalous business behavior during the boom years ofdeavored to stop in its tracks the process of unsettling eco-

nomic change. Pitted against the powerful forces of market the 1990s.” Indeed, the apparent U.S. “economic miracle” of
the 1990s has been shown to have been a total illusion, basedcompetition, virtually all such efforts have failed. The costs

of any new protectionist initiatives, in the context of wide on massive manipulation of statistics, unprecedented book-
keeping fraud and a monstrous expansion of debt—for everycurrent account imbalances, could significantly erode the

flexibility of the global economy. Consequently, it is impera- dollar of GDP growth, overall indebtedness grew by 3 dollars!
tive that creeping protectionism be thwarted and reversed.”

What is it that is giving Greenspan bad dreams? The grow- ‘Can’t Deny’ Possible Collapse
“You mentioned globalization makes it easier to fund theing influence of LaRouche’s worldwide campaign for a “New

Bretton Woods” reorganization of the world financial sys- U.S. deficit,” asked Sir Alan’s first questioner, a financial

EIR January 30, 2004 Economics 5



As the crisis develops, he said there could be a sharp
increase in interest rates over and above the increaseRubinWarns onCrash
projected through conventional analysis. “ I think there is
also a risk . . . that the international markets could lose

Speaking to a Jan. 13 Brookings Institution conference confidence in our currency because of our long-term fiscal
on “Restoring Fiscal Sanity,” former Treasury Secretary regime, and also because of our large current account
Robert Rubin emphasized that it is now necessary to high- deficits.” This can escalate, as the U.S. dollar drops, so
light nonconventional effects of huge deficits, which could that “ the international markets will begin to demand [still]
trigger a crisis far beyond the expected parameters, instead sharply higher interest rates in order to compensate for
of the conventional effects which most economists look the risks—both currency risks and interest rate risks—
for. He warned that attempts to use “quantitative models” that I’ve just mentioned.” This can lead to the risk “ that
to predict whether or not there will be a crisis, will not they will become reluctant to engage in the rollover of the
work. very large amounts of U.S. dollar-denominated Treasury

Rubin noted that “virtually all mainstream econo- debt now held abroad. Further, this process could begin
mists” believe “ there is a significant relationship between to undermine business and consumer confidence more
long-term deficits and interest rates.” Referring to a paper generally.
he recently presented at the American Economic Associa- “Furthermore, all of these effects could happen to-
tion meeting, he said it discussed “ the conventional analy- gether, and any one of them individually could create seri-
sis of the effects of long-run deficits and then—recogniz- ous additional problems over and above the conventional
ing that those conventional effects are indeed serious— analysis. Put them all together, and you could have a very
went on to discuss the potential for exceeding those con- severe set of effects” (emphasis added).
ventional effects.” Rubin then attacked those who would rely on quantita-

In his Jan. 13 speech, Rubin recapped the conventional tive models to disprove crises, or to say they will not be
analysis of what budget deficits produce: to cover the defi- severe. “There are various models that attempt to quantify
cits, government must borrow a large amount of capital the conventional kinds of effects. I don’ t think there is any
from the credit markets, which crowds out private sector way to reasonably get at trying to quantify these noncon-
demands for capital, causing a downturn in the economy, ventional effects, and that, unfortunately, makes it much
etc. But then, focussing on “nonconventional effects,” he more difficult to convey them in a public domain and to
added: “Beyond that, there are the effects that go beyond create what I think would be a totally appropriate, terribly
this conventional analysis; and in my judgment, at least, I troubled public reaction—which in turn could help feed
think those effects have the potential of being far more our political process. But in my judgment, there is no ques-
serious, and far more severe, and should be far more tion that the risks are severe, and need to be taken with
troubling.” great seriousness.”

journalist, “but actually the reverse is also true: Globalization free trade system?”
The shock, however, was delivered by LaRouche collabo-also makes it easier to sell U.S. assets. Do you see the danger

of a crisis of confidence or a dollar collapse?” A second ques- rator Tennenbaum, who followed Graf Lambsdorff. Introduc-
ing himself as an advisor to the U.S. Presidential candidate,tioner raised the issue of how the claimed spectacular “up-

swing” of the U.S. economy fit with the continuing growth of Tennenbaum noted that Greenspan had entirely failed to ad-
dress the crucial issue, the ongoing collapse of the entiremass unemployment. A third questioner asked Greenspan to

comment on the recent publicized statements by former Trea- global financial system. He pointed out that outstanding fi-
nancial derivatives claims dwarf world GDP, and referencedsury Secretary O’Neill, which he declined to do. The fourth

questioner was the notorious Graf Otto von Lambsdorff, for- the gigantic real estate bubble in the United States, and the
implications of the behavior of leading U.S. financial institu-mer German economics minister (1977-1984) and one of the

most vicious “ free trade” ideologues in Germany; unwit- tions as revealed by the Parmalat affair. Tennenbaum chal-
lenged Greenspan to prove “ that we are not in the midst oftingly, von Lambsdorff contributed to raising the spectre of a

“LaRouche turn” in the United States. He demanded: “You the collapse of the greatest financial bubble in modern his-
tory.” And he noted that the economic development of thehave warned rightly against creeping protectionism. Now we

have an election year in the U.S.. Can we really be optimistic United States, in all its periods of healthy growth, was based
on Hamiltonian principles “ totally opposite to those you seemthat new protectionism will not come up? Especially if we see

the new forces worldwide—globalized forces—against the to represent.”

6 Economics EIR January 30, 2004



“80% of the U.S. population do not see the great prosper-
ity you talk about,” Tennenbaum said. Rather, the tide is rising
for a new Franklin Roosevelt to come on the scene. “Lyndon
LaRouche has pledged to put an end to the system of indepen- CanArgentina v. Vulture
dent central banking. You, Mr. Greenspan, will be the last
chairman of an independent central bank in the United States. FundsBringSystemDown?
What do you say about that?”

Tennenbaum’s remarks met with intense concentration by Cynthia R. Rush
from the audience, with applause from some, and enraged
scowls from others. After a pause, Greenspan replied: “ I

It is with good reason that Federal Reserve Chairman Alancan’ t deny the possibility that the whole system might col-
lapse. You are raising issues which, to really get at the root Greenspan found it distasteful to discuss Argentina, when

asked about it during his Jan. 13 appearance in Berlin [seeof them, would probably take a hour or so, so I’ ll try to
keep it short. It is certainly the case that credit derivatives article above]. The Fed and its allies are panicked over Argen-

tina’s current brawl with creditors holding bonds on whichhave increased very substantially in the U.S. . . . They
have been quite extraordinary in being able to take a very the country defaulted in 2001—many of them the notorious

“vulture funds.” In the context of the deepening global finan-major potential problem in finance—and I will give you
one specific example—and defuse what could have been cial crisis and dollar crash, this battle holds the potential to

bring down the whole rotten International Monetary Fundthe makings of what could have been a very major
financial crisis.” system. Evidence of that panic was seen Jan. 14, when the

New York Federal Reserve, the U.S. Treasury, and the NewElaborating on the method of “solving” one bankrupt bub-
ble by creating another much larger one, Greenspan let some York Clearinghouse Association filed amicus curiae briefs

on Argentina’s behalf in the court of New York Federal judgecats out of the bag: “ I refer to the fact that between 1998 and
2000, world-wide and in all currencies, the equivalent of $1 Thomas Griesa. Bondholders, who reject Argentina’s plan to

restructure $99 billion in debt with a 75% writedown, aretrillion of debt was taken out by the telecommunications in-
dustry, a significant part of which went into default. Had we beseeching Griesa to allow them to seize Argentine assets

worldwide, including bringing injunctions allowing them tohad the type of financial system which we had in the earlier
postwar period, with the rigidities you referred to, because block Argentina’s payments to the IMF. The Fund is the only

one of the country’s creditors to have been faithfully paid inbanks are largely leveraged institutions, we would have had
a very major collapse in banking. In the event, however, be- full, to the tune of $12.3 billion, since the December 2001 de-

fault.cause credit derivatives moved the risks from banks who initi-
ated the credits, to those far less leveraged institutions, which There should be no “privileged” creditors, bondholders

scream, demanding that Griesa make a liberal interpretationwere insurance companies, reinsurance, pension funds etc.
not a single major international financial institution was in of the pari passu clause, according to which all creditors have

equal standing. This would allow them to start embargoingtrouble. These have been very major instruments for smooth-
ing out the system.” any Argentine funds sent abroad—that is, to the IMF—as

payment for what they say they are owed. Bondholders haveAfter flatly denying that there is a real estate bubble in the
United States economy, the Fed Chairman concluded: “And already filed a series of legal suits against the Kirchner gov-

ernment, and are awaiting Jan. 31, the date on which Griesayou presume that as a consequence of all of these issues, that
we are sitting on some massive financial bubble, which is may enforce execution of an October ruling by which vulture

fund godfather Kenneth Dart was awarded $724 million ongoing to blow up in our faces. You are not the only one who
says that. . . . an initial $500 million investment in Argentine bonds, plus

unpaid interest. Should Dart be allowed to collect, this would“How do we know that the total system will not
collapse? Well, the answer to that question . . . is that no be the signal for a bondholder onslaught to seize Argentine

government assets abroad.one has the omniscience and certainty to say, without
qualification, that you are wrong. I shall merely say that But the international implications of any blocking of Ar-

gentina’s payments to an IMF which is in de facto bankruptcythe evidence that most of us who evaluate the data
with respect to trying to answer that question, have itself, was more than the Fed and Treasury wanted to contem-

plate. In its amicus brief, the New York Fed warned in urgentoverwhelmingly come to the conclusion, that that is extraor-
dinarily unlikely to happen.” tones that, were Argentina prevented from paying multilateral

lenders, this would disrupt the banks’ payment systems, mostUnfortunately for Greenspan, the questioner following
Tennenbaum raised the issue of Argentina’s debt default, particularly the “Fedwire” system of international payments

and settlements, involving billions of dollars. “The availabil-which is actually only the tip of the iceberg. Sir Alan replied,
“ I wish you had not asked that question.” ity of such injunctions would create uncertainty as to the fi-
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nality of payments and settlements generally,” the New York
Fed said, which, in turn, would “ threaten the speed, efficiency, BookReview
reliability, and cost of payment and settlement systems, and
could seriously impact financial stability.”

There’s no missing the message there.
With the Treasury and Fed breathing down his neck,

Judge Griesa opted to postpone his interpretation of the pari AustrianSocial Demspassu clause until Jan. 31, saying he needed more time to
analyze the situation. He reportedly denied Argentina’s re-
quest that bondholders be stopped pre-emptively from block- Reject Neo-Liberalism
ing payments to the IMF; but told plaintiffs they must give 30
days’ notice before filing papers to stop payments under the by Alexander Hartmann
pari passu clause.

Combined with President Néstor Kirchner’s very vocal
attacks on the vulture funds, and on bondholder demands
that the 75% writedown included in the restructuring offer be Wirtschaft für die Menschen—
reduced to 35%, these developments aren’ t likely to comfort Alternativen zumNeo-liberalismus im
the Fed or the Treasury. Zeitalter der Globalisierung (Economy for

Nor has Argentina’s relationship with the IMF improved, Human Beings—Alternatives to Neo-
following the conflict provoked last December by the Fund’s Liberalism in the Age of Globalization)
deliberate delay of a three-month performance review of the Michael Häupl, ed.

Vienna: Löcker Verlag, 2003loan agreement signed last September. Tensions reached a
new high on Jan. 16, when IMF Deputy Managing Director
Anne Krueger provocatively praised the free-market policies
imposed by former President Carlos Menem in the 1990s— Several leading figures of the Social Democratic Party of

Austria (SPÖ) evidently do not wish to share the fate of Ger-they gutted the economy and plunged the country into crisis—
saying they had produced “significant economic progress.” many’s Social Democrats, who, holding fast to neo-liberal

free-market austerity policies, have lost the support of aboutWhile Buenos Aires state Governor Felipe Solá said that
the “ ignorant” Krueger had obviously forgotten to “ take her 10 million voters, if polls are to be believed. These Austrians

have joined forces to settle accounts with the failed conceptsmedication,” an angry Kirchner charged that “Krueger was
one of the people directly responsible for Argentina’s indebt- of neo-liberalism, and the result is this book, edited by Vien-

na’s Mayor Michael Häupl. Most notable is the discussion ofedness. . . . With these remarks, [Krueger] is trying to justify
the harm these policies did to Argentina. . . . She should come economist Lyndon LaRouche’s groundbreaking work in this

field, and his proposals for global reform.and see in what condition her project left us—a scorched
earth.” Kirchner vows he will not budge from the original The book is the result of deliberations among a working

group within the Vienna SPÖ, which discussed alternativesrestructuring offer. After foreign bondholders met in Rome
Jan. 12 to form the Global Creditors Committee, and threat- to neo-liberalism in the face of a global economic crisis. The

group was initiated by Mayor Häupl, who is one of the mostened to lobby the IMF and G-7 nations to pressure Argentina
into making a better offer, Kirchner called them “disrespect- influential Austrian Social Democrats. He and SPÖ Chairman

Alfred Gusenbauer co-authored the book’s introduction,ful.” Those “who indebted the nation are those who say we
have to pay more,” he charged Jan. 20. “We’ re finished with while former German Social Democratic Party (SPD) Chair-

man Oskar Lafontaine, also a former Finance Minister, wrotethe idea of building to pay [debt] abroad, at the expense of the
hunger of the Argentine people.” Speaking from the World the foreword.

The book is worthy of study not only by German SocialEconomic Forum at Davos Jan. 21, Central Bank President
Alfonso Prat Gay repeated that creditors “would have to ac- Democrats, but by anyone who recognizes that there is a

global and systemic economic crisis, as it deals with problemscept big losses.”
There is already great worry about what will happen in which have arisen elsewhere.

March, when Argentina is scheduled to make a $3 billion
payment to the IMF. Anne Krueger now refuses to confirm A Bankrupt Ideology

Dr. Andreas Höferl, who has been a years-long advisor tothe Jan. 28 date set for the IMF board to finally approve the
first performance review. And should the Fund continue its former Austrian Finance Minister Rudolf Edlinger, analyzes

the main axioms of neo-liberalism, and states (in his ownprovocations, the Kirchner government has made known it
has the option not to pay. Whether it would take such a bold emphasis): “Neo-liberalism is a political ideology. . . Belief

in the ‘markets’ dominates the actions of managers, politi-step is another question.
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cians, mass media and many people. This market fundamen- speculation against currencies and national economies, and
because the state intervenes to overcome economic crises.talism has become sort of a world religion— which is not

being preached in churches, though, but in universities and With such measures, the real economy will grow again.
Many of the demands raised by Höferl are in line with thecolleges. And it is being defended with a fervor of religious

characteristics. . . . But, the loving God has been replaced by traditional views of the Social Democracy, before it became
infected with the neo-liberal virus. But here we have not justthe God of the markets, and he does not forgive his ‘debtors.’ ”

Höferl demonstrates how demands such as the privatiza- a laundry list of pious or populist wishes, but the application
of the principle of the pre-eminence of the real economy. Thistion of state enterprises, public services, education and health

facilities, and even military and social security systems, fol- becomes apparent in the section on “new monetary, currency
and international policies.” Höferl writes:low from the dogmas of neo-liberalism. In particular, he

points to a sector of essential importance for economic poli- “Money is a fundamental steering system of the economy.
Monetary policy is policy (and not technocratic administra-cies, which has already been privatized: the monetary policy

of independent central banks. It was their monetary policies tion), and must therefore be subjected to democratic control.
One of the biggest tasks of economic policy in the 21st Cen-that made rampant speculation possible, and created a widen-

ing gulf between poor and rich countries, and between the tury will be, to make sure that financial assets do not grow
faster than the real economy. . . .poor and rich within the so-called “ rich” nations. Under con-

ditions of world financial crisis, neo-liberalism fails. The big “We also present for discussion, an expansive monetary
policy by the European Central Bank (ECB), a non-infla-crash is looming, with incalculable social and political conse-

quences, he writes. tionary creation of money. In times of crises and times of tight
public budgets, ‘productive credit’ by the ECB should finance“One axiom of neo-liberalism, according to which the

market system tends toward a stable equilibrium, has turned productive investments in the public interest. These credits
should be issued at zero or low interest rates. Inflationaryout to be wrong. . . . In the industrial nations, we are experi-

encing the longest and deepest economic crisis ever since the consequences can be ruled out, if most of that money is di-
rected into the productive sector (industry, infrastructure),1920s and 1930s. . . .

“Thus, in economic policymaking, it no longer suffices and the supply of useful goods and services grows faster than
efficient demand. Similar systems have been or are beingto analyze the causes of changing economic trends. We are

experiencing the systemic failure of the current, neo-liberal applied in the United States, in their early years and in the
1930s’ New Deal; in Germany after World War II; and cur-economic order. . . .

“But if people would start going to their banks, insurance rently, in China. . . .
“Because European monetary policies must aim at eco-firms, pension funds, to get their money, which exists on so

many pieces of paper, contracts, and policies, then it will nomic growth, employment and a just distribution of wealth,
a coordination of monetary and economic policies is needed.really be there: the big crisis, upon which usually follow—as

history teaches—social and political upheavals.” Therefore, the Euro Finance and Economics Ministers should
be represented, jointly, in the ECB council, in their delibera-Neo-liberalism is dangerous, he argues, because “ it turns

egotism and ruthlessness into principles of human action. . . . tions on monetary policies, and have a vote. . . .”
But, the world’s monetary system needs changes, too.It might well be more appropriate to call ‘neo-liberalism’

‘neo-egotism’ or ‘new ruthlessless.’ ” Values like solidarity “The international financial markets need regulation, which
must consider economic aims like employment, a socially justor justice in the distribution of income, liberties, and rights

among all men are “maligned and represented as outmoded distribution of incomes, growing purchasing power, social
safety, as well as development opportunities for poorerand especially as hostile to the economy.” Neo-liberalism

alienates people from one another, and, “ in its basic attitude, countries.”
Besides a tax on currency transactions (Tobin Tax) and aneo-liberalism is fascistoid, when it deals only with survival

and the law of the stronger. And it is fascistoid and anti- tax on currency transactions to tax havens, it is also necessary
to stabilize exchange rates among the most important currenc-democratic, because it wants, besides economic power, to

control the state, too.”

A New Social-Economic Order
To this, Höferl counterposes a vision of a new social- ✪ LAROUCHE IN 2004 ✪economic order, in which “ the value of man and of his basic

rights is esteemed more highly than money.” In this new or- www.larouchein2004.comder, the state and the international community would have
important tasks. The state not only protects the weak, but

Paid for by LaRouche in 2004.actively supports stable economic development. Currencies
will have stable relations between them, as there will be no
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ies. Instead of the formerly leading currency (the dollar), Ewald Nowotny (also former EIB vice president), co-author
an essay on the so-called Lisbon Strategy for expansion ofHöferl advocates the creation of a neutral reserve currency

based on a market basket of goods of all countries. Currency the European Union. They write: “One of the main problems
in reaching and sustaining the listed aims, lies in the incompat-revaluations or devaluations, he says, should be possible

“with joint, international coordination.” For this reason, the ibility of a strict taboo on the Maastricht criteria and a consis-
tent pursuit of the Lisbon aims.” (The EU’s Maastricht Treatyinternational financial institutions must be reorganized. If

necessary, “Europe should consider leaving the IMF and cre- required member states to adhere to strict neo-liberal limita-
tions on government spending—a demand which has brokenating an independent financial policy, based on the European

Investment Bank (EIB) and the European Bank for Recon- down as the economic crisis worsened.) Often, “ the Lisbon
Strategy subsumes merely more liberalization, meaning pri-struction and Development (EBRD), which goes beyond the

borders of Europe and is consistent with European interests.” vatization; a one-sided view of social safety-net systems from
the point of financing (combined with budgetary relevance);
as well as unlimited ‘ freedom of the markets.’ ” On the con-Harmony of Productive Interests

Höferl’s essay is complemented and elaborated by other trary, say the authors, public finances “must be, first of all,
oriented toward employment and growth. . . . This implies,high-ranking members of the party. Economist Stephan

Schulmeister expands on the analysis of neo-liberalism, docu- for example, that current public expenditures must be clearly
separated from investment expenditures, with a significantmenting the blindness of the neo-liberals to the fact that the

instability in the financial markets is the epicenter of the rise in the share of public investments.”
The proposals of Franz Nauschnigg, director for interna-world’s financial crisis.

Schulmeister points to the conflict of interest between tional financial institutions (such as the International Mone-
tary Fund/World Bank) at the Austrian National Bank, remain“fi nancial capital” and “ real capital.” Entrepreneurs in the

productive sector have, like their employees, an interest in within the axioms of the current financial system—a Tobin
Tax, a tax-haven tax, and a formal mechanism to reorganizestable exchange rates and commodity prices, and in low inter-

est rates; whereas thefinancial sector profits from high interest state debt—and aims for reform solely within the current
system.rates and unstable prices. “Both of these ‘development condi-

tions’ dampen economic growth. The profit and employment By contrast, Jürgen Bozsoki, author of Die blinden
Flecken der Sozialdemokratie (The Blind Spots of the Socialinterest of labor needs a (sufficiently) high economic growth.”

Whereas entrepreneurs had pursued their interests in alli- Democracy), goes further and demands a new global mone-
tary system, and a reform of the ECB, as key for an economicance with their employees in the first three decades after the

war, beginning in the 1970s, they allied with the financial recovery. In order to build a stable monetary system, the fi-
nancial bubble “must be reduced to the level of the realinterests, and thus, they threw the switches toward today’s

crisis. “ It remains to be seen, if the resulting rise in the number economy.”
Bozsoki points to Lyndon LaRouche’s proposal to pegof unemployed (to more than 5 million in Germany), will be

sufficient to force recognition of the harmful character of neo- currency exchange rates, in the context of a New Bretton
Woods conference, on a market basket of goods,1 and explainsliberal therapies, for the real economy, and to undergo the

pains of re-thinking. . . . At some point, the end of the dead- how the creation of productive credits works. As successful
examples of such a policy, Bozsoki lists Alexander Hamiltonend road will be reached. Then, a re-thinking will begin about

the necessary conditions for a new phase of prosperity.” and Franklin Roosevelt. Along the same lines, in Germany,
he takes up the case of economist Wilhelm Lautenbach, theClaudia Schmied calls for a major conference of Social

Democrats to discuss these issues. Ernst Tüchler, economist head of the Friedrich List Society: “ If the Lautenbach plan, a
similar concept, had been implemented earlier than 1932 un-at the Austrian Trade Union Association (ÖGB), demon-

strates how neo-liberalism leads to taking down the rights der the Schleicher government, the political turn toward Hitler
could have been prevented.” 2and living standards of labor. Further, the policy of “belt-

tightening” is harmful to the economy at large. Instead, the Certainly, many of Germany’s Social Democrats desire
a rejection of neo-liberalism by their party. But Schröder’sgovernment should invest more money into railroads and

highways, for example. government lacks a coalition partner with which it could im-
plement such a turn. Therefore, the demise of Germany’sThe next six essays address the situation of Austria and

Vienna within the world’s economy, with contributions by, SPD—and its economy—will continue, until it musters the
courage to change the political landscape.among others, former Vienna State Minister for Finance and

Economics Brigitte Ederer, her successor Sepp Rieder, and
Members of Parliament Hans Moser and Christophe
Matznetter. 1. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.,“Trade Without Currency,” EIR, Aug. 4, 2000.

More relevant for foreign observers, is the section on in- 2. Cf. Hartmut Cramer, “Wilhelm Lautenbach’s Concept of Productive
Credit Creation,” EIR, April 18, 2003.ternational economic policies. MPs Dietman Hoscher and
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Alaska—even if it’s Cheney’s energy-pirate friends’ plans
for a new gas pipeline—actually involves the whole “world
land-bridge” of transportation-centered corridors.

Veteran transportation consultant Hal B.H. Cooper, whoAlaska: Gas Pipeline Or
presented a preliminary “Alaska-Canada Railroad Corridor
Feasibility Study” to the Jan. 15 Juneau conference, pointedBering Straits Crossing?
out one little-known aspect of the natural gas pipeline plan.
Canadian natural gas production in Alberta rose dramaticallyby Paul Gallagher
from 1995 on, as the inflationary craze for natural-gas genera-
tion of electricity took off in North America; now Alberta

Reports that a new natural gas pipeline, running 1,300 miles production has peaked at 5 trillion cubic feet per year and is
actually falling. Natural gas prices have skied up again tofrom Alaska to the lower 48, was about to be announced—

a fruit of the secretive energy task force of Vice President nearly $9.50 per thousand cubic feet, nearing their level of
the destructive 2001 price spike which shut down aluminumCheney—circulated at a Jan. 15 conference in Juneau spon-

sored by the Alaska State Senate Transportation Committee. and other industrial facilities; average retail electricity prices
have increased by .25¢ per kilowatt in one year.But the subject of the conference itself was the desire for new,

through railroad corridors from Alaska down through Canada An Alaska natural gas pipeline is aimed to replace drop-
ping Canadian production in that energy-inflation geometry.and back into the United States—one of the oldest infrastruc-

ture needs, and plans, in North America. Its capital cost—on the order of $15 billion over five years—
does not require the large-scale investment in new coal-firedThe juxtaposition of these two, quite different ideas of

“economic infrastructure” was the subject of Canadian and nuclear-powered electric plants around the United States,
which would counter that inflationary pressure because ofBroadcasting Company and CBS-TV interviews with rail

consultants of the Alaska conference. It’s the difference be- much lower fuel costs. Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan, in fact, is promoting an “alternative”: a big newtween “energy profits” illusions—a` la the California and na-

tional energy deregulation crisis since 2000—and infrastruc- U.S. dependence onliquified natural gas from the Mideast, to
be brought into Gulf of Mexico ports. All this is part of theture building for general economic recovery, whose finest

expression is in Lyndon LaRouche’s proposals for the Eur- powerful inflationary forces which have been building up
within the so-called “deflationary” U.S. economy during theasian Land-Bridge and a “Super TVA” recovery policy in

North America. The question of a new connection to productive economy’s collapse since July-August 2000.
Producing electricity with

natural gas is a way to make
quick, relatively small “emer-

FIGURE 1
gency” additions to generating
capacity in a localized electric-
ity shortage crisis; but it makes
no sense as a national energy
strategy, as the spikes in heat-
ing-fuel costs and per-kilo-
watt-hour electricity costs
have shown.

If a pipeline is to be built,
a far more valuable resource to
the economy to bring down
through it, would bewater,
from the MacKenzie River and
the overcharged Alaskan river
system generally, into the arid
Rocky Mountain longitudes of
North America.

Rail Corridor Comes
First

But any pipeline really re-
quires a new transportationde-
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ity, as shown; it would run
FIGURE 2

north from the northern end of
the Western Interconnection,
the western-most transmission
section of the U.S. electricity
grid.

That railroad corridor is
now being planned by the Ca-
nadian Arctic Railway Com-
pany of British Columbia. But
funding for the project is more
than uncertain, and is planned
to be private.

This idea has been seen as
a necessity by those who
planned or envisaged indus-
trial and economic growth,
since the first half of the 19th
Century when Alaska still be-
longed to Russia—the first
proposal was made in 1845 by
the governor of the then-Terri-
tory of Colorado. But it has
never been constructed. As the
planning has been redone sev-
eral times during the 20th Cen-

tury, it has been connected to the idea of crossing the Beringvelopment corridor. Why? The pipeline itself can’ t be built,
Cooper notes, without finishing off the already beaten-up Straits into Russian and Chinese railroad corridors. In the first

decade of the 20th Century, America and Russia were veryAlaskan Highway and American roads which connect to it.
U.S. Interstate Route 5, for example, running up the American close to launching construction of a U.S. West Coast-to-Sibe-

ria rail corridor, using freight ferries across the Strait. AgainWest Coast from southern California, is already disintegrat-
ing in stretches from the tens of thousands of heavy trucks during World War II, President Roosevelt and Josef Stalin

discussed the same thing, and Stalin attempted to revive thethat use it per day. The construction of a pipeline from British
Columbia to Alaska requires carrying 100-110 million tons of idea with President Truman after the war. But the rail corridor

up over North America has never been built.materials up along its route between 2005 and its completion
before 2010. That will crush the long north-south highways
of western North America—even if, for example, the steel Bering Strait Imperative

The intensity of use of this railroad corridor, and its effectpipeline sections are made shorter than is economical for their
final assembly, so that trucks can carry them. on overall economic productivity of North American and Eur-

asian nations, changes entirely when it crosses the BeringTherefore, if we’ re not going to ruin existing infrastruc-
ture (Cheney energy-pirate style) while building new “ infra- Strait—as is now definitely technologically feasible by tunnel

(Figure 2), using the two islands, (Little Diomede and Bigstructure,” a new railroad corridor to Alaska has to be built
first, before any pipeline! Diomede) which lie along the Strait crossing in order to break

up its total length. The long-awaited Alaska-Canada railroadThat railroad would transport trucks and their drivers, as
well as the heaviest construction loads on rail cars. It would corridor then becomes an extension of the northern Eurasian

Land-Bridge—involving the Trans-Siberian and Baikal-carry 40-60 million tons or so a year to serve the contruction
of a pipeline or pipelines while it was underway; and in a few Amur lines, and the Chinese northern rail line construction

extending to them—and part of the “world land-bridge.”years as pipeline construction ended, would be carrying 60-
70 million tons of other freight—lumber products, energy For example, whereas American consultant Cooper in Ju-

neau estimated that a railroad corridor between Alaska andproducts, food and other agricultural goods, consumer goods,
and still, trucks—as well as passenger service. In the repre- Canada would reach 70 million tons of freight per year, he

reported that the Siberian State Transport University has donesentation in Figure 1, a water pipeline is shown above ground
along the railroad corridor; a natural gas pipeline would be extensive study of traffic over a Bering land-bridge. The

freight traffic on the same corridor, if so extended, would thenburied underneath it. The railroad would require electricity,
and the corridor could be planned for transmission of electric- more than quadruple, to as much as 300 million tons per year
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FIGURE 3

Bering Strait Tunnel Connection for Rail Corridors

among the nations of North America, Russia, China, Korea, the Eurasian Land-Bridge idea—for which Presidential can-
didate Lyndon LaRouche is known internationally, and whichJapan, and Europe.

This would be propelled by the savings of time in moving is being carried out in projects by China and other countries—
and his “Super-TVA” policy for the United States’ recoverymost kinds of freight. Take a 40-foot standard freight con-

tainer being shipped from Shanghai to New York City. En- from economic depression.
The North American side of this railroad corridor con-tirely by sea—the cheapest means—it takes 30-35 days (by

air, the cost per pound is nearly 20 times higher). By sea across struction would involve tens of thousands of new productive
jobs directly, and many tens of thousands more resulting fromthe Pacific and then rail across America, takes 20-22 days;

ship and truck, 20-25 days. But entirely by rail on the “world that economic activity. If double-tracked, the Alaska-to-West
Coast and Midwest corridor routes would cost $7-10 billionland-bridge,” the container would arrive in only 10-12 days,

and cost just 3-5% more than all-sea shipping. in construction; the much greater Bering Strait-crossing land-
bridge corridor construction, by several nations, $70-100Moreover, in this context of world infrastructure building

and connection, the transport corridor from Alaska down the billion.
The American Federal states, including Alaska, have allWest Coast of North America is then not enough. An addi-

tional corridor from Alaska becomes necessary and, in fact, been forced to cut their budget spending—despite more than
half of them raising taxes—by the depression tax revenuemore important: This corridor, as consultant Cooper has

drawn it, will come southeast across Western Canada to cross drops since 2000. They—as in the cases of Alaska, Texas,
California, and other states with ambitious transport corridorinto North and South Dakota, and continue as the Central

North American Land-Bridge Corridor. This section of it is plans—can put no money into the the new infrastructure pub-
lic works that would create new revenue and productive jobs.the long-“missing” major north-south rail corridor down the

center of the United States—following the route of U.S. High- LaRouche’s Super TVA will target credits from the Federal
Treasury—which uniquely has the power to create them—toway 83—to Texas, and into Mexico.

This combination of two new rail and development corri- assist states and the regulated public corporations they create
to carry out such great projects. Through treaty agreements,dors, both flowing across the Bering Strait to join the Eurasian

Land-Bridge (Figure 3), connect North America to the credits will be created for international projects. His recovery
program is modern economic infrastructure for the general“world land-bridge.”

They also make clear the complete coherence between welfare—like the Alaska/Central North America Corridor.
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Business Briefs

Foreign Exchange WTO because it is not all positive. It can be Consumer Debt
very negative if you don’t handle it properly.
They try to impose their agenda without re-Malaysia Considers Millions ‘At Risk’
gard for some other countries.”Breaking Dollar Link In Britain, Spain

Millions of Britons are “at risk” due to highMalaysia is considering de-linking its cur-
debt levels, warns Britain’s Financial Ser-rency, the ringgit, from the dollar, if the
vices Authority (FSA), in its “Financial Riskdecline of the U.S. currency continues, theIMF Conditionalities Outlook for 2004,” released on Jan. 20, ac-Malaysia Star reported on Jan. 21. The
cording to the LondonFinancial Times. The“breaking point” could come before year’s
report states that a large number of BritishBolivia To Announceend, said the executive director of the Ma-
households have overestimated their abilitylaysian Institute of Economic Research, Dr.Huge Budget Cuts to repay their debts,andevena onepercetageMohamed Ariff Abdul Kareem. This would
point rise in interest rates could force fami-be especially likely if the Chinese yuan were
lies tocutspendingor sell theirhomes.Therere-valued, or if the euro continued to rise Bolivia’s government will announce a sui-
is mounting evidence of financial stress,against the dollar. He said the “breaking- cidal austerity program on Jan. 31, guaran-
such as an increase in cash withdrawals onpoint indicators” included the euro hitting teed to blow up the very precarious situation
credit cards, and this could get much worse,$1.40 or the dollar falling below 100 yen. in that country. At the moment when border
once interest rates or unemployment rise.The ringgit has been pegged at 3.80 to tensions are heating up between Bolivia and
“There are signs that some households havethe dollar since September 1998, when Chile, the government of Carlos Mesa is
already borrowed more than they can com-Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir bin Mohamad preparing to announce measures intended
fortably afford,” the authors state. “House-shut down George Soros and his speculator to reduce the current budget deficit, which is
holds may begin to reach the limits of theirallies by imposing currency controls. The close to 9% of GDP. This involves “severe”
ablity to borrow relative to their income andMalaysian currency is estimated by some cutbacks in government spending—elimi-
a small change in borrowing costs or house-economists to be some 15-20% underval- nating some Deputy Secretary positions,
hold outgoings may have a significantued, and has been depreciating against other merging ministries, etc. Other measures in-
impact.”world currencies in tandem with the dollar. clude eliminating the subsidy for liquefied

On the same day, the Organization forAriff challenged the presumption that a gas, which will hit the population very hard.
Economic Cooperation and Developmentweak ringgit was good for the economy, Note that this is a measure “recommended”
(OECD) put out its latest “country report” onsince Malaysia is less dependent now on ex- by the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
Britain, warning that the real estate bubbleports, and for instance, the auto industry was in a study last year, to increase revenue.
isabout toburst, and thiscould lead to a “dra-facing problems of rising production costs There is talk of imposing more taxes on
matic decline in private consumption.”due to its high imported content. It is not businesses, as well as an income tax on

Meanwhile, the Spanish dailyEl Mundoclear whether Malaysia would re-peg to the “large” salaries, which in Bolivia means
on Jan. 21 cited the Bank of Spain, reportingdollar, or peg to a basket of currencies, as has anything above $520 monthly. Most omi-
that Spanish household debts rose for thebeen discussed in China. It is highly unlikely nous is a proposed “pension reform,” about
first time in history above 500 billion euros,that Malaysia would allow a float. which there are few details available. Fol-
in the third quarter of 2003, a 14.7% riseIn a related development, Prime Minis- lowing the Jan. 16 meeting in Washington
compared to the same period the year before.ter Mahathir urged Saudi Arabian officials of the “Support Group” for Bolivia, in which
As in other countrieswhere such a phenome-on Jan. 19, to consider using another cur- multilateral lenders, the IMF, and represen-
non is occurring, the increase was inducedrency to sell oil, rather than dollars, in a tativesof19nationspledgednofinancialaid,
by low interests rates and the rise in homespeech at an economic conference in Jeddah, Minister to the President Jose´ Galindo ex-
prices, luring people into expanding con-Saudi Arabia. “The price of oil is $33,” Ma- plained that the austerity program is the way
sumer credit and mortgages.hathir said, but the U.S. dollar has declined that Bolivia is “doing its part.”

Already, labor, peasant, and other orga-by 40% against the euro, so you’re effec-
tively getting $20. So you’re being short- nizations are threatening to oust President

Carlos Mesa, for failing to change the previ-changed.” Transportation
He again presented his proposal that ous government’s policies. Juan Melendez,

leader of the COB labor federation, basedcountries should tally their total annual im- Debate on Maglev
ports and exports and then settle the differ- in El Alto, site of last October’s violence,

Continues in Chinaence at the end of the year in “gold dinars.” demanded that “the landowners be pun-
Mahathir also warned Saudi Arabia against ished, not the people.” Business leaders are

also angry,protesting thatnew taxeson themjoining the World Trade Organization: “Ev- The Chinese Ministry of Railways on Jan.
16 denied a widely cited report in theBeijingerybody should be careful before joining the are unfair.
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Briefly

CALIFORNIA payroll employ-
ment contracted in 2003, the third

Times the day before, that the government new government research institute attached. year in a row. Between December
hadfinally decided that itwould notusemag- The institute will be staffed by experts from 2000 and December 2003, non-pay-
netic levitation technology for the Beijing- Russia’s regions. roll employment plunged by 310,000;
Shanghai route. China’s maglev from In 2003, he said, the development of a which included a loss of more than
Shanghai to its airport is the first functioning national transport strategy represented a step 100,000 manufacturing jobs.
maglev line in the world. toward such a national concept. In addition

to dealing with population migration withinThe Beijing Times was citing a Rail Min- WAL-MART has locked employ-
istry report on its long-term plans for railway the Russian Federation, “ there is a need to ees into its stores from closing time
construction, which was approved by the determine other lines, too: transportation, in- until 6:00 a.m., the New York Times
State Council on Jan. 7. This report does not dustry, construction of ports, and develop- reported on Jan. 18. Often no one in
announce which technology will be used for ment of mineral resources. However, these the building has a key, and fire exits
the Beijing-Shanghai railroad, as the paper issues should not be settled separately, by a have been chained shut. One worker
had claimed it did. regional or sector principle, but comprehen- had to wait until 6:00 to go to the hos-

Also on Jan. 16, China’s Ministry of For- sively,whichageneral plan for spatialdevel- pital, after shattering his ankle in an
eign Affairs told a press conference that fea- opment actually makes possible.” accident.
sibility studies on the railroad have yet to Yakovlev pushed aside the interviewer’s The store seems to have modified
be conclusive. wish to draw a parallel with Soviet Gosplan, these practices, since it learned on

The China Daily on Jan. 19, however, the State Planning Commission, saying that Jan. 1, that the Times was investigat-
notes the costs involved in building a maglev it wassimply a matterof thenational interest, ing them.
from Beijing to Shanghai, and states that to overcome the “patchworkquilt principle,”

by which regional economic planning is cur-“even Germany and Japan, two of the GERMANY’S construction sector
world’s wealthiest countries and leaders in rently done in Russia. expects additional loss of jobs be-
researching magnetic levitation, havenot yet cause of low corporate and public
put the technology into commercial opera- sector investments, the association of
tion,” and even scrapped plans to build rela- German construction sector firms
tively short maglev projects. China Daily said at a press conference on Jan. 20.
also called for public hearings on the project, Science & Technology Forty percent of its firms expect no
due to its enormous cost—no matter what improvement in 2004, and the associ-
technology is used—and national impor- Brazil’s Amaral Forced ation forecasts that 36,000 jobs in the
tance. sector, and the same number in sup-Out on Nuclear IssueAs EIR has reported, Germany’s deci- plying industrial sectors, will be axed
sion not to build a maglev—even though it this year.
was developed by the German company Brazil’s outspoken Science and Technology
Transrapid—was based on phony environ- Minister, Roberto Amaral, resigned on Jan. U.S. PENSION FUNDS and uni-
mentalist objections.Although maglev is ex- 21, amid an international campaign against versity endowments are pouring
pensive, as is any breakthrough transporta- him. He had fiercely defended Brazil’s right money into risky hedge funds, to in-
tion technology, it has enormous to develop all advanced technology, includ- crease their yield on investment, USA
advantages, and would function as a science- ing the full nuclear fuel cycle. Today reported on Jan. 20. Harvard
driver for the economy. In an interview published by BBC on University’s endowment has put 12%

of its assets into high-risk hedgeJan. 6, 2003, Amaral had declared that Brazil
must master “all scientific knowledge,” in- funds, while Calpers, the nation’s

largest public pension fund, has allo-cluding “ the technology of the atomic
Development bomb”— not to build weapons of mass de- cated $1 billion to hedge funds.

struction, he said, but to apply nuclear tech-
nology in all areas of scientific endeavor. THE U.S. BUDGET deficit rose toRussian Minister Has
Nuclear energy is “strategic” for the country, $128.67 billion for the first quarter ofNew Regional Policy he said. As Minister, he pressed for the com- Fiscal 2004 (October-December
pletion of Brazil’s third nuclear plant, long 2003), up 18.9% from the budget gap

in October-December 2002. ThisRussian Deputy Prime Minister Vladimir stalled by opposition from environmen-
talists.Yakovlev, who is in charge of reform of the level corresponds to an annual deficit

of more than $500 billion. In Decem-“natural monopolies” (raw materials enter- Amaral was forced out of the govern-
ment in the midst of an internationalprises), gave an interview to Izvestia on Jan. ber 2003, the Treasury Department

said the U.S. government posted a15, revealing some of what his team will be campaign to shut down Brazil’s program to
produce commercial-scale uranium enrich-submitting to the Cabinet in February: a Spa- $16.15 billion budget shortfall.

tial Development Concept of Russia, with a ment, scheduled to begin in a few months.
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Expose the Myths About
The Apollo Program
President Bush has announced a program to return to the Moon
and head for Mars. But unless the lessons of Kennedy’s Apollo
program are learned, there is little chance for success. Marsha
Freeman reports.

Five days before President George Bush made his speech atThe Battle for Men’s Minds
There is a misunderstanding as to why President KennedyNASAheadquarters inWashington,proposing toopena“new

age of discovery” in space exploration, theWashington Post proposed that the United States embark on a manned lunar
program to begin with. The generally accepted explanation isprinted an article stating that the President’s aides wanted him

to have a “Kennedy moment.” That phrase referred to the that he aimed to “beat” the Soviet Union in the space race, in
order to show the, primarily, military might of the Unitedproposal announced by President John F. Kennedy, before a

Joint Session of Congress on May 25, 1961, in which he said, States, during the Cold War. The President, after all, had
campaigned accusing the previous Eisenhower Administra-“I believe that this Nation should commit itself to achieving

the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a man on the tion of allowing a “missile gap” to develop with the Soviet
Union, and the same rockets that take men into space canMoon, and returning him safely to the Earth.”

During the more than 40 years since President Kennedy carry nuclear weapons.
At the end of the Second World War, when the Germanmade that speech, almost every analysis of why and how the

decision was made to go to the Moon has been based upon rocket team had demonstrated the possibility of space flight,
utopian think-tanks, such as the RAND Corporation, pro-fallacies of composition, a genuine misunderstanding of the

purpose and goals of the Apollo program, or a willful rewrit- posed that America should develop satellites and other space
capabilties to carry out psychological warfare against the en-ing of history, in order to prove that such an optimistic under-

taking could never be repeated. emy. In a report titled, “Time Factor in the Satellite Program,”
in October 1946, RAND wrote: “The psychological effect ofOn Jan. 14, President Bush outlined an ambitious series

of goals for manned space exploration, including a return to a satellite will, in less dramatic fashion, parallel that of the
atomic bomb,” giving “pause to any nation which contem-the Moon, and manned missions to Mars. Without learning

the lessons of the Apollo program, which carried out the first plates aggressive war against the U.S.” It was assumed that
space technology, as RAND recommended, would remainmanned landing on the Moon, there will be no possibility to

meet the expectations the President has outlined. under the auspices of the Army Air Forces. This study was
followed up three years later with a conference to discussAs an efficient method for understanding the real history

of the greatest peacetime mobilization of this nation’s scien- “Methods for Studying the Psychological Effects of Uncon-
ventional Weapons.”tific, engineering, and industrial capability, it is useful to re-

view and rebut the myths that surround the Apollo program, President Eisenhower, and the powerful President of the
Senate,LyndonJohnson(D-Tex.), rejected thisproposal,and,and examine their relevance to the space exploration initiative

that has recently been proposed. in 1958, established the civilian National Aeronautics and
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The response to the international
goodwill tour of the Apollo 11
astronauts, who are seen here in
Mexico City, Sept. 23, 1969,
brought to fruition President
Kennedy’s effort to win “the
battle for men’s minds.” Inset:
Apollo 11 astronaut Edwin
“Buzz” Aldrin on the Moon; the
first, not last, step in the Kennedy
space initiative.

Space Administration. Unlike the Soviet program, a U.S. the United States should do, to appeal to the minds of men in
the competition between the American and Soviet forms ofspace program of exploration should be carried out, they be-

lieved, not in secret, but in full sight of the world. government, he considered various options. These included
such projects as large-scale water development through theTo meet the military challenge, President Kennedy em-

barked on a defense build-up, including the development and development of new desalination technologies. But he made
his choice of a bold space initiative six weeks before he an-deployment of intercontinental ballistic missiles. And in his

May 1961 speech—which was not called to announce a new nounced the Apollo program, after Russia’s Yuri Gagarin
became the first man to orbit the Earth, on April 12, 1961.space policy, but to address “Urgent National Needs”— the

President outlined the challenges before the nation, describ- The visibility, challenge, imagination, and effort entailed to
place men in space, the President became convinced, woulding them as a “ long and exacting test of the future of freedom.”

He spoke of the subversion of developing nations by the be the “great project” through which countries would turn
toward cooperation with the United States, rather than theCommunists, and, toward the end of his speech, proposed a

solution: “Finally, if we are to win the battle that is going on Soviet Union.
Just as Franklin Roosevelt’s Tennessee Valley Authorityaround the world between freedom and tyranny, if we are to

win the battle for men’s minds,the dramatic achievements in became synonymous around the world with American system
economic development, the space program would demon-space which occurred in the recent weeks should have made

clear to us all, as did the Sputnikin 1957, the impact of this strate what America could achieve. Speaking in Muscle
Shoals, Alabama, in 1963, at a commemoration of the 30thadventure on the minds of men everywhere who are attempt-

ing to make a determination of which road they should take” anniversary of Roosevelt’s signing the legislation that created
the TVA, Kennedy disputed those who said that the TVA’s(emphasis added).

“Since early in my term,” the President reported, “our work was done, since it had built dams and tamed the rivers
in the Valley. Kennedy stressed that its importance was as aefforts in space have been under review. . . . Now it is time to

take longer strides—time for a great new American enter- model for the rest of the world. He believed the space program
could serve the same purpose.prise—time for this Nation to take a clearly leading role in

space achievement, which in many ways, may hold the key For those who propose that the Apollo program was a
military initiative to surpass Soviet might, it is difficult toto our future on Earth.”

When the new President was initially considering what explain why President Kennedy invited the Soviet Union,
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multiple times, to join the United States in this endeavor.
Kennedy saw space exploration as a war-avoidance policy,
where two nations with opposing ideologies, while compet-
ing, could work on common goals.

A War-Avoidance Policy
In his Jan. 20, 1961 inaugural address, President Kennedy

stated: “Let both sides seek to invoke the wonders of science
instead of its terrors. Together let us explore the stars. . . . I
invite all nations—including the Soviet Union—to join with
us in developing a weather prediction program; in a new com-
munications satellite program; and in preparation for probing
the distant planets of Mars and Venus—probes which may
someday unlock the deepest secrets of the Universe.”

In early February, Kennedy asked his science advisor,
Jerome Wiesner, to set up a NASA-Department of State task
force to recommend areas of space cooperation. On April 4,
Wiesner presented the President with a Draft Proposal for
U.S.-U.S.S.R. Space Cooperation. More than 20 possible ar-
eas for cooperation were listed, including a joint manned mis-
sion to the Moon.

Then, on April 12, Gagarin became the first man to orbit
the Earth, putting the United States in second place. And the
April 15-19 failed Bay of Pigs invasion put the President in a
much weakened position, not all that different than George
Bush’s failed war in Iraq. President Kennedy believed that
the United States, through his Administration, had to regain

Contrary to the popular misconception that the Apollo program
a positive footing in both domestic and foreign policy. A goal was a “ dead end,” President Kennedy, seen here in December
that could restore America’s prestige, Vice President Lyndon 1962 inspecting the Nuclear Rocket Development Station in

Nevada, accelerated the nuclear propulsion program, to enableJohnson recommended, was a manned mission to the Moon.
future missions to Mars.Kennedy concurred.

A year later, on Feb. 21, 1962, with the Soviet Union still
ahead of the United States in space, Soviet Chairman Nikita
Khrushchov sent a letter to Kennedy, congratulating him on On Sept. 20, 1963, President Kennedy asked in a speech

before the United Nations: “Why, therefore, should man’sthe flight of John Glenn. He also said: “ If our countries pool
their efforts—scientific, technical, and material—to master first flight to the Moon be a matter of national competition?

Why should the United States and the Soviet Union, in prepar-the universe, this would be very beneficial for the advance of
science and would be joyfully acclaimed by all peoples who ing for such expeditions, become involved in immense dupli-

cation of research, construction, and expenditure? Surely wewould like to see scientific achievements benefit man and not
be used for ‘cold war’ purposes and the arms race.” Khrush- should explore whether the scientists and astronauts of our

two countries—indeed of all the world—cannot work to-chov had his own agenda, but Kennedy responded to the face
value of the proposal. gether in the conquest of space, sending some day in this

decade, to the Moon, not the representatives of a single nation,On March 7, Kennedy sent a reply to Khrushchov, which
proposed cooperation in operational weather satellite sys- but the representatives of all our countries.”

On Nov. 12, ten days before he was assassinated, Presi-tems, operational tracking services, satellite communications,
and space medicine research. Khrushchov coyly responded dent Kennedy signed National Security Action Memorandum

No. 271, giving the NASA Administrator the lead responsibil-on March 20 saying, “Until an agreement in general and com-
plete disarmament is achieved, both our countries will, never- ity within the Executive Branch in developing substantive

proposals for U.S.-Soviet cooperation.theless, be limited in their abilities to cooperate in the field of
peaceful use of outer space.” But the door had been opened. While there certainly was pressure on the Federal budget,

and opposition to the expenditures that were being made byOn March 27-28, 1962, Soviet and American scientists
met in New York for the first round of discussions on coopera- NASA to meet the President’s Apollo directive—which some

proposed could be reduced through international collabora-tive research; and in July, an initial agreement was reached
and joint work started. tion—Kennedy also saw joint space exploration as an amelio-
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ration to the tension with the Soviet Union over Cuban mis- spent in the space program, $14 were returned to the economy
in new jobs, factories, and technologies. And social improve-siles, the Berlin Wall, and the Cold War.

It would be a wise lesson for President Bush to learn, ments, such as in health and education, could not even be
quantitatively included in their equation.that visionary projects in science and technology, in which

America sets an example for the rest of the world, can play a The Chase study also found that Federal dollars spent on
research and development by NASA, with its mission orienta-defining role in international relations, rather than clashes of

civilizations and pre-emptive wars. tion, were four times as effective as other R&D spending,
and that the applications of technological breakthroughs were
visible in the economy within two years of their achievement.A Science Driver for the Economy

Some of the most inane opposition to President Bush’s The economic return from the Apollo program did start with
the 1969 Moon landing, but virtually as soon as the programJan. 14 Moon-Mars speech, has been by Democrats who sim-

ply repeat, like parrots, what they have been told for forty was announced.
A study done by EIR in 1986 revealed that during theyears—that money should not be spent “ in space,” when there

is so much need for resources to solve economic problems on 1950s, there was a steady decline of new orders for capital
goods in industry, with a net loss of 211,000 metalworkingEarth. This idea is often accompanied by the lie that the

Apollo program achieved its goals because it was given a machine tools. In 1963, there was a net addition of 124,000
such tools. During the Apollo decade of the 1960s, orders for“blank check” by the Congress, and spent indecent amounts

of money to accomplish little besides public relations. The non-defense manufacturing capital goods more than doubled,
as heavy industry basically “ rebuilt” itself, following its post-nation is in such bad shape, this argument continues, that it

could hardly afford the luxury today of a Moon-Mars pro- war stagnation.
President Kennedy recognized that to stimulate economicgram. “ It is not worth bankrupting the country,” remarked

Presidential hopeful Howard Dean in response to President growth, it was necessary to provide an incentive for industry
to implement the necessary policies. To do this, within 90Bush’s proposal.

Aside from the obvious fact that NASA spends no money days of taking office, he called for an investment tax credit to
spur capital formation. Unlike President Bush’s self-destruc-“ in space,” but instead uses the money to create new indus-

tries, improve infrastructure, support education and scientific tive tax cut to households, supposedly to increase consump-
tion and goose up the economy, Kennedy’s economic advi-institutions, and develop more productive technologies on

Earth, such comments turn the fundamentals of economics on sors reasoned that the investment in new plant and equipment
and creation of new jobs would more than pay for any loss totheir head.

President Kennedy understood what it would take to place the Federal Treasury from the investment tax credit. And they
were right.a man on the Moon. In his inaugural address, he also stated:

“ I am asking the Congress and the country to accept a firm Studies have also demonstrated that it was not simply
millions of dollars of NASA contracts, but a general and per-commitment to a new course of action, a course which will

last for many years and carry very heavy costs of $532 million vasive optimism that drove physical economic growth during
the Apollo years. Before Congress could even enact the lawsin Fiscal 1962; an estimated $7 billion to $9 billion additional

over the next five years. If we are to go only halfway, or to increase the space budget, small and large companies ex-
panded their facilities, hired more employees, and eagerly gotreduce our sights in the fact of difficulty, in my judgment it

would be better not to go at all.” ready for the challenges ahead. In 1962, the editors of Fortune
magazine described the coming era as one of “hitching theTo prepare the country for the vast mobilization of re-

sources the Apollo project would require, President Kennedy economy to the infinite.”
The technology developed to allow rockets to launch intoalso sent to Congress within his first months in office, legisla-

tion to up-grade education, health care, water management, space, and the spacecraft designed to carry, protect, and moni-
tor human travellers, stretched the existing limits of technol-and other infrastructure.

As Presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche has stressed ogy. Developments in rocket technology led to improvements
in every application of energy production using fossil-basedthroughout his entire life’s work in economics, it is precisely

such national investments in infrastructure—such as educa- fuels. Studies and development programs for nuclear power
and propulsion for space travel created the next-generation,tion, health care, transportation, energy, and science—com-

bined with the drive toward goals that challenge the existing high-temperature nuclear designs, still awaiting commercial
development.capabilities of a society, that will uplift the population of a

nation, not hand-outs that are supposed to “eliminate Technologies such as portable electron beam welding had
to be developed, because the components of the Saturn Vpoverty.”

In fact, the space program does not “cost” anything; it is Moon rocket were too large for conventional welding stations.
New materials to withstand the heat, cold, and radiation ofthe best investment a nation can make. A study conducted in

1976 by Chase Econometrics estimated that for every dollar space have been applied to every facet of the economy.
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Every person who has access to
Von Braun Integrated Space Program, 1970-90modern medical treatment has benefit-

ted from space technology, from inten-
sive-care room monitors, diagnostic im-
aging devices, and artificial limbs, to
heart-assist devices.

Space-based remote sensing and
communications technologies created
weather forecasting, and have improved
agriculture, located new raw materials,
warned of impending natural disasters,
and increased the productivity of fish-
ing, among dozens of other applica-
tions, including telemedicine, to bring
modern medical techniques to the re-
motest regions of the Earth.

The Apollo program directly em-
ployed more than 400,000 people in
highly skilled, well-paying industrial
jobs, most of which required a dramatic
upgrading in the capabilities of the
workforce. Millions more were em-
ployed in feeder industries, or those
spun off from the new technologies that
were developed.

The most long-lasting economic im-
pact of the Apollo program, however,
was the creation of tens of thousands of scientists and engi- for the Advancement of Science, wrote: “NASA has sought

examples of technology fallout from its program. To date,neers; not just those who worked for NASA, or in the aero-
space industry, but all of the young people who saw the possi- those cited have not been impressive. The problems of space

are different from the earthly tax-paying economy. . . . I be-bility that man was reaching for the infinite, and wanted to
make a contribution. lieve the program may delay conquests of cancer and mental

illness.”President Bush appears to believe that he could only pro-
pose a Moon-Mars program, as long as it did not cost too Scientists feared that NASA funding would mean a dimi-

nution of support for their research. In fact, the lack of ade-much money—when, in fact, a properly funded program that
could meet his goals, would be the greatest legacy he could quate scientific and engineering manpower was well recog-

nized, and provisions for support of higher education wereleave for the economic well-being of future generations.
included in the space budgets. But that did not convince the
President’s own science advisor, Dr. Jerome Wiesner, whoOpinion Polls vs. Leadership

A persistent popular myth about the Apollo program is opposed the Apollo program from its inception. He continued
to argue against it even when it was under way. Presidentthat President Kennedy had the mandate to announce it be-

cause there was support for it, whereas today, no one is inter- Kennedy’s entire Science Advisory Committee believed that
“such spectaculars [as manned space flight] may be drawingested in a visionary space program. A poll of over 1,000 adults

carried out by Time/CNN immediately after President’s an undue amount of support away from a more rational sci-
ence program,” the New York Times reported before PresidentBush’s Jan. 14 speech, for example, indicated that 61% of

those polled were opposed to the initiative. About 9% said Kennedy’s speech.
When the mission to land a man on the Moon was underthey would support spending “billions of dollars” on space

exploration, while 40% said they would rather improve edu- consideration, President Kennedy’s Council of Economic
Advisors, and Labor Secretary Arthur Goldberg, proposedcation, etc. All that these results actually show is that the

majority of the American people understand economics, and that the President approve a substantial increase in public
works programs, rather than new space spending, becauseeducation, as poorly as does the White House. President Ken-

nedy faced a situation no different, of broad opposition. they believed that would provide a better stimulus for the
economy. At the time of President Kennedy’s speech, pollsThe broad scientific community opposed the expenditure

of large sums to land a man on the Moon. Dr. Philip Abelson, showed that less than half of the American public supported
such an effort.editor of Science, the magazine of the American Association
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and Lyndon Johnson were not about to
terminate the martyred President’s
Moon program, they were unwilling to
fund the effort to ensure, as he had out-
lined, a continuing program of explo-
ration.

The opposition to the Kennedy
space program, which always existed,
gained the upper hand due to President
Johnson’s acquiesence to the escalation
of the war in Vietnam, and also his “war
on poverty.” These “competing” pro-
grams to spending on space doomed
President Kennedy’s vision for the
space program to an early demise. The
replacement of Kennedy’s optimistic
economic plan by the drug-infested,
anti-technology counterculture, sealed
its fate.

The Long-Range Vision
It is often said that the United States

has been unable to carry out any long-
range plan for manned space explora-
tion since the 1960s because the Apollo
program was a “dead end” ; that there
was no program to follow the lunar land-

ing; that it was a “space spectacular,” done for purely politicalPresident Kennedy did not propose the Apollo program
because it was “popular,” and he consistently made clear that reasons, an expensive flash in the pan. This view reveals an

ignorance of space history, from well before the Apollo pro-it would be difficult, risky, and expensive. It was a question
of leadership. In his inaugural address, he stated: “ I believe gram, as well as a misrepresentation of what the President

actually proposed.we possess all the resources and talents necessary. But the
facts of the matter are that we have never made the national Although it appeared to the public and many in public

office that President Kennedy was proposing something trulydecisions or marshaled the national resources required for
such leadership. We have never specified long-range goals on “ fantastic” in going to the Moon, the proposal was actually

the culmination of work that scientists and space visionariesan urgent time schedule, or marshaled our resources and our
time so as to ensure their fulfillment.” had been carrying on for decades. The first scientifically-

informed visual presentation of such an adventure was un-As the program moved forward, increased expenditures
were required to meet the goal, and opposition from the Con- veiled in Germany in 1929 in movie theaters. The technical

advisor for the film the Woman in the Moon or Frau im Mond,gress also increased. NASA never had a “blank check,” from
Congressional committees. The initial consensus in Congress was scientist Hermann Oberth, whose published works had

already described the physics, rocket technology, and bio-to support Apollo, energized by the vision and forcefulness
of President Kennedy’s personal initiative, was short-lived. medical research needed for an “Apollo” mission.

Oberth, and his young collaborators, including teenagerThree months after his Apollo speech, the President’s re-
quest for a $1.5 billion NASA budget was cut by $75 million Wernher von Braun, not only did experiments in the 1930s to

try to tame the new field of rocketry, they held public lectures,on Capitol Hill. Space scientist Wernher von Braun warned
that this would create slippage in the program’s schedule, debates, demonstrations, and published popular articles to

organize public support. Once in the United States, after theand prevent the hiring of an additional 600 people. NASA’s
leadership had, annually, to justify to the Congress and the war, von Braun, Krafft Ehricke, and others among the German

space pioneers joined forces with American enthusiasts—budget office every cent that was spent by the space program.
President Kennedy had warned that if the nation were including television producers and magazine publishers—to

lay out their vision for the next 50 years of manned space ex-not willing to fund Apollo at the level that was necessary to
accomplish the goal, it should not do it at all. While the Presi- ploration.

To the better informed, President Kennedy’s Apollo an-dent was alive, his leadership prevented the emasculation of
the effort. But after his assassination, although the Congress nouncement was not such a big surprise. Von Braun had au-
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thored and co-authored popular and well-illustrated books “popular culture.” There was no point in going into space,
when there are limits to growth, technology is dangerous, andwith titles such as Man on the Moon and Across the Space

Frontier. In 1955, the Walt Disney television show aired, I’m “doing my own thing.”
At the same time, the NASA budget became the direct“Man in Space,” with von Braun appearing, to explain the

basics of rocketry and space travel. trade-off with the rising Defense Department expenditures
for the escalating war in Southeast Asia. The peak year forThe vision started with winged space planes to take man

into Earth orbit; next came the construction of space stations funding for NASA was 1965. That year, layoffs started at
NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center, as the developmentin orbit where men would live and do research; and culmi-

nated with the construction and assembly at the station of work on the Saturn V Moon rocket reached completion. While
NASA had plans aplenty, there was no approved post-Apollointerplanetary vehicles to explore the Moon and the planets.

When President Kennedy announced the Apollo program, program. For the first time, a President supported a cut in
the space agency’s budget, even though Administrator Jamesvon Braun’s team had already designed the rockets that would

make the plan realizable, and had outlined a multi-decade Webb warned that the $300 million reduction in the post-
Apollo applications program would have serious conse-program to colonize space.

Because an important feature of the President’s plan was quences in the aerospace industry.
It was not NASA that lacked the vision. The space agencyto demonstrate to the world that the United States could match

and surpass the Soviet Union in space technology, he decided carried out advanced planning activities from its inception.
Between 1962 and 1965, NASA spent $70 million studyingto change the order of the plan. He asked the scientists and

engineers to skip a step, and devise a way to take astronauts what to do following the success of the Apollo program. A
report by NASA Administrator James Webb in 1965—con-to the Moon, without a space station as the intermediate jump-

ing-off point. This, he reasoned, would save enough time to servative by design, since the lunar landing was still a half-
decade away—proposed that there be a “systematic program”meet his deadline of “within a decade,” as well as push the

state-of-the art in rocket and other space technology at a of manned flights around the Moon and Earth, using the Sa-
turn V rockets developed for Apollo. But faced with risingquicker pace.

Although this approach was not the orderly, step-by-step defense costs, President Johnson asked Webb to postpone any
post-Apollo plans.plan the pioneers had envisioned, they realized that they were

finally going to get to the Moon. And because they had lis- To Webb, like the technical people who were the heart of
the space agency, the lunar landing was never the only goaltened to or read the President’s speech, they knew that the

Apollo program was just the beginning, and not a dead end. of the space program. At a briefing in 1965, he stressed that
what NASA had developed was the “capability to fire, to
launch, to get into orbit.” From there, you could go virtuallyThe Moon, and Then Mars

The myth of the “Apollo dead end” has persisted for de- anywhere.
From 1965 to the landing on the Moon in July 1969, Webbcades, for the simple reason that no long-term plan followed

it. However, that was not the intention. When he announced and others watched while not only post-Apollo planning, but
the very infrastructure that the nation had built to land a manthe Apollo program, President Kennedy also said the follow-

ing: “We propose additional funds for other engine develop- on the Moon, was dismantled. In 1967, Webb warned that a
declining budget would leave him “no choice but to acceleratements and for unmanned explorations, explorations which are

particularly important for one purpose which this nation will the rate at which we are carrying on the liquidation of some
of the capabilities which we have built up.” He told Lyndonnever overlook: the survival of the man who first makes this

daring flight. Johnson that there “has not been a single important new space
project since you became President.”“Second, an additional $23 million, together with $7 mil-

lion already available, to accelerate development of the Rover By the Fall of 1968, James Webb—the man who had
organized a space agency, almost from scratch, to be able tonuclear rocket. This gives promise of someday providing a

means for even more exciting and ambitious exploration of carry out the lunar landing—could not see any course that
would stop the take-down of the nation’s space future. Threespace, perhaps beyond the Moon, perhaps to the very end of

the Solar System itself” (or at least to Mars, which is what the months before the first human beings would orbit the Moon,
during Apollo 8, he resigned.nuclear rocket was being designed for).

The lack of a post-Apollo vision for space exploration is His chosen successor, Dr. Tom Paine, would pick up the
fight for a long-term future for space exploration followingoften blamed on President Richard Nixon, who, facing an

economic crisis, would not commit to a long-range space the lunar landing. There was no lack of vision.
effort. But, in fact, as soon as it looked reasonably assured
that an American would be able to land on the Moon, the A Real Moon-Mars Program

Months before the first Apollo 11 landing, Presidentpolitical momentum shifted to the doomsdayers and the nay-
sayers in the Congress, the think-tanks, the media, and the Nixon established a Space Task Group to develop policy rec-
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ommendations for the post-Apollo period. Two months after
the landing, the Group presented its finding, stating that “a
manned Mars mission should be accepted as a long-range
goal,” and that to accomplish this, the NASA budget should
be increased to $6 billion. Instead, between 1965 and fiscal
1971, the NASA budget declined by more than 40%.

The plan which was developed by Wernher von Braun,
to run from 1970-1990, centered around a 12-man space
station, a reusable Earth-orbital shuttle to service it, a multi-
purpose space tug for in-orbit operations, and a reusable
nuclear-powered interplanetary shuttle. This infrastructure,
to be built up during the 1970s, would then allow the estab-
lishment of a lunar surface base, and the first manned land-
ings on Mars.

Faced with an economy that was unraveling due to a series
of international financial crises, President Nixon and his “eco-
nomic advisors” determined that no long-range plan would
be adopted. In 1972, the development of a reusable Space
Shuttle was approved; the rest of the vision would have to
wait for better times.

The constraints on Shuttle funding throughout its devel-
opment, resulted in an only partially reusable vehicle that is
more expensive and less safe to operate than the original
design.

In 1984, in his State of the Union speech, President Ronald
Reagan initiated the development of the second piece of space
infrastructure the von Braun plan had proposed—a space sta- In 1986, the National Commission on Space released its 50-year

Moon-Mars mission program. There has been no lack of plans,tion. Once again, funding constraints, justified by economic
only of the leadership to implement them.theories based on false premises, doomed the project to delays

and cost-overruns.
Recognizing that a long-range plan was needed, Reagan

established the Presidential National Commission on Space, that exists, to “save” enough money to pay for trips to the
Moon and Mars. This will fail.headed by former Administrator Tom Paine. Once again, the

multi-decade von Braun program was brought forth in their The only reasonable and potentially successful way to
proceed, is to dust off the plans for space exploration that1986 report, but, once again, there would be no leadership

taken to implement the program. have been proposed, and re-proposed for the past 40 years.
Such a plan would require the build-up of the infrastructureIn 1989, during a celebration of the 30th anniversary of

the first lunar landing, President George H.W. Bush, also to lay the basis for planetary exploration.
Instead of trying to “sell” the program to the Congresslooking for a “Kennedy moment,” stood on the steps of the

National Air and Space Museum and annnounced the United and the American people through reassurances that it will not
cost much, he should be proposing that this new thrust intoStates would go back to the Moon, this time to stay, and on to

Mars. When NASA informed the President what such an ef- space is the best hope for reversing 30 years of failed eco-
nomic policy, and turning the ballooning budget and tradefort would cost, it was abandoned.

The report of the Columbia Accident Investigation Board, deficits into positive territory. Instead of fooling himself, and
trying to fool the American public into believing that we are inreleased last August, stated that one of the problems in the

space agency that led to the Shuttle accident, is that there has the midst of an oxymoronic “ jobless recovery,” the President
should explain that each dollar NASA spends on his newbeen no long-range plan, no vision. A space agency with no

mission orientation, the report stated, is a space agency adrift. space initiative, will return to the economy highly-skilled
jobs, new industries, a boost to education and optimism, andPresident George W. Bush proposed a Moon-Mars program

that could fill that bill. But he has not learned the lessons of new technologies.
The President should not concern himself with whetherthe Apollo program.

President Bush has proposed a plan that is premised on his Moon-Mars program is popular; it won’ t be. He should
assume there will be opposition, ready his ammunition, andthe idea that it will not cost very much money. He plans to

abandon the Space Shuttle and space station infrastructure prepare his forces for the fight.
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On Southern Tour,
LaRouche Speaks To
‘The Forgotten Man’
by Nancy Spannaus

While the “other” Democratic Presidential candidates frenetically sought votes in
Iowa and New Hampshire the week of Jan. 19-23, Democratic Presidential candi-
date Lyndon LaRouche accepted invitations to tour the Deep South, to address
what he called “my constituency.” That constituency is comprised primarily of the
impoverished people, African-American and otherwise, of the de-industrialized
areas of the United States—the grouping Franklin Delano Roosevelt called the
“forgotten men and women.” Unless these forgotten people, from among the lower
80% of income brackets in the country, activate themselves in a passionate fight
for the future of the nation, LaRouche said, there is little hope for this election, or
for the United States.

As LaRouche addressed the “forgotten men and women” of Alabama and
Mississippi, the fight for the Democratic Presidential nomination blew wide open,
with the dramatic upset victory in Iowa on Jan. 19 by Massachusetts Sen. John
Kerry. As LaRouche had predicted, Howard Dean self-imploded, in a maniacal
screeching fit, following his decisive defeat in the caucuses. As LaRouche has
observed, Kerry was, among the “others,” the only candidate who might potentially
be taken seriously, although his performance up to this point had been disappoint-
ing. Clearly, voters in Iowa agreed with LaRouche.

Illusions About To Go
With the withdrawal of Dick Gephardt, and the destabilization of “frontrunner”

Dean, the race for the Democratic nomination is up for grabs. But whether it will
successfully produce a nominee who can defeat George W. Bush, and create the
conditions for the nation to survive up until Inauguration Day 2005, will depend
upon how Democrats respond to LaRouche, and to the upcoming financial shocks,
which will obliterate illusions about economic stability in the country, and put the
necessity of a Franklin Roosevelt-style policy for the general welfare, at the fore-
front of the nation’s agenda.

Highlights of LaRouche’s Southern tour included an address to the historic
Mount Canaan Church in Talladega, Alabama, and his keynote speech to the Martin
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“My constituency”—an attentive
audience listens to Lyndon
LaRouche’s keynote speech at the
Martin Luther King Prayer Breakfast
in Talladega, Alabama, Jan. 19.
Asked why he was in the South when
the other candidates were
campaigning in Iowa, LaRouche
replied that he was taking his
message to “the forgotten man,” as
Franklin D. Roosevelt had also done
in a time of economic crisis.

Luther King Day Prayer Breakfast on Jan. 19, to some 400 That evening, LaRouche addressed a town meeting at
Tougaloo College, which was attended by more than 60 sup-people, in an event sponsored by the Talladega County Chap-

ter of the Alabama Democratic Conference, whose chair, Ed- porters, among them many students and professors.
die Tucker, a City Councilman, had organized LaRouche’s
visit in the state. That speech, dwelling on the quality of lead- On to New Hampshire

On Jan. 23, the candidate was scheduled to travel to Newership which King represented, and which must be reawak-
ened today, is reprinted below. An indispensable role in intro- Hampshire, where his Youth Movement has moved heavily

into the state for a final drive into the Jan. 27 primary. Aducing LaRouche to Alabamans during this tour was played
by Mrs. Amelia Boynton Robinson, the civil rights heroine second half-hour TV advertisement is scheduled to air on

Sunday Jan. 25, the same day that LaRouche will hold a meet-of Selma.
On Jan. 20, LaRouche addressed a public meeting at the ing in Manchester for his supporters.

LaRouche’s message to New Hampshire voters in the TVB.N. Mabra Center in Talladega, which drew 20 Democratic
Party activists for in-depth discussion. show stresses the point that he made in his Jan. 10 webcast,

before the Washington, D.C. primary. He introduced it thisOn Jan. 21, LaRouche travelled to Mississippi, where he
spoke before the Legislative Black Caucus, in Jackson, the way: “As most of you know, the Bush Administration and its

propaganda machine is insisting that the U.S. economy is onstate capital. LaRouche’s trip was hosted by State Rep. Erik
Fleming, who recently endorsed his candidacy for President. the road to a glorious recovery. Quite the opposite is true.

We’ re on the brink of a collapse beyond anything in the pastThe Black Caucus event was short, but intense, as the candi-
date took on the illusions of those who choose to deny the century, and it’s coming on fast now.

“The key point you’ ll observe in the following broadcast,reality of the economic depression into which the last 40 years
of “post-industrial” consumerism have led the United States. is when I address the question of the Erinyes. That in order to

appreciate what is going to happen during this immediateFleming formally introduced LaRouche to members of
the state House of Representatives, and later he and election campaign period, is that at some point soon, this

crack is going to come. When the crack comes, everythingLaRouche, joined by members of the LaRouche Youth Move-
ment, held a two-and-one-half-hour discussion with a group that people have assumed about the election campaign will

be blown away by the perception of a general collapse of theof Young Democrats.
On Jan. 22, the candidate was introduced at a Jackson system. “Therefore, my campaign is based on the assumption

and the knowledge that this collapse is coming, and therefore,news conference by Mrs. A.M.E. Logan, the “Mother of the
Civil Rights Movement” in Mississippi; the conference was when the crack comes, it’s going to take everybody by sur-

prise except me, and except those of you, who are watchingattended by the state’s leading black newspaper, the Jackson
Advocate, and by CBS and NBC television stations. this and similar broadcasts.”
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From the 1930s, Mrs. Robinson and her husband involved
LaRouche in Talladega themselves in the fights for voting rights and property owner-

ship, throughout the state of Alabama. During the 1960s, in
her home in Selma, and her office, she often invited the King
leadership team, Dr. King himself. And many times, they put
together strategies that worked. In 1964, she was the firstThe Immortal Talent
African-American female, but also the first female, who ran
on the Democratic ticket for Congress.Of Martin Luther King

Today, Mrs. Robinson is a leading member and vice chair-
man of the Schiller Institute, founded by Lyndon LaRouche

Lyndon LaRouche keynoted the Jan. 19 Martin Luther King and Helga Zepp-LaRouche in 1984. In April and May of
1990, Mrs. Robinson spent five weeks touring East and WestPrayer Breakfast on Jan. 19, sponsored by the Talladega

County (Alabama) Democratic Conference. City Councilman Germany with the Schiller Institute, where she addressed
thousands and thousands of German citizens about the lessonsRev. Horace Patterson , introduced the first speaker, civil

rights heroine Amelia Boynton Robinson, the vice chairman from the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. On July 21, 1990,
Mrs. Robinson was awarded the Martin Luther King, Jr., Free-of the Schiller Institute, who in turn introduced LaRouche.
dom Medal, honoring her lifelong commitment to human
rights and civil rights.Patterson: Before I present this gifted lady, I want to

emphasize that she has been a civil rights activist . . . [which] Today—in her nineties! in her nineties! And I want to talk
to her, before she leaves here: Whatever she’s been drinking,involves some tiring, tiresome work. You get tired; and when

you get tired, strength is often zapped, because you not only I want a bottle of it!—Today, in her nineties, Mrs. Robinson
is still a vibrant, charismatic leader, touring the nation, andhave to deal with ignorance, you have to deal with stupidity.

You can fix ignorance with knowledge. But it’s hard to fix speaking for the Schiller Institute, on behalf of the principles
of civil rights and activism.stupidity. It’s hard to fix stupidity. And so often, in the arena

of civil rights, you have to sometimes even fight with the Would you be kind enough to give a warm, Talladega
County welcome to Mrs. Amelia Robinson?people you’re trying to help. And this, of course, makes this

lady so unique.
It is also a thankless task, from time to time. Many times,

those who give of themselves, find themselves unappreciated. Amelia Boynton Robinson:
She was one of those people who made it possible for Dr.

‘Footprints on the Sand of Time’Martin Luther King to do the kinds of things he did. Many
people who were there, understand. When it was time to regis-
ter folk to vote, many times, many of us would go into their That’s a beautiful tribute. But, that tribute makes me real-

ize, that I still have a lot to do! God is not through with me,homes, and it was the first time they had ever registered to
vote: And you have to promise—, you’d say, “I’ll take of care yet. And, I will be here. I happen to be in the B class. I never

was supposed to be a very smart person—I’m in the B class.of the baby, if you’ll go down and register. I’ll wash your
clothes.” I’m serious! “I’ll cut your grass. I’ll do anything, if So, I’m going to be here! And, I hope, I will be here, to see

every one of you become a registered voter, and use youryou will go down, and vote.” And so often, the people who
did these kinds of things were never fully appreciated. Dr. vote, in order that we can destroy the evils that we have in

our country.King understood it, and therefore he mentioned it, when he
received his Nobel Prize. And I believe that Martin is looking down now, Martin

Luther King, who, to me, was just “Martin,” because I’m oldThis whole work, also, is a threatening work. It is very,
very dangerous work. Because the evil we face, is systemic. enough for his mother. And when he came to Selma, people

rejected him.It is an old evil. And many times, it is dressed up in new
clothing. But, it’s still the same old stuff. I believed we could make a type of plan, that we are going

in different places, and we are going to get people to realizeAnd therefore, as we look at realities of civil rights activ-
ism, and we look at the hurdles that must be crossed, it makes that a vote-less people is a hope-less people. And the only

way that we are going to able to get our rights, is to getthis lady so unique. Mrs. Amelia Robinson was one of the
persons who marched at the Edmund Pettus Bridge, on March the ballot.

And, when we were small, we used to decide that we were7, 1965. She was beaten so badly, they thought she was dead.
It was a horrible, horrible day. I can speak to that: I was a going to make a resolution. And, of course, every year, the

resolution was, “I’m not going to tell any more stories—oryoung, 17-year-old kid, at that time. And I have such respect
for those adults, who went through the horror, the horror of lies!” But I would like to see you make a resolution on this

day: a resolution that, “I am going to become a registeredthat hour—and yet, maintained a sweet and blessed spirit.
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voter,” if you’re not. Because, if you haven’t voted in two
years, you’ve lost. That you are going to exercise your ability
as an American citizen, and vote. I would like for you to make
that resolution, this day, that you’re going to exercise your
God-given right, and become a registered voter.

I worked with Dr. King, and I cried when he came to
Selma. Because, on the street that my office was on, we had
all of the professional African-Americans. Not one of them
came to him, and said, “Thank you for coming.” “I am glad
that you’re here.” “I would like to give you a drink of water.”
Or, “I would like for you to come to my house.” Nobody!

Because, you have evil against good. And the people who
were evil feared our getting together, because they were suc-
cessful in dividing and conquering. So, they said, “Don’t have
Dr. King to come into Selma”—they even called me—“be-
cause he’s a rabble-rouser. He’s an agitator. He’s a Commu-
nist!” And most of them didn’t know what Communism was,
but that’s what the white folks said, so “we’re not going to
have anything to do with him.”

And some of these professional people closed their doors.
And the only place he had to go, was to my office, and to the
house; so I turned everything over to them. And thank God,
out of that came, as you know, not only Resurrection City,
but also, March 7, which was known as “Bloody Sunday.”

So, I would like for you to make that resolution, this day,
that you are going to follow in the footsteps of Dr. King—the
little thing to register, vote, and become a first-class citizen.

He was rejected. But so was Christ. Mahatma Gandhi
was rejected. Kennedy was rejected. Martin Luther King was

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. understood his life as a talent, given torejected. But all of them left footprints on the sand of time.
him by God to spend wisely, for the benefit of all humanity. Here,But, you know, God has leaders to take up the helm, and
he gives his “I’ve been to the mountaintop” speech on April 3,to have somebody to carry it on. And we have, this day, a
1968.

man who is walking in the footsteps of all of these people: a
combination of trying to right the wrongs.

Unfortunately, we went to sleep after 1965. In 1967, peo-
ple got positions, and they fought for it. But, the young genera- And we refine those leaders. Thank God, that we are now at

the place where we don’t look at the color of the skin, but thetion feels as though it has everything made. We don’t have to
do—we can go in any hotel; we can go into any restaurant. contents of a man’s character, regardless of who he might be.

But, we have to fight hate! And, I am so happy, that theWe don’t have to sit in the back of the bus. But, you don’t
have it made! The evil spirit, like a mold—I don’t know gentleman whom I am standing beside, is a man who will tell

anybody: Hate does not help! Hate only destroys the hater!whether you know anything about molds, or not; but, in my
grandmother’s home in South Carolina, we would see the It used to be a time, that people of color were hated be-

cause of the color of their skin. But, hate is like—it’s like aground breaking. We couldn’t see what was under it, but it
was something like a mold. And, as it goes along, it breaks cancer. It starts, sometimes, with just a little pimple. And, if

you don’t stop it, it grows. It grows into a sore. Then it takesthe ground. So, you don’t be like the mold. You come up to
the top, and break the ground, and break out! Because, self- over the whole body. And that’s what hate has done. It’s not

because of the color of a person’s skin that people are hatedesteem is something that everybody can have. You are your
brothers’ keeper, you are God’s child. now, only. It’s gone into our cities, our counties, and even our

nation: They hate!
And this is one man: Talk with him, day or night, wakeGod Makes Leaders

And, we know that we have to have leaders. This is some- him up, and he’ll tell you, that love can overcome everything;
that we have to love. We have to look at the person’s inside.thing that I would like for each and every one of us to realize:

that leaders are not those that feel that, “Well, I want to be a And I am very proud to say, that this gentleman is a man that
I have known for many years. And it’s not because of whatleader tomorrow. And I’m going to lead.” God makes leaders.
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somebody said. Like Martin: When Martin Luther King, be- today, is worse than in 1933, when Roosevelt came into the
White House, in March.fore he came into Selma, Martin Luther King was told, “Don’t

go into that section.” He was hated. But, he did what he was That is, you look around you: infrastructure, energy, so
forth; the conditions of life of our people, around the world;supposed to have done. And that is, what God had him to do.

And then, He took him away. If he were living today, maybe, and don’t look in the big cities, where they put on a façade,
and say, “Things are fine.” Look in the communities. Forthe rabble-rousers might have killed him mentally, rather than

physically. But he did the job, that God had him to do. example, Detroit, now, has half the population it used to have.
An industrial city is gone. Look around Birmingham, you seeAnd I think of people as—let’s say, a school: Here, the

teacher comes in, and says, that “I’m going to give an exami- how the same thing is reported. It was never rich. But, their
sense of loss, of loss, of loss, of this, of that: That’s the situa-nation today. And I want you to take your papers and pencils

out. And we’re going to have an examination.” Okay, in this tion of the United States.
Then you get an indifference, an indifference to the prob-class, you have Martin Luther King; you have Mahatma Gan-

dhi; you have many other people, including the Kennedys, lems of the United States. We have 48, at least, of the 50 states
are bankrupt, hopelessly bankrupt. That is, the states can notincluding Lincoln. You have Lyndon LaRouche—and, be-

cause of my age, you’ve got me! possibly raise the tax revenue, without sinking the economy
further, to meet the essential obligations of government. ThisThen, she passes out the examination. Then, she says,

“Now, I want you to be sure that you’re quiet, and do your is characteristic of at least 48 states.
And it’s getting worse.work.” And, as soon as she turns her back, you find, let’s say,

Martin Luther King: “Miss Teacher, I’ve finished.”
“Bring your paper up here.” She looks at it. “You have a ‘We’re in Trouble’

If you look at the cost of living, the increase of the cost ofperfect score. You may pass on.” And he passes off of the
scene of this Earth, and God says, “Come up a little higher. living, as compared to what is officially reported, look at the

prices of food in grocery stores, over the past six months, inYou’ve done a good job.”
The Kennedys, 15 minutes afterward, the same thing. the United States.

Look at the fact that the U.S. dollar—not long ago, 83“Okay. You’ve got a good score. You may pass.”
But, 40 minutes pass—the time is only 45 minutes—40 cents would buy a euro; today it takes a $1.26 or $1.28 to buy

a euro. The U.S. dollar is collapsing in value.minutes pass. Many of the people have finished their examina-
tion, and they pass on. Forty-five minutes pass, the bell has What is increasing, is the amount of money associated

with gambling. And the biggest form of gambling is occurringrung—and Lyndon LaRouche and I are still working!
So, we are here for a purpose. And I am so happy to see a on Wall Street. The money is going to drive up—in a purely

speculative way, on side bets on the economy—to drive upman, that knows no color. He’s color-blind. He is working for
people, for the human race. And he realizes that we are our the value of stock prices for some companies. And, as soon

as some company gets rich, the leaders of the company go tobrothers’ keeper, whether we are on this side of the ocean, or
the other side. And he realizes, also, unless people throughout prison, like Enron. Because we have gone from the “steel”

business, to the “stealing” business. The nature of thethe world begin to recognize people, justice, understanding,
love, humility, then we have not completed our job. economy.

We’re in trouble. We’re in trouble on a world scale. SinceSo, I introduce to some of you, present to others, the man
that God has ordained as a leader for people throughout the January of 2002, when the present President made an unfortu-

nate speech, in the State of the Union Address, the attitudeworld: Lyndon H. LaRouche.
toward the United States, has fallen rapidly to the lowest
I’ve ever seen, among nations all over the world. Throughout

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. Eurasia, throughout the Americas, the United States is de-
spised, where it was still at least respected, or even loved,
before. We are in trouble.Thank you, young lady. Oh, thank you Amelia! She’s

very special to us, and to my wife—when I say “we”—my And look at the world. The world faces a great crisis. And
the United States faces a great crisis, in dealing with the world.wife, as well. She’s been like a mother to my wife. And she’s

been precious. The largest concentrations of population of the world are
China, for example, at one point, 1.3 billion or more; IndiaWe have two problems, I think, which should be the basis

for reflecting on Martin’s life, today. One, we have a national over 1 billion; then you have Pakistan, Bangladesh, and the
countries of Southeast Asia: This is the greatest concentrationcrisis. Now, I’m not going to mince words; and I’m not going

to do any political hacking. But the facts have to be told. This of population on this planet. It’s an emerging part of the world.
The question is, what’s the relationship of the United Stateseconomy is collapsing! The situation, relatively speaking, in

terms of basic economic infrastructure, of the United States to these people of Asia, who represent, by and large, different
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LaRouche at Mt. Canaan
Baptist Church on Jan. 18, with
Eddie Tucker, Talladega City
Council member and Talladega
County Democratic
Conference chairman.

cultural backgrounds, than those of us in the United States or life, his development, which should be captured today by us,
not only in addressing the problems of our nation, which arein Western Europe?

How are we going to find peace in a troubled world? How becoming terrible; but the problems of our relationship with
the world as a whole. How are we going to deal with theseare we going to find reconciliation in a troubled world, with

countries which have turned against us, because of the war cultures that are different than our own? With an Asian cul-
ture; with the Muslim cultures around the world—over a bil-policies of Cheney and some others?

So, we face the situation. lion Muslims around the world; with the culture of China,
which is different than ours; the culture of Southeast Asia,Now, go back a little bit, to the time that Bill Clinton was

inaugurated as President. Now, think about something some which is different than ours; the culture of Myanmar?
They’re all human. They all have the same ultimate re-of you know about: Think about the status of the Black Cau-

cus, Legislative Caucus, or Black Congressional Caucus, in quirements, the same needs. But, they’re different cultures.
They think differently. They respond to different predicates1993, when Bill Clinton came into the White House. Now—

go through the list of names: Where are those people, and than we respond to. But, we must have peaceful cooperation
with these people, to solve world problems.their replacements today? There has been a winnowing out

of the political achievements, throughout the country, of the Then you start thinking about someone like Martin. And
I want to indicate, in the context I just stated, what the signifi-black caucuses.

This is the problem I deal with constantly, actually from cance of Martin is, today. We had no replacement for Martin,
lesson number one. Martin was a unique personality. He was1996 on. It became worse, accelerated. Brutally.
not a talented person who happened to stumble into leader-
ship, and could be easily replaced by other leaders who wouldThe Significance of Martin Luther King,

Today learn the job, and take over afterward. We had no replacement.
No one in the position to replace him. Many wished to be—So, we do not face a new problem today, in one sense. We

face the same problem, in principle, that Martin faced. And they didn’t have it.
What did Martin have? What was the essence of Martin,faced successfully. And I would propose, that in the lesson of

Martin Luther King, and his life, there is something we can that made him something special? Let’s compare three cases,
to get at this. One, Martin himself. The other, the case oflearn today, which brings him back to life, as if he were stand-

ing here, alive, today. There’s something special about his France’s famous heroine, Jeanne d’Arc—and I’m rather fa-
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miliar with the details of the actual history of the Jeanne d’Arc ger. And you have to find within yourself the strength, not to
flinch. Not to compromise.case, which is comparable, in a sense, a very special way, to

the case of Martin. And then, also, with a fictitious case, but
which points to the problem we face: the case of Shake- The Martyrdom of Joan of Arc

Take the case of Jeanne d’Arc, to the comparison—Joanspeare’s Hamlet, especially the Hamlet of the Third Act
soliloquy. of Arc, as she’s called. This is the real history: She was such

a significant figure, in the 15th Century, that her history wasNow, what was the issue? Martin was truly a man of God.
Truly. In a way that very few people are actually able to realize thoroughly documented at the time, and cross-checked and

so forth. She was a figure in all Christianity. She was a keyin their lifetime. It wasn’t just that he was a man of God: It’s
that he rose to the fuller appreciation of what that meant. figure in the history of France.

Here she is, a woman, a young woman, coming from aObviously, the image for him was Christ, and the Passion and
Crucifixion of Jesus Christ. That was his source of strength. farming background, who is inspired to believe that France

must be freed from the terrible occupation of the NormanHe lived that. He had gone to the mountaintop, at a point that
he knew his life was threatened by powerful forces in the chivalry; that France must become a true nation. And that it

must be risen out of its condition, to become a nation, to takeUnited States. And he said, “I will not shrink from this mis-
sion, even if they kill me.” Just as Christ said, and I’m sure care of these problems; that God wished this to happen. So,

she went, through a series of events, to a Prince, who was thethat was in Martin’s mind, at that point. The Passion and
Crucifixion of Christ is the image which is the essence of heir, nominally, to the throne of France. And she said to this

Prince—having gotten in there with various credentials—Christianity. It’s an image, for example, in Germany, or else-
where, where the Bach St. Matthew Passion is performed. It’s “God wants you to become King.” And he looked at her, and

he said, “What do you want from me?” She said, “I don’t wanta two-hour performance, approximately. In those two hours,
the audience, the congregation, the singers, the musicians, re- anything from you. God wants you to become a King.”

And so, because of her power, of her personality and herlive, in a powerful way, the Passion and Crucifixion of Christ.
And this has always been important: To re-live that. To cap- mission, the King gave her the command of some troops, in

a very serious battle at that time, under the assumption thatture the essence of what Christ means, for all Christians. And
Martin showed that. she would be killed, as the leader of these troops, and that

would settle the whole problem. She wasn’t killed. She wonThe difference is this—and I’ll come back to Jeanne d’Arc
(or call it, Joan of Arc, in English). The difference is, most the battle! Personally leading the battle!

And, France was mobilized for the idea of its indepen-people tend to believe, “Yes, I wish to go to Heaven,” or
something like that. Or, don’t. Don’t care. But, they are look- dence, to a large degree, as a result.

Then the time came that the Prince was crowned King.ing for answers within the bounds of their mortal life. They’re
thinking of the satisfactions of the flesh. The security they But then the King betrayed her to the enemies of France, to

the British, the Normans. And she was put on trial by thewill enjoy, between the bounds of birth and death. Whereas,
the great leader, like Martin, rises to a higher level. They think Inquisition, which is a horrible thing. This is the worst kind

of injustice you can imagine. And in the course of the trial,of their life, as the Gospel presents it, as a “talent.” That is,
life is a talent, given to you: You’re born, and you die. That she was offered bait: “If you will back off a little bit, girl, we

won’t burn you at the stake, alive.” And she said, “No.” Sheis your talent, what you have in that period. The question is,
you’re going to spend it anyway. How are you going to spend flinched—“Maybe I should compromise.” She had priests in

there, trying to get her to compromise. She said, “I won’tit? What are you going to spend it for, to secure for all eternity?
What are you going to do, as a mission, that will earn you the compromise. I can not betray my mission.”

She had gone to the mountaintop. “I will not betray myplace you want to occupy in eternity?
Martin had a clear sense of that. That mountaintop ad- mission. I will stay my course.”

So, they took her. They tied her to a stake. They piled thedress, for me, struck me years ago—clear: It was just a clear
understanding of exactly what he was saying; what he was wood on the stake. They set fire to the stake, while she was

alive. They cooked her to death. Then, they opened the pilesaying to others. Life is a talent: It is not what you get out of
life; it’s what you put into it, that counts. of wood, to see if she was alive or not; they found she was

dead. And they continued the process, restarted the fire, andMartin had that. That’s why he was a leader. And I’ve
known many of the other leaders with him, in that period. They burned her, into ashes.

But, out of that, two things happened. Out of that, Francedidn’t quite have the same spark. They may have accepted the
idea. They may have believed in it. But, it didn’t grip them revived and got its independence. And later, got the first mod-

ern nation-state of Louis XI, that is, Louis the Eleventh ofthe same way it did Martin. And it came to grip him, I’m sure,
more and more, as he took on more and more responsibilities. France. And the significance of that is this, for us today: Be-

cause of that victory, because of what happened with LouisAs a leader, you feel this. You see your people. You see the
things you have to cope with, the suffering; you see the dan- XI of France, we had the first European state, in which the
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Because we’re all mortal. And to arouse in us the pas-
sions, while we’re alive, which will impel us to do good,
we have to have a sense that our life, and the consuming
of our life—the spending of our talent, is going to mean
something for coming generations. The best people look for
things—like Moses—that are going to happen, when he
will no longer be around to enjoy them. It’s this sense of
immortality. It’s why parents, in the best degree, sacrifice
for their children. It’s why communities sacrifice for educa-
tion, for their children, for opportunities for their children.
You go through the pangs of suffering and shortage, but
you have the sense that you’re going someplace, that your
life is going to mean something. That you can die with a
smile on your face: You’ve conquered death. You’ve spent
your talent wisely, why life will mean something better for
generations to come.

That was the principle! That principle inspired the man
who became King Henry VII of England, to do the same thing
against the evil Richard III, and establish England, at that
time, as the second modern nation-state.

In a sense, that’s what Martin was doing, the same kind
of process.

Hamlet, and the Problem With Education
But, now, let’s take the other side of the thing. Let’s take

the case of Hamlet: Hamlet says, that we have the opportunity
to fight, to free ourselves from horrible conditions, but! But,
what happens after we die? What happens beyond death?
And, it is the fear of what happens beyond death, which makes
people cowards: And, that is our problem, in the United States,

Joan of Arc, like Dr. King, “had gone to the mountaintop.” today! It’s the problem of our leadership in the Democratic
Though offered a deal that would have saved her from being Party. It’s the problem in the Republican Party, because not
burned at the stake, she refused. “I will not betray my mission. I all Republicans are bad. Some of them are very good. I intend
will stay my course.” The result was the emergence of France as a

to incorporate some of them in my government. I’m not verynation-state.
partisan, when it comes to government. I’m partisan about
getting it established.

So, that’s the point. The problem here is this: [Most
Americans do not] actually believe that man is different thangovernment was responsible for the general welfare of all of

the people. The general welfare, means exactly what it means an animal. Do you think, in the schools today, in the newspa-
pers today—do you think that Americans believe, in any sig-in I Corinthians 13, when Paul writes of agapē; or we some-

times call “love,” or “charity.” It’s that quality. It is not the nificant way, that man is different than an animal?
Our teaching, we don’t teach that. Look at our standardlaw, it is not the rule-book, that counts. It’s your love of

humanity that counts. That you must always live for your love curriculum. Many of you know something about education.
What our education policies are now, nationally, are a crime.of humanity. And therefore, government is not legitimate,

except as government is efficiently committed to the general You don’t know anything—you learn to pass a test! And you
wonder if the person who designs the test knows what they’rewelfare, of not only all of the people, but also the improve-

ment of the condition of life of their posterity. talking about. Tests are issued in various parts of the country,
not to test what you’ve done to the students, in terms of whatAnd, for the first time, in France, with that state, the princi-

ple of constitutional law, that government can not treat some they know. Sometimes the students come out, saying, “I know
nothing.” Honor students say, “In my years in secondaryof the people as human cattle—it is not legitimate; it is not a

nation, if it treats some of its people as human cattle—it must school, I learned nothing! The way it’s being taught now,
under the standard now.” What they’re testing is the obedi-think of the general welfare of all of the people. It must be

captured by a sense of responsibility to all of the people and ence training of the students, in that school district, or that
part of the country, as measured by some standard. Districtsto their posterity.
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are competing for money! And the performance, like the dog this, and they say, “We’re human.” And they can look at each
other with love, a kind of love which is expressed in educationtraining, of the students in the school becomes a standard, for

how much money and how many honors that district will get by the proper kind of class, in which students share in the
process of fighting through the act of discovery for them-in the following year.

We’re no longer concerned. We don’t believe, as a na- selves, a principle presented to them as a challenge and a
paradox.tion—we don’t believe in developing people! We have be-

come like Rome, ancient Rome, a society of “bread and cir- I mean, there’s a loving relationship, a class of the size
of 15-25, typical, good university, good secondary schoolcuses.” Get your crumbs, and be entertained. And the

entertainment gets more and more vicious as it goes along. class; in which the students are given the responsibility,
given a challenge, to try to fight it through among themselves.For example, today, do people work? Is their mentality

one of working? Do they believe in work? Do they believe And, the good teacher tries to evoke this kind of response
from among the students, find two or three in the class that’llthe society gives them the opportunity to work? No. It doesn’t.

It gives them the opportunity to get some money. start the discussion; and try to get the entire class involved
in the discussion. So that, what comes out of that is notWhat is the biggest growth industry in the United States?

Gambling. What is Wall Street? Gambling. What is Enron? memorizing something in a textbook. What comes out of
that, is the process of a social experience of discovering theGambling. What’re these guys that are going to jail in New

York? Gamblers. meaning of a principle, as if they had made the original
discovery themselves. This is done, not by teaching the indi-The mentality of the country is that if you’re getting lucky,

and winning the lottery, and winning at the track, that you’re vidual student (although that sometimes works)—it’s done
by getting the students to interact, in the process of dis-getting ahead. Even though your industry is collapsing, your

farm is gone, the city government can no longer afford to take cussion!
That’s why you want a class size of between 15 and 25.care of your essential needs: We’ve gone into becoming a

gambling society. Not too many, to exclude the opportunity for people to partici-
pate. Not too few, so you don’t get the stimulation of startingWe rely on what? Mass entertainment! What kind of mass

entertainment? Isn’t this something you really should be the discussion. But, it’s this social process of relationship,
among people who love each other, in a higher sense, becauseashamed of?

We no longer regard human beings as human. We no they have shared the process of discovery of a principle; or
they’ve understood something about history. But, they sharedlonger understand what is human.

I started a youth movement, some four years ago. It con- it! And, the idea of sharing human knowledge, as human
knowledge, is the essential act of loving. And you love man-centrates on young people 18-25 years of age, that is, the

university age-group. And, as you know, people, when they kind, and you’re happy with mankind, when you have worked
together to make a discovery together with people.get to about 18-25, under normal conditions, have passed over

from thinking of themselves as adolescents—as being half- And you realize you can rely on those people for that
kind of method. You got a problem with them? Well, goadults/half-children—into becoming, in a sense, adults. They

have adult confidence, adult impulses, and so forth. . . . back to the method. Talk to them, the same way you do in
a classroom. Fight it out with them. And these young peopleIf man were an ape, for example, the population of human

beings on this planet would never have exceeded several mil- are fun: They fight it out, until 3 or 4 o’clock in the morning.
I usually—you know, when I give a lecture with these guys,lion individuals. So, don’t make a monkey out of man. We

have now, over 6 billion people on this planet, to take care they go at me for about four hours. I give them about a one-
hour presentation, or something like that, and they’re atof—and they’re growing. The point is that man has been able

to discover what no animal can do: To discover universal me—they’re at me, all over the place! But, it’s beautiful! It’s
wonderful! And, I think anybody who’s been in education,physical principles of the universe, to apply these discovered

principles to make improvements in society, which increases knows exactly what I’m talking about. It’s beautiful—it’s
wonderful.man’s power over nature, just as you can read in Genesis 1:

man and woman made equally in the image of the Creator, in So, this is the problem: We have a population, we have a
world, in which there’s a shortage of people who actuallythe likeness of the Creator, and responsible for this function.

That’s what we are. understand, fully, the meaning of the difference between man
and beast. That man is a creature, as defined by Genesis 1, isWhen we teach physical science, when we teach Classical

art, and when we teach history from that standpoint, we are made in the likeness of the Creator of the universe.
This is us!actually imparting to young people, a sense of their humanity.

They are capable of re-enacting the great discoveries of prin- Because we transmit these ideas, because we transmit this
work as no animal can, we love one another. We love theciple from the past, whether in art, or whether in physical

science. When they know that, they know the difference be- people who come before us. We love those who are coming
after us. We care for them. In a very selfish way: Because, intween themselves and the beast. They pride themselves on
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our spending our talent of life, our sense of beauty depends eral welfare.
Martin had that.upon what was coming out of our life, in future generations.

We love children for that reason. They’re our children. We All the great leaders of history have usually come out of
that kind of background. They were not born leaders. Theylove grandchildren, even more than children, sometimes. Be-

cause, our children were able to produce these children— were not elected to be leaders. Some of them became elected,
in the course of life. But, they didn’t start out and establishthat’s great! I mean, you love them specially. Particularly, a

person becomes a grandparent, they love these grandchildren their leadership by being elected. They established their lead-
ership, by finding their roots in the struggle for the well-especially for that reason.

So, this kind of loving is lacking, generally, in the popula- being of humanity. They became the representatives of some
groups, struggling for that right; or, advocate of that group,tion, in leaders.
struggling for its rights. And they rose to a position of leader-
ship, because they had the moral character, built into them, inReach the ‘Forgotten Man’

Martin obviously had that. Martin was one of the rare the image of the Passion and Crucifixion of Christ.
And, as they get deeper into the business, and it becomespeople, in his time, who had a deep sense of what it is to be a

human being. Who had a deep sense of the lesson of the more dangerous, as they get more influential—life does be-
come more dangerous, as you become more influential—thenPassion and Crucifixion of Christ. He was able to bring to

politics—which he didn’t go into to get in as politics, as they realize that they are risking their life. And, they have to
ask themselves: “For what am I going to risk my life? Forsuch—he was a natural leader. The natural leader is one, who

comes not from the political process as such, but from the what will I not? What will I not betray, even at the cost of
losing my life?”people. Martin never achieved political office. Yet, he was

probably as important a figure of the United States as any And, you’re thrown right back to the question of the Cruci-
fixion and Passion of Christ.modern President. He achieved that. His authority, as a leader,

came from the people. He fought against the people, and with
the people, to free them. He was a leader, in a true sense. His The Passion of a True Leader

And that’s where we are today. Martin had that. The prob-power as a political force, in the nation and in the world, came
from his relationship to the people. lem in the United States, and the movement today, is we have,

in the movement itself, become—shall we say—“civilized”And, that’s our situation, today. And why I’m so glad to
be here, and have this opportunity to be with you: Because you in “going along to get along” with the political establishment.

And, it’s in tending to believe that the road to success is “goingtypify those who are struggling, in this country and abroad,
for the so-called “forgotten man,” as Franklin Roosevelt was along to get along,” you lose sight of the passion which should

motivate the true political leader. The passion is this commit-summoned, in 1933, to the Presidency. Eighty percent of the
population of the United States, in particular, and many ment: You have a talent. You have a sense of what your life

means. You have a sense of obligation, a mission in life toaround the world, are the forgotten man and woman. Nobody
really cares about them. Take the case of health care, the uplift the nation, by uplifting a certain part of the population,

or all of it.health care history; take the case of all kinds of things.
The only way you can renew a nation—as Martin made a And you will do nothing to betray that! That gives you

power: It gives you the power of being a creature made in thegreat contribution to renewing the United States—is, you
have to go to the forgotten man and woman, especially to the image of the living Creator. You tap it. Martin tapped it. He

was a man of God—not just by God, but of God. He was a“have-nots,” and if you can express a loving attitude, toward
the problem of the have-nots, those who are the lower side of man, who in the course of life, destiny gave him the mission

of being a man of God. And, he had the strength to do that. Helife—then, you are capable of representing the principle, upon
which modern government should be based. The same princi- had the strength to walk the road of Christ. To walk through

Gesthemane. To walk through the Crucifixion. He had thatple that Jeanne d’Arc made possible, in a sense, in her contri-
bution to the emergence of France as the first modern nation- strength, as Jeanne did, in her own way.

And, that’s the lesson, I believe, that has to be taught,state, committed to the general welfare.
If you want to be a true politician, you must be committed has to be understood, if we’re going to save this nation. We

need to tap into that power. And, as I say, of all the imagesto the general welfare. You must be committed to mankind.
And to be committed to mankind, is to look at the person of recent political leaders of the United States, Martin, both

as a national leader, and as a world leader—which he alsowho’s in the worst condition, in general—and uplift them!
Then, you really have proven, that you care about the general was, in terms of his influence—is the best example of the

kind of personality who we must have, and must develop,welfare. If you don’t go to those people, you’re not with the
general welfare. If you don’t have your roots in a fight for to get us out of the horrible, frightening mess that threatens

us today.the general welfare, you’re not capable of leading our nation,
which is a nation Constitutionally committed to the gen- Thank you, very much.
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Shades of 1920:1 OccupiersNow
See theReal Iraqi Resistance
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach

All eyes were on New York on Jan. 19, as leading members masses of women and children, students, professionals, doc-
tors, engineers, teachers, unemployed, etc. marched for sixof the Iraqi Governing Council (IGC), U.S. proconsul in Iraq

Paul Bremer, and his British counterpart Jeremy Greenstock hours through Baghdad to the historic Mustansiriya Univer-
sity. Security for the march was organized by the Al-Badrmet with UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, in an effort to

push through a formula for an orderly “transfer” of sover- Brigades (the militia of the Supreme Council for the Islamic
Revolution in Iraq, SCIRI), and there were no reported inci-eignty from the occupying powers in Iraq, to a newly consti-

tuted “sovereign” transitional government. But as the UN dents of violence. American troops wisely stayed away. The
Iraqi Governing Council (IGC), supposedly “representative”leader, the occupiers, and IGC members Adnan Pachachi,

Ahmed Chalabi and Abdel Aziz al-Hakim convened around of the people, was conspicuous by its absence.
a table, the real decision-makers made a massive display of
power in the streets of Baghdad. Up to 1 million people ‘This Is Only the Beginning’

The demonstrators chanted, “No, no to America!”; “Yes,marched in protest against the “transfer” plan on that New
York agenda. Nothing encapsulates the dilemma of U.S.-U.K. yes to Sistani!”; “Yes to Hawza!” (the theological center in

Najaf); “No foreign leaders!”; and “Yes to elections!” Thepolicy in Iraq better, than the juxtaposition of these two gath-
erings. massive show of force was intended as a protest against the

talks at the UN. A day earlier, on Jan. 15, an estimated 35,000Although Western press accounts radically underreported
the size and composition of the Baghdad demonstration, eye- Shi’ites had demonstrated in the southern city of Basra, in

support of Ayatollah al-Sistani and his demand that electionswitness accounts, illustrated by live coverage on Arab and
Farsi media outlets, documented that not “tens of thousands,” be held to elect a parliament and government. With “No to

America!” and “Yes to Al-Sistani!” they shouted down Brem-nor “up to 100,000,” but a million Iraqis were involved. The
mass mobilization, characterized in Western reports as orga- er’s plan for regional caucuses to select a legislature, which

would, in turn, name a transitional government. One demon-nized by “the Shi’ites,” in fact involved Iraqis of all ethnic,
religious, and political groupings. Live film footage and re- strator was quoting, “We are here to support Sistani’s edict to

avoid an appointed council laying down our constitution. Ifgional experts agree, that there were Sunni and Shi’ite Arabs,
Kurds, Turkmen, and at least two Arab Christian groups. that happens, we will resist.”

But it was the Baghdad march which really shifted theDemonstrators included followers of radical Shi’ite Muktadar
al-Sadr, who were seen carrying pictures of Ayatollah Ali al- correlation of forces in Iraq. For in the capital city, it was not

only Shi’ite followers of al-Sistani, but representative layersHusseini al-Sistani, the highest religious Shi’ite authority.
Other portraits visible were those of Imam Ali, Ayatollah of the entire population who hailed him as their figurehead in

the struggle for national unity, independence, and sover-Mohammed Bakir al-Hakim, and Jesus Christ, revered as a
prophet in Islam. eignty. The ayatollah from Najaf is known as the “conscience

of the people,“and it is acknowledged that no one dares toTwo U.S. military helicoptors circled overhead, while the
contest him. As one Lebanese analyst told EIR, “Al-Sistani
does not represent the Shi’ites, he represents a national move-1. See “Lessongs To Be Learned: Iraqi Resistance to British Occupation 80

Years Ago,” EIR, Nov. 14, 2003. ment, which includes Sunnis, Kurds, Turkmen, the whole
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said: “We know that the mere fact of
your favoring the appointment over
elections is an indication to what you
see as a threat to your interests . . . and
a deliberate marginalization of the ma-
jority. . . . Your plan for the transfer of
powers is vague and too complicated.
. . . It is nothing other than replacing
one dictatorship with another to serve
your own re-election goals.” The letter
concludes with a warning that the two
countries would drag their countries
into a battle they would lose, if they
did not let Iraqis choose their own in-
stitutions. This is a clear warning that
the Shi’ites could join the armed resis-
tance.

Other Shi’ite personalities speak-
ing indirectly for al-Sistani, have is-
sued warnings of what could happen ifThe scope and seriousness of the Iraqi pro-elections resistance led by Grand Ayatollah al-

Sistani (right) became clear in mid-January, when marches brought out a million Iraqis. Bremer continues intransigent. Sheikh
The Bush Administration and U.S. proconsul Paul Bremer quickly turned for help to UN Abdel Mahdi al-Karbalai said on Jan.
Secretary General Kofi Annan—who may not be able to accomplish it. 16, “In the coming days and months,

we’re going to see protests and strikes
and civil disobedience and perhaps

confrontations with the occupying force if it insists on itspopulation. This is the beginning. If the U.S. does not back
down and allow elections, this will lead to ‘al Jihad’ and that colonial and diabolical plans to design the country’s politics

for its own interests. We tell you to support the marja’swill be the end of Mr. Bush and the Americans.”
In point of fact, al-Sistani can transform the political pro- (Sistani’s) call for general elections. The marja will do all in

his power to stop those who would throw away the rights oftest into active political (and, eventually, military) resistance
against the occupation. Although he does not hold any politi- the Iraqi people, and will not give up its cause.” (The term

marja at-taqlid, source of emulation, refers to the elite ofcal office, as supreme religious authority for all Shi’ites, al-
Sistani can issue a religious edict, or fatwa, declaring the the clerics, headed by al-Sistani.) Al-Karbalai continued: “In

these closed-door meetings, they (the Americans) want toIGC, for example, illegitimate; or, a fatwa saying that any
legislature, constituent assembly, or government selected decide the political, social, economic, and even geographical

future of Iraq for their own benefit. I guarantee you that theother than by general free and fair elections, were illegitimate.
Two of the ayatollah’s representatives announced this possi- marja is determined to continue his battle until the end. You

must support this (struggle) because if you do not . . . you willbility, during the Basra demonstrations. His representative in
Basra, Ali al-Mussawi stated, “The large crowd before you know the anger and curse of God.”

Karbalai laid out what he said was the perspective definedtoday are expressing their feeling that they don’t want any-
thing imposed on them. We want to affirm our rights. We by al-Sistani: “A huge section of the Iraqi people and the

Shi’ites asked the marja to take a position and he has recom-want elections in all political domains.” The ayatollah’s repre-
sentative in Kuwait was more explicit. Speaking on Abu mended to them to keep the peace. But the marja will lift this

order if he finds himself at an impasse with the occupyingDhabi television, Mohammed Baqir al-Mehri said: “If
Bremer rejects the opinion of the Grand Ayatollah Ali al- power on the negotiations over the country’s future. We have

not yet reached an impasse, but we must prepare the IraqiSistani, then he will issue a fatwa to deprive the elected coun-
cil of its legitimacy. Then the Iraqi people will not obey this people psychologically to support the marja, because we do

not know what will happen these next three or four months,council, which we call a council made of paper and a U.S.-
elected council.” but it will be decisive. The marja’s actions will be progres-

sive: We will begin perhaps first with mass protests, thenAt the same time, Hojat al-Islam Ali Abdulhakim al-Safi,
who is the second most senior Shi’a cleric in Iraq and a close move on to a civil disobedience campaign, and then finally a

general strike.”aide of Ayatollah Sistani, sent a letter to President Bush and
Prime Minister Tony Blair, rejecting the argument that early On Friday, Jan. 16, thousands gathered for prayers in

Najaf, as al-Sistani met tribal leaders to discuss his opposi-elections were not feasible as a pretext to deny Iraqis their
legitimate aspirations. Mideast press reported that the letter tion to U.S. plans for transferring power to Iraqis; they too
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that he fears regional caucuses would deprive him of a Shi’ite
majority in elected bodies, reflecting the 60% majority thatAyatollah al-Sistani Shi’ite Arabs represent in the population. In reality, it is more
than a sectarian question. As the enormous support from all
layers of the population in Baghdad illustrated, the Iraqi peo-When President George W. Bush promised “free demo-
ple demand authentic democracy and sovereignty—an end tocratic elections” in his State of the Union address on
the occupation.Jan. 20, he was certainly not thinking of Iraq. But the

This is what Washington and London fear. Thus theirde facto leader of that country, Ayatollah al-Husseini
argument that there is “not enough time” to organize electionsal-Sistani, is committed precisely to implementing
before the scheduled transfer of power.democracy.

The former Iraqi ambassador to the UN, Mohammed al-The 73-year-old Ayatollah al-Sistani is a Seyyed,
Douri, laid out the bare truth in a statement to AP on Jan. 17.that is, a descendant of the Imam Hussein and the
“For me, what is important is Iraq,” he said, “not the majorityProphet Mohammed. His family has its roots in Sistan,
or the minority. I’ll accept anyone who is elected—a Shi’itean eastern region of neighboring Iran. In 1949, he began
or even a Kurd, if that is the people’s choice. The importanthis theological studies at the religious center Qom, in
thing is that the (Iraqi) people elect, and not have individualsIran; and then from 1952 in the Shi’ite holy city of
appointed by foreign entities like the United States.” Al-DouriNajjaf, Iraq, where he has lived ever since. Al-Sistani
explained: “Elections pose a big threat to the future of Ameri-is recognized now as the highest authority for Shi’ites;
ca’s presence in Iraq, and the Americans sense this.” Thehe is known as a marja, which means “source of emu-
United States “fears that Iraqis would elect people who arelation.”
against the American presence in Iraq.”In the 1920s Iraqi resistance against the British, it

American plans, in fact, foresee a post-transfer “invita-was a similar religious figure, Sheikh Mohammed Taiq
tion” by the new Quisling government to the occupying pow-al-Shirazi, who emerged as the leader of the national
ers, to maintain their occupation under the guise of astruggle for independence. Al-Sistani has the authority
“friendly” military presence.to issue a fatwa, or religious edict, which would be

binding on all Shi’ites. Initially, as the U.S.-led war
Can The UN Mediate?started, al-Sistani ordered restraint, telling Iraqis not

Between a rock and a hard place, the Bush Administrationto engage in active resistance against the occupying
is seeking Kofi Annan’s UN help to extricate itself from theforces. But if the United States does not fulfill his de-
dilemma. During the Jan. 19 talks in New York, Bremer calledmands for true, national elections, this will change; total
on Annan to send a delegation to Iraq, to “explore” the feasi-national resistance would be only one fatwa away.
bility of organizing elections within the pre-established time-
frame. Bremer is gambling that such a delegation, on technical
grounds, would rule out the possibility of organizing a vote;
and that al-Sistani would accept such a verdict from the UN.
In essence, Bremer is asking the UN to mediate between theexpressed their support for him. That same day, another of

al-Sistani’s aides told Reuters television there was still time occupying powers and al-Sistani. Annan has stated that he
would consider sending a delegation, but would “insist on ourto find a compromise, and that people would continue to

stage peaceful demonstrations to show their opposition to independence and neutrality, and that both sides accept our
judgment.” The Secretary General’s prime concern, he hasthe U.S. plan.

Al-Sistani himself has been cautious in his public state- reiterated, is that the security situation is not such as to permit
the presence of the UN, which would be required for organiz-ments, hinting merely that if the deadlock is not broken, the

security situation could worsen. But the direction of develop- ing elections.
According to the collaborators in the IGC, if a delegationments is clear.

goes, it will also seek some “alternative” to elections. “We
should not stick to rigid positions on these matters,” said IraqiResistance Is Not Sectarian

Ostensibly, the conflict between the Iraqis led by al- Governing Council President Adnan Pachachi, who attended
the UN meeting. “We’ve got to find ways and means to dealSistani, and the occupying powers, revolves around the mod-

ality of setting up a government which would be given “sover- with problems as they arise..”
The next weeks will be decisive in determining the futureeignty” by June 30, 2004. The plan drafted by Bremer, and

agreed to by the IGC last Nov. 15, foresees the selection of a of Iraq. The national movement spearheaded by al-Sistani
does not necessarily want to see an escalation to militarynational assembly or parliament, then a government, through

caucuses in 18 provinces. Al-Sistani, on the other hand, is confrontation, but it is committed to satisfying Iraqis’ just
demands for independence, sovereignty and democracy. Itdemanding free elections. Western press reports claim the

ayatollah’s position is dictated by raw power politics—i.e., will not capitulate.
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the Sharons continued receiving payments. The second case
involves bribing Sharon to rezone agricultural land, which
Appel had purchased near the city of Lod, to commercial use.
This move could have earned Appel hundreds of millions ofSharon Named in
dollars in profits. This alleged bribery occurred while Sharon
was prime minister. In both cases the payments were trans-Bribery Indictment
ferred in a scheme that involved Appel hiring Sharon’s son
Gilad, as a consultant in the project. Gilad had absolutely noby Dean Andromidas
qualifications for the position, but he did manage Sharon’s
Sycamore Ranch, cleaning the sheep pens and managing the

Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon could soon become the bank accounts to which the money was transferred.
The indictment states Appel “reached an agreement withfirst sitting prime minister of Israel indicted for bribery. On

Jan. 21, real estate contractor and top Likud Party money- Gilad, which in essence was paying enormous sums to the
son of Ariel Sharon so Ariel Sharon would take action in hisbags, David Appel, was indicted for bribing Sharon. Also

named were Deputy Prime Minister Ehud Olmert and Shar- capacity as a public official, inter alia to advance the real
estate interests of . . . [Appel] in the Lod area; for the above-on’s son, Gilad. Although the indictment does not formally

accuse Sharon, Olmert, and Gilad of crimes, Israel’s acting mentioned participation in the island project; and in general
to be of benefit.” It goes on, “By his [Appel’s] deeds - guaran-Attorney General Edna Arbel let it be known that the prosecu-

tion has enough evidence to indict Sharon and will make the teeing support for Ariel Sharon in two campaigns . . . agreeing
with Gilad Sharon to transfer $3 million and additionaldecision within a few weeks.

Less than 12 hours earlier, Sharon had ordered Israeli monthly payments through inflated compensation; a payment
of $100,000 and another NIS 2,582,634 [the equivalent ofairforce jets to bomb targets in southern Lebanon, in what

was clearly a provocation aimed at changing the subject from $600,000] to the Sycamore Ranch estate. . .bribed a public
servant [Ariel Sharon] directly and through Gilad, for theSharon the bribe-taker, to a new war against Lebanon and

Syria. Expressing the concern that Sharon could drag Israel purpose of having that public servant in his public position,
act on behalf of [Appel’s] real estate dealings.into a disaster because of his legal entanglements, Knesset

member and Meretz Party leader Yossi Sarid told the Israeli The indictment also accused Appel of bribing Deputy
Prime Minister Olmert for his aid in the same Greek islanddaily Ha’aretz, “He could complicate the country in military

or political adventures. He could get us caught up in a little deal mentioned above. Although Olmert was Sharon’s rival
in the Likud leadership primary of 1999, Appel promised towar.” Nonetheless, Sharon’s window of opportunity for war

could be closing rapidly as the Israeli fraud squad continues finance his campaign. He transferred, according to the indict-
ment, 50,000 shekels to one of Olmert’s campaign managersto collect criminal evidence in preparation for an indictment.
for this purpose.

Israeli prosecutors, in an independent investigation of theIsrael’s ‘Sopranos’
Labor party Knesset member Ofer Pines-Paz told Israel Sharons, are continuing to collect evidence, not only on the

above bribery cases, but in the so-called “Kern affair.” ThisRadio “This is very sad, very grave, but there’s Sopranos on
television, and there’s Sopranos in Israel.” A look at the grew out of the case of Sharon’s financing of his 1999 primary

campaign through illegal foreign donations of over $1.5 mil-charge sheet makes this reference to the American TV drama
on a mafia family in New York no laughing matter. The indict- lion. The money was channeled through shell companies

managed by his other son Omri, who is also a member of thement accuses Appel of paying bribes of up to $700,000 to
Sharon, in part to finance the latter’s 1999 primary election Knesset. Although illegal, such financing was not a criminal

offense. The crime came when Sharon, rather than pay acampaign for the chairmanship of the Likud. Under Israeli
law, authorities can convict someone of bribe-giving without $60,000 fine, decided to pay back the foreign contributors

with $1.5 million he raised through an English “rich oldnecessarily convicting the bribe-taker, who must also have
known he that was being bribed. The Appel indictment is friend” living in South Africa, Cyril Kern. When it turned out

that Kern left England as a bankrupt businessman, the actualnonetheless written in such a way that it is likely that indict-
ments against Sharon, his son Gilad, and Olmert will soon source of the funds came into question. The police suspect

yet another bribery, this time of foreign origin.follow.
Appel allegedly bribed Sharon over the period 1998- Knesset member Pines-Paz’s reference to the TV show

“The Sopranos” was not just metaphor. For weeks now, Israeli2001, for help to facilitate two major real estate deals. The
first, the so-called “Greek Island” affair, involved Sharon— TV audiences have been watching video tapes of Sharon’s

two sons, Giland and Omri, discussing various aspects of thewhen he was foreign minister between 1998-1999—using his
position in an effort to convince the Greek government to above deals. On Jan. 12, on Israeli television, private investi-

gator David Spector, the source of the tapes (which he madeallow the sale of a Greek island to Appel, who wanted to build
a casino resort there. Although the project never materialized, while working as a security advisor for the Sharon family),
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revealed that Sharon was deeply involved in all the illegal Israel’s Caesar will resign. Likud Knesset faction chairman
Gideon Saar, who used to be one of Sharon’s top cronies,financing activities now mentioned in the Appel indictment.

“There is no doubt that Sharon was involved in everything is reportedly preparing a bill which would alter the present
regulations governing the succession in the event of the resig-and was interested in the smallest details,” said Spector: De-

scribing the division of labor within the Sharon clan, Spector nation of a sitting prime minister. The current law gives the
Israeli President seven days in which to hold consultationssaid Omri dealt with “private technical” matters while Sharon

dealt with overseas donations. Spector then played a tape of and designate the member of the Knesset he believes will
have the best chance of forming a new government. Saara telephone discussion he held with Sharon on Sept. 3, 2000

where it appears they are talking about money flowing into wants this changed to three weeks, in order to allow for pri-
maries within the Likud for choosing a new party chairman.bank accounts, with Sharon asking for details. “Sharon’s fam-

ily works only to benefit itself, that is its way, “Spector This is important because if Sharon goes, so does his deputy,
Ehud Olmert, who could also be indicted. The top candidatescharged. “It has a political agenda and a private agenda.”
that could replace Sharon would be Finance Minister and
former prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu, Foreign Minis-Sharon is ‘Polluting the Atmosphere’

“He must resign,” Labor Knesset member and former fi- ter Silvan Shalom, and Education Minister Limor Livnat.
The problem for these would-be Brutuses is that Davidnance minister Avraham Shohach said after hearing the news

of the Appel indictment. “He is polluting the atmosphere.” Appel is more than just a “rotten appel,” as the police investi-
gators dub him, but is a “big fish” in the Likud. Appel is notSharon told the Israel’s largest circulaating daily, Yediot

Ahronot, “I am not about to resign. I emphasize, I am not only a powerful member of the Likud’s central committee but
his dubious activities over the years go to the heart of theabout to resign.” But the rest of Israel doesn’t seem to agree. A

poll by Ha’aretz revealed that 64% of the public feels Sharon currupt patronage system that has formed the foundation of
the Likud’s political power. There is no leading member ofshould resign if it is shown that he was involved in criminal

affairs, while 68% said they did not believe Sharon’s claim the party that has not benefited from his largesse. If he goes
under, there could be many others besides Sharon and Olmert.that he “knew nothing, heard nothing and saw nothing.” Even

in his own party, 56% of Likud voters lack faith in him. The
Israeli stock exchange took a dive and the Shekel become one
of the few currencies falling against the dollar.

While Israeli Justice Minister Yossef Lapid said Sharon Israeli Officers See
does not have to resign because of the Appel indictment, he
added that once an indictment is handed down against Sharon No Threat From Syria
and Olmert, “They would have to reach the appropriate con-
clusions.” Lapid, the head of the “clean government” Shinui by Michele Steinberg
Party, is under tremendous pressure—with calls for him to
pull the party out of Sharon’s government or lose credibility.

Well-placed Israeli sources in Israel and New York have toldOne senior Israel journalist who has been writing on this
affair told EIR that Sharon is “politically bleeding” and every- EIR that Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and Defense

Minister Shaul Mofaz, Sharon’s top henchman in the drive forone knows his days are numbered: Any political surprises,
including destabilizing the region, will be seen as an attempt a “Greater Israel” war with Lebanon and Syria, deliberately

provoked the Jan. 19 incident in which one Israeli soldier wasto save himself from indictment. Another said Sharon’s days
are not over: “It will take time, we will have to see what killed and another wounded. Rockets fired by the Hezbollah

guerrilla group hit the soldiers—who were illegally operatinghappens.” But there “could very well be new elections in
Israel before the end of this year.” The Knesset’s term doesn’t a bulldozer inside Lebanese territory. The motive for the

provocation: to save Sharon’s political hide. Sharon hasofficially end until 2007.
feared for months that he and one or both of his sons will be
indicted in a massive corruption scandal that came to a headPreparing For the Day After

The day after the Appel indictment was handed down, on Jan. 20 (see accompanying article).
The provocation was clear. On Jan. 19, Israel first sentSharon’s chief of cabinet Dov Weisglass was in Washington

meeting Bush Administration officials in an effort to win sup- jet fighters over Lebanese airspace, where they broke the
sound barrier. A few hours later, claiming they were clearingport for Sharon’s Berlin Wall of the Middle East, and his so-

called “disengagement plan,” as a replacement for Bush’s landmines along the border fence, the Israeli Defense Forces
(IDF) sent a military bulldozer to the Lebanese side of thenearly defunct Road Map for a Middle East Peace. Weisglass

is not only Sharon’s chief of cabinet, but his attorney and co- border. Seeing the bulldozer clearly within Lebanon, the
Lebanese Hezbollah, predictably, fired an anti-tank rocket,suspect in the ongoing investigations.

The Brutuses in the Likud party are preparing for the day killing the soldier operating the bulldozer and wounding
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another soldier. Then, the Israelis cried that they had been leezza Rice that the Israelis reserve the right, and have a plan,
to “move against Syria at any time.” But even in Washington,attacked! After a meeting of the Security Cabinet, Defense

Minister Mofaz accused Syria of being responsible for the Sharon and Mofaz no longer have a clear path to war.
Sharon’s lies are running into trouble from within theattack on the Israelis. Israeli northern commander Gen. Be-

nny Ganz lied that the bulldozer was operating short of the Israeli establishment and population as well.
A senior Israeli intelligence source told EIR that the latestborder, and blamed Syria and Lebanon, warning that they

“should be worried.” incident on the Lebanese side of the border, was the “most
obvious provocation” yet by Sharon, comparing it to the “oldSharon’s closest advisor and direct channel to the right-

wing Zionist Lobby in New York, Dore Gold, said, “The script” which the Israelis carried out in the months before the
1967 war. They sent tractors into the demilitarized zones,Hezbollah attack on the IDF position illustrates the duplicity

of the Syrian regime, which talks peace to the New York Times knowing that the Syrians would fire artillery at the tractors.
This, in turn, was used as a justification to launch air attacksand backs Hezbollah attacks in violation of United Nations

resolutions.” against Syria. So convinced were the Syrians and the Egypt-
ians by these antics in 1967, that Israel was preparing for a warOn Jan. 20, “in retaliation,” Sharon sent Israeli jets to

bomb two Hezbollah camps in southern Lebanon. The IDF against Syria, that Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser
decided to begin a troop build-up in the Sinai. This led to theissued a statement asserting that “Israel considers Syria di-

rectly responsible for any terror activity emanating from Leb- “pre-emptive” attack by the Israelis, and the rest is history,
said the source, noting that Sharon was very much part of thatanon.” It warned of further retaliations if “terror organizations

attempt to escalate the situation.” But all of these statements entire scenario and now appears to be re-enacting it quite
closely.by Sharon’s inner circle were falsehoods.

Nonetheless, the hapless U.S. Secretary of State Colin There is high-level opposition in the ranks of the active-
duty Israeli officers corps against Sharon’s hope for a warPowell, who continues to appear a victim of White House

slavishness to the Sharon’s mafiosi, immediately commented against Lebanon and Syria. Shortly before the Jan. 19 inci-
dent, Lt. Gen. Moseh Ya’alon, the Israeli Defense Forcesthat “once again,” Hezbollah “caused this need for a re-

sponse,” and hoped that “the Syrians” understand that they Chief of Staff, had told a television interviewer that renewing
talks with Syria was “definitely worth investigating and dis-had better not support Hezbollah.
cussing.” Brigadier Gen. Yair Golan, who commands the Gal-
ilee Division responsible for the sector in the Northern borderIsraelis Expose Lies

One source close to military circles in Israel told EIR that area, told Israeli radio on Jan. 20, the day of the retaliatory
strikes, that the IDF bulldozer was clearly on Lebanese terri-it is obvious from the retaliation, that Sharon is facing major

internal opposition to his schemes against Syria. For one tory—a violation of international law.
Even the usually pro-Sharon Jerusalem Post reported onthing, said the source, Sharon had wanted to retaliate against

Syria, but was blocked from doing so; and had to settle for Jan. 20, a quote from an “senior military officer from the
Northern Command Army” saying, “It was naiveté on ourhits in southern Lebanon.

Another source with decades of experience in the Middle part to think that we could neutralize the minefields in such a
blatant and noisy way. . . . We could have saved the price ofEast commented that world opinion is on the side of Syria,

which has refused to respond to Israel’s provocations in a a human life in this incident.”
The officer echoes the growing sentiment, now beingham-handed way. Instead, Syria has pursued initiatives at

the United Nations—such as the recent resolution to the UN expressed by parents, wives, and siblings of young soldiers,
that these men are dying in needless provocations in theSecurity Council to make Israel a signator to the Non-Prolifer-

ation Treaty and the ban on biological weapons, in order to occupied territories—and now in foreign invasions. Such
widespread opposition to Sharon’s line conforms with EIR’smake the Middle East a “weapons of mass destruction free

zone.” Nov. 7, 2003 article, “U.S., Israeli Militaries Caution on
Syrian War,” where EIR reported that top Israeli brass op-Additionally, the outrageous—but calculated—provoca-

tion by Sharon and Mofaz comes while Syrian President posed a war with Syria, according to Ha’aretz military spe-
cialist, Amir Oren.Bashar Assad, in coordination with other Middle Eastern

leaders, and with significant support from U.S. political forces
including former President Bill Clinton, is pressing Israel to Sharon’s U.S. Connection

But Sharon and Mofaz, both fascists in the tradition of therestart peace negotiations. President Assad even had support
from within Israel, whose President, Moshe Katzav, invited late Mussolini-admirer Vladimir Jabotinsky, are depending

on their “ace in the hole,” Vice President Dick Cheney, whosehim to Israel to explore talks.
Knowing the Assad peace offer is gaining support, Sharon pro-Likud staff—the “real National Security Council”—in-

cludes neo-conservative David Wurmser, co-author of twohas sent Mofaz to Washington in several recent secret trips,
where he has “informed” National Security Advisor Condo- think-tank war plans against Syria.
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Czar Alexander II andVladimir Putin
The Czar was no genius in statecraft, but a reformer who made Russia’s
recovery possible after the Crimean War. Michael Liebig reports.

Early this month, for the first time in several years, my wife conservative circles in the United States are well aware of
this, as one gathers from the book The Siberian Curse, byand I travelled to Russia as the guests of an old friend, and

visited St. Petersburg and its surrounding area. Our discus- Clifford Gaddy and Fiona Hill. The authors argue that Russia,
in her present weakened condition, can no longer “afford”sions with Russian politicians and journalists point not merely

to a consolidation, but to marked improvement in the coun- Siberia—while huge American firms are plainly ready to
move in and loot its treasure-chest of raw materials! It sotry’s situation.

The real economy has made definite strides forward, after happens that Siberia is the linchpin of the entire Eurasian
Land-Bridge; that these neo-conservatives seek to fish in trou-the devastation caused by “shock therapy” reforms beginning

in 1992: hyperinflation that vaporized the population’s sav- bled waters is hardly surprising.
The economic divide is critical to understanding Presidentings, a plunge in the standard of living, declines and disrup-

tions in every sector of tangible goods production, and a Putin’s confrontation with “the oligarchs.” The latter, whose
stand against Putin has been highly confrontational, will nowplague of criminalization. Russia has begun once more to

produce for herself. This recovery began after the 1998 fi- be barred from playing any further role, whether economic,
or political: Berezovsky and Gusinsky live in exile, whilenancial crash, following which imports, hitherto massive, col-

lapsed. Owing precisely to that stream of imports, the domes- Khodorkovsky, for the time being, is behind bars. Another
group of seemingly “loyal” oligarchs, typified by Mikailtic Russian economy had, save for the energy and raw-

material sector, broken down. Since 1998, the trend has been Friedman and Pyotr Aven of the Alpha Group, or Anatoli
Chubais, who controls the Russian electricity grid, remains.steadily upwards. In 2003, industrial production rose by

roughly 10%, and GDP by 7%. The Alpha Group enjoys, by the way, close ties to Dick
Cheney’s Halliburton. In the late ’90s, it was Cheney, thenConsumer goods for the domestic market are again being

produced in Russia, as one can see with one’s own eyes when CEO at Halliburton, who intervened to ensure that the U.S.
Exim Bank guarantee half a trillion dollars in credits to theout shopping. Even the foreign brand-name products on offer

are Russian-manufactured. Over the past five years, the up- Alpha Group.
swing in domestic production has afforded the middle and
lower classes a visible, if modest, improvement in living stan- ‘Natural Rent’

The oligarchs’ powerbase was, and remains, the energydards, although 30 million Russians still qualify as poor. In
2003, thanks to this stabilization and improvement in living and raw materials sector. This is where the super-profits are

made, to vanish down deep, private pockets. That both theconditions, the catastrophic decline in the birthrate reversed
for the first time since 1989. country’s overall economic development and the overcoming

of regional differences will depend on applying most of theThe most dangerous problem facing the Russian economy
is the stark difference in development from one region to the profits from that sector to the critical investment areas, is a

fact President Putin cannot be unaware of.next, and not the manifestly special situations of Moscow and
St. Petersburg, relative to the rest of the country. In most of The idea of taxing profits from the raw materials trade

stems from Academician Dmitri Lvov, of the Russian Acad-the large cities and provincial towns with some industrial
basis, the situation has improved, though modestly, and the emy of Sciences. Sergei Glazyev, a prominent economist and

co-chairman of the Rodina electoral bloc, has made the pro-same applies to the agricultural areas in southern Russia. The
problem, is the territories North of the Arctic Circle, and broad posal into the bloc’s central demand. In the parliamentary

elections in December, Rodina garnered over 9% of the votes.stretches of Siberia and the Far East. Here, the picture is so
critical that, in large numbers, people have begun to migrate Glazyev has for years been in intense discussion over political

and conceptual issues with U.S. Presidential candidate Lyn-to the more prosperous areas.
That Russia be so divided, from an economic standpoint, don LaRouche, is familiar with the Eurasian Land-Bridge

proposal, and with the central role LaRouche sees Russiaconstitutes a threat to the unity of the Russian state. Neo-
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Russian intellectuals are
invoking role of Czar
Alexander II, to describe
President Putin’s
current efforts to rebuild
the country.

playing in that context. no longer feed its own people, but imports, on credit, $500
billion more goods than it exports.Although taxing raw-materials profits would, indeed, be

an important step toward Russia’s economic development, Faced with the international financial and economic crisis
whose epicenter is the United States, many in the Russian elitethe 20-30 million euros this would represent will nonetheless

scarcely suffice, relative to the magnitude of industrial and have stopped arguing that LaRouche’s New Bretton Woods
proposal for reorganizing the world financial system is pie-infrastructural projects required to overcome the divide we

have spoken of. in-the-sky. One should point out here that Russia has the
second-largest gold reserves in the world, a major factor inTo get a grip on the debacle into which the North, Siberia,

and the Far East are now plunged, there is no alternative to its sense of financial-political independence.
making the Eurasian Land-Bridge a reality. Neither the raw-
materials-profits tax, nor the currency reserves of the Russain Russia’s Place in the World

The fiasco bearing down upon the U.S. occupation forcesCentral Bank, which now amount to $100 billion, will suffice
to finance the needed Land-Bridge projects in Russia. What in Iraq has very seriously dented any credence Russians might

have had in America’s “overwhelming superiority,” remind-is required are financing methods and arrangements which
would be out of the question, within the framework of the ing them, as it does, of what their own country went through

in Afghanistan in the 1980s.International Monetary Fund system as now constituted, a
system to which Russia belongs. The country’s politics and world outlook give one a clear

sense of a growing national consciousness. While, on the oneThanks to the ever-worsening dollar crisis, it has become
clear to the Russians that their country is not alone in undergo- hand, Russia will seek to avoid all confrontation with the

United States, neither can it accept a unilateral world order,ing severe economic hardship. Meanwhile, the profits made
by the Russian elite and the oligarchs, invested abroad in and certainly not a preventive-war doctrine. From both a

quantitative and qualitative standpoint, the country’s nucleardollar-denominated investments, melt away—as do those of
much broader layers of the Russian population, who have defenses are guaranteed for decades, and Russia will remain

a world power. No matter how vexing, unsolved problemssomething in the area of $150 billion in dollar-denominated
savings. like Chechnya will remain marginal.

Though Russia be concerned to develop strategic cooper-As the Russian Central Bank has closely tied the ruble to
the dollar, the fact that the latter dropped in value by 20% in ation with China and India, its leaders are aware that the

other partners in the European Triangle are just as keen to2003 has not yet hit people holding small savings, with full
force. But there is widespread disillusionment in Russia over work alongside her, notably the European Union, the latter

being Russia’s major economic partner. Seen from the Rus-the dollar and the real condition of the U.S. economy.
America, seen for so long as a model economy, has lost its sian side, strategic and political cooperation with the EU

will essentially depend on how tightly and effectively Francehalo. No longer do the country’s foremost specialists seek to
emigrate, because the Russian people knows what it means and Germany coordinate their efforts, and act upon a joint

strategic outlook.when a domestic economy—the U.S. one in this case—can
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In discussions with Russian politicians and intellectuals,
the parallel between the country’s position after losing the
Crimean War (1853-56), and that in the first decade since
Soviet rule, was often drawn. Vladimir Putin is being com-
pared to Czar Alexander II, not, perhaps, a genius in state- TheGenevaPeaceAccord
craft, but a significant reformer nonetheless, and one who
made Russia’s recovery possible. And ‘Nathan theWise’
Real Issue Is Spiritual by Our Special Correspondent

At present, Russia has a Presidential Administration,
which holds sway over the government and Parliament. The

Top Israeli and Palestinian organizers and backers of the Ge-“loyal” oligarchs who enjoy—both in Parliament and in the
Presidential Administration—political influence in the pro- neva Accord were hosted in Berlin on Jan. 15 by the Social-

Democrat-connected Frederich Ebert Stiftung. Their over-Putin party known as United Russia, have now, in the form
of Glazyev’s Rodina party, met up with a significant parlia- flow audience of over 300 included some 20 members of the

German Parliament, diplomats, representatives of Germanmentary counterweight. That Putin has openly approved the
Lvov/Glazyev proposal to tax raw-materials profits points to think-tanks and foreign policy institutions, and press.

Featured among the panel participants were the origina-this. Vis-à-vis the “loyal” oligarchs, the stand thus taken by
Putin and the Presidium appears to be something along the tors of the initiative, former Israeli Minister of Justice Dr.

Yossi Beilin and PLO Executive Committee Member Abbedlines of, “We shall let you count your money in peace, pro-
vided you invest, produce, and help the economy to move Rabbo. Former Israeli Ambassador to Germany Avi Primor

also spoke, as did Prof. Yael Tamir and Dany Levi from Israel;forward.”
Given the critical role played by the Russian President at and Palestinian leaders Suhair Manassre, Kadura Fares, and

Marwan Jilani. It is difficult to capture the remarkable agapicthe present time, one cannot, however, overlook the danger
that there be covert pockets of resistance to the Presidency. spirit—deliberately rising above all pettiness and rage—

radiated to the audience by both the Israeli and PalestinianIn France, in the early ’60s, as General de Gaulle launched a
huge wave of economic and political reforms, the Organiza- organizers. It moved LaRouche representative Jonathan Ten-

nenbaum, in a well-received intervention from the floor, totion of the Secret Army (OAS) perpetrated several assassina-
tion attempts against him. evoke the memory of Berlin’s Gotthold Lessing and Moses

Mendelssohn.No one would venture to claim that corruption and nepo-
tism have been rooted out in Russia, but one can say that in
this respect, things are much improved relative to the 1990s. Overcoming ‘Moments of Despair’

Abbed Rabbo described the resolve of Beilin and himself,The systematic mafia rule proclaimed against the Russian
state, by organized crime, and by both foreign and domestic starting in 2001, “to reverse the growing disaster” in the re-

gion by continuing on their own, the negotiation process theyeconomic interests, has withered away, as the balance of
power shifts in the state’s favor. Nevertheless, and although had been forced to break off as official representatives. “Dur-

ing two years of continuous work, there were many momentsthe higher-level public agencies are now run more ethically,
and more competently as well, on a lower administrative level when we felt despair. Are we doing the right thing, with the

insanity going on around us? By producing a document basedthere remains the problem of a fossilized bureaucracy, a dead
weight obstructing entrepreneurial initiative, flexibility, and on realistic options, maybe we could help turn the tide of

events.”progress.
At the end of the day, according to many of our interlocu- Beilin emphasized that the Geneva initiative negotiations

deliberately dealt with the whole range of detailed issuestors, the real issue for Russia is a spiritual one. How can
Russia’s rich cultural, scientific, and religious heritage be- which nearly everyone on both sides had avoided, out of fear

of opening up a “Pandora’s box syndrome.” They proved,come the focus of the educational system once again, a heri-
tage that has recently tended to be put aside, just as we have instead, that these issues could be mutually resolved in their

entirety. The key now, is to win over the minds and hearts ofdone in Europe over the last 30 years, through all manner
of alleged reforms? Russia has an extraordinary tradition of as much of the population on both sides as possible. “Already

40% on both sides essentially support the initiative, and thatClassical education and science, which persisted throughout
the Soviet period, and that could today be brought together is already almost a miracle.”

Through their present international tour, the Geneva Ac-with a renaissance of Orthodox religious belief. No matter
how important the various forms of entrepreneurial and eco- cord organizers hope to gain support from major governments

and institutions—leverage to change the political balance innomic knowledge may be, the country’s real strength will lie
in her Classical education system. their own region. They reported on the “great success” of their
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Israeli households was, by itself, a kind ofFeatures of the LaRouche ‘Oasis Plan’
revolution, since most Israelis had never
seen any of the previous agreements in their
actual text.

The Berlin discussion heated up, with
Israeli and Palestinian “radicals” in the au-
dience shouting objections back and forth
to each other and the podium. Beilin smiled
and said, “Now we seem to be at home.
Now we got into the real debate, which is
not an artificial one.”

The ‘Oasis Plan’
Early in the discussion, LaRouche rep-

resentative Tennenbaum evoked the mem-
ory of Berlin’s Lessing and Mendelssohn,
declaring to the Accord organizers: “You
have spoken with the voice of Reason. This
is a sign of hope for humanity. Your presen-
tations are out of the pages of [Lessing’s
drama] Nathan the Wise. I will do every-
thing I can to support these efforts.” Ten-
nenbaum emphasized the necessity of real-
izing the common interests of Israelis and
Palestinians, through a long-term develop-
ment perspective for the region. Given the
thrust of Lyndon LaRouche’s long-stand-
ing efforts in this direction, including the
“Oasis Plan”—which had been echoed in
the annexes to the Oslo accords—he sug-
gested that the time has come for a compre-
hensive development plan, and for Euro-
pean and other nations to support it.
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Tennenbaum also noted the efforts of
LaRouche and his movement to turn Amer-

ican policy in the current U.S. political battles.talks with the German government, which has thrown “total
support” behind the Geneva Accord. But both Israelis and Former Israeli Ambassador Primor answered enthusiasti-

cally and at length. “We have to think: What is peace, really?”Palestinians voiced harsh criticism of the Bush Administra-
tion. Avi Primor stressed that the only the United States pos- he said. “A peace agreement, by itself, only makes peace

possible. But a real peace requires the realization of commonsesses “every means needed to quickly bring about peace in
the region. But this is evidently not the intention. There is interests. At the time of the Oslo accords, we deliberately

emphasized trans-regional development plans as key to aonly lip service to the cause of peace.”
With the United States refusing to put the necessary pres- comprensive peace. With such an approach, also Syria could

quickly be brought to the negotiating table. Unfortunately,sure on the governments, the Geneva organizers decided to
go directly to the people. Beilin added, that “American this perspective went down with the collapse of the Oslo pro-

cess. Now, the precondition is the establishment of a Palestin-involvement is not a sine qua non”; after all, the Oslo negotia-
tions were carried out entirely between the Israeli and Pales- ian state. . . . But there is no reason not to work now on elabo-

rating development plans for the future.” As a crucialtinian sides, without any U.S. participation. “Warren Christo-
pher did not change a single comma,” but the American example, he took the water problem. “There is simply not

enough water in the region. The only solution is to producegovernment did put its weight behind the agreement, once it
had been made. On the other hand, several speakers promi- water by desalination. But this is much too expensive when

done on a small scale. We are far too small and too poor tonently cited the promise of Secretary of State Colin Powell’s
letter to the Accord organizers. tackle this all by ourselves. That is why we need interna-

tional support.”The recent distribution of the text of the Accord to all
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The dangers posed by the unending wars in Iraq and Af-
ghanistan prompted this consolidation. On the other hand, the
political and economic changes in Russia—finally turning
away from 10 years of “shock therapy” disaster—and China’s
steady economic growth provide a basis for improving Eur-Shanghai Cooperation
asian security.

Five of the nations began meeting on a regular basis inOrganization Comes of Age
1996—Uzbekistan joined them in 2001—to resolve what
Chinese call “problems left over from history.” A quarterby Mary Burdman
century of tensions between the former Soviet Union and
the People’s Republic of China had left long stretches of the

Russian President Vladimir Putin, in a message to the Shang- world’s longest land border undefined, and costly levels of
military deployments in border areas. The “Shanghai Five”hai Cooperation Organization’s (SCO) meeting in Bejing on

Jan. 15, underlined the ambitious role that the high-level agreed to establish trust and introduce military cooperation
along the borders. There was good reason for this. The “Five”group can play in Eurasian cooperation. “I am convinced that

the SCO, from an historical point of view, is called upon to had more serious problems to deal with: the “three forces”
of terrorism, separatism, and extremism, which exploded inbecome a kind of transcontinental bridge which will organi-

cally link the European and Asian continents,” he wrote. Central Eurasia in the wake of the brutal civil war in Afghani-
stan beginning in 1979. This war—in reality a struggle be-“Such a role of the SCO stems, first of all, from the unique

geopolitical position of the SCO member-states; the philoso- tween the then-superpowers, the United States and Soviet
Union—generated tens of thousands of “Afghansi” fightersphy professed by the SCO in respect to a variety of cultures,

beliefs, and traditions; openness and orientation for extensive from all over Muslim Eurasia, sponsored by operations led by
former U.S. National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinskiinternational cooperation.”

The Beijing meeting included the Foreign Ministers of into his “arc of crisis.” Since the collapse of the U.S.S.R.,
terrorist groups, funded by organized criminality and wide-the SCO’s six members—China, Russia, Kazakstan,

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. It decided to open a spread drug production and trafficking in the region, have
generated turmoil from Chechnya in the Caucasus to Xinjiangpermanent Secretariat with a high-level Chinese diplomat,

Zhang Deguang, as the first SCO Secretary-General. At the in far-western China.
same time in Tashkent, capital of Uzbekistan, the SCO Re-
gional Anti-Terrorist Agency began operating. These twoSecurity Linked to Economic Development

The SCO nations, except Uzbekistan, held their firstcenters are to carry out the priority policies of the SCO: fight-
ing the terrorism and extremism which threatens regional se- large-scale joint anti-terrorism military exercise in August

2003; but it is widely recognized that the SCO has to fightcurity; and developing economic cooperation.
These initiatives are useful steps in the direction of the terrorism by economic development, and not just military

means. Xu Tao, deputy director of Eurasian Studies forEurasian Land-Bridge conception that Lyndon LaRouche
has advocated. China’s premier Institute of Contemporary International Re-

lations in Beijing, emphasized to theChina Daily on Jan.The SCO “has entered a new phase marked by practical
partnership,” Zhang Deguang said; he is China’s former vice- 16 that, despite the U.S. military deployments in Central

Asia and the overthrow of the Taliban, the security situationforeign minister and ambassador to Russia. Its work can now
“be conducted in a more efficient way.” Russian Foreign Min- in the region continues to be plagued by terrorist attacks.

“This shows that the fight against terrorism is totally differentister Igor Ivanov, in China, stated that the SCO now begins
work “as a fully-fledged international organization, which has from a traditional war,” Xu Tao stated. Wars could over-

throw regimes, but not completely eradicate terrorism, heits own working mechanisms, personnel, and budget.”
This has happened fast. The group was founded in June said—an obvious reference to the military quagmires in Iraq

and Afghanistan. “Military strikes can have a short-term2001, and only last May, SCO government heads pledged at
their Moscow summit to have the organization begin func- effect, while only comprehensive measures, including eco-

nomic development and improvement of law enforcement,tioning in January 2004. President Putin in his message called
the group’s rapid consolidation “convincing evidence of the would eradicate the evil roots” of terrorism. The unending

economic crisis in many Central Asian countries is a keycorrectness of the principles of equality and consensus that
were laid down as the basis of our organization; the resolute reason for extremism, Xu Tao emphasized. Political and

security partnership “has provided a wide platform for eco-determination of SCO member-states to turn the organization
into an effective mechanism of multi-polar collaboration in nomic co-operation.”

Asian-Pacific security analyst Prof. Su Hao of the Chinathe interest of peace, stability, and the welfare of the peoples
of our countries.” Foreign Affairs University emphasized that the SCO not be
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considered only a “security organization,” but as having a year, and improving relations between India and Pakistan,
could make the expansion possible soon. On Jan. 12-13,“second track” of economic and trade relations. Su Hao called

for increased economic development, and restructuring na- India and China held their second “Special Representative” -
level border talks in Beijing; though the results were kepttional industries of SCO member countries to increase cohe-

sion among them. The Central Asian nations’ economies had secret, the talks were noted as “ friendly and constructive.”
One week before, China made a public issue of its refusalbeen part of the Soviet-wide economic grid, and they remain

inter-dependent for such fundamental requirements as food, to give any shelter to the anti-Indian separatist “United Liber-
ation Front of Asom,” then under full attack by the Bhutanesewater, and power.

The new SCO Secretariat will coordinate economic coop- and Indian military.
Also interesting was the report carried in the Pakistanieration, including developing proposals for investment pro-

grams, transport projects, and assistance for cultural relations. Daily Times on Jan. 17, that China has asked Pakistan
to investigate a number of separatist-terrorist organizationsIn 2003, the SCO government heads formed proposals for

promoting free flow of commodities, technologies, capital, operating in Xinjiang—known as “East Turkistan” by
the separatists. The Daily Times quoted “highly placed”and services—but slowly, over a 20-year perspective. En-

ergy, transport, agriculture, and communications are targetted diplomatic sources, that a list compiled by China’s Ministry
of Public Security on Dec. 15, of “ identified Easterncooperative sectors.

Here, enormous work remains to be done. Railroad links Turkistan” terrorist organisations tied to “Afghansi” terror
and drug-running networks, has been sent to Islamabad.remain extremely sparse, considering the vastness of the terri-

tory involved: three-fifths of the Eurasian landmass. Such an “Pakistan has declared on many occasions that it will not
allow its soil to be used to destabilize Xinjiang, the Chineseimportant project as the China-Kyrgyzstan-Uzbekistan rail-

road is just in the feasibility-study phase. Water management province that neighbors Pakistan’s Northern Areas,” the
sources were quoted.is also a huge challenge for this region, where the Aral Sea

ecological catastrophe could spread further. As Uzbek For- Pakistan and China, long-term close allies, agreed to con-
crete measures against terrorism in 2002, and the two sideseign Minister Sadik Safaev, told Xinhua news agency in an

interview, the SCO should focus on security issues of terror- signed an extradition treaty when Pakistani President Pervez
Musharraf visited China in early November 2003. Pakistan’sism, extremism, and separatism, and, on the economic front,

revitalize the ancient “Silk Road.” harboring of terrorist groups—which goes back to its role as
a “base” for the U.S.-sponsored Afghansi-mujahideen opera-
tions into Afghanistan in the 1980s—is a fundamental secu-Eurasian Reach

The SCO nations are looking well beyond their own bor- rity issue for India.
Finally, relations among the “Strategic Triangle” of theders. The Secretariat will maintain relations with the United

Nations, the European Union, the Organization for Security Eurasian giants Russia, China, and India are moving forward.
On the eve of his three-day visit to India Jan. 19-21, Russianand Cooperation in Europe, and the Islamic Conference Orga-

nization. Other nations will become partners, and, eventually, Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov welcomed the trilateral coop-
eration: “ I would greet Russia-India-China cooperation in themembers of the SCO. Mongolian Minister of External Rela-

tions Lavsangiyn Erdenechuluun attended the Beijing meet- military-technical sphere and in joint development of new
weapons. This would promote stability and security in Asia,”ing as a partner nation—an obvious step, given Mongolia’s lo-

cation. Ivanov said. But he cautioned, “Such cooperation can only
come as a result of extensive political efforts by our countries.Russian Foreign Minister Ivanov had visited Ulan Bator,

Mongolia, on his way to Beijing. On his return, he stopped off But I will not rule it out altogether. I share James Bond’s
principle: ‘Never say never again.’ ”at Novosibirsk, Russia, to open a Foreign Ministry mission.

There, Ivanov gave a press conference to emphasize the “vital Ivanov affirmed that Russian defense supplies to China
would not threaten India’s security. “Russia strictly adheresand special importance” of the Asian direction of Russia’s

foreign policy. The Novosibirsk office will focus on develop- to the principle that the weapons it supplies to other countries
must not have a destabilizing effect, and be of defensive na-ing economic contacts for Siberia and the Russian Far East

with the Asia-Pacific region, Ivanov said. ture,” he said.
From New Delhi, where former Russian Prime MinisterThe new Beijing Secretariat is drafting regulations for

creating observers and partners for the SCO, as well as, Yevgeny Primakov first publicly proposed the strategic trian-
gle just five years ago, Ivanov said that, with the improvingZhang Deguang said, “ the admission of new members to

SCO.” New members are not being considered at the mo- political climate between India and China, contacts among the
Russian, Chinese, and Indian Foreign Ministries, to discussment, but the potential is great. India, with the backing of

Russia, has been proposed as a potential member for some security issues in the Asia-Pacific region, could be expected
this year. Security in the region “will largely depend on ourtime. Pakistan has also been proposed. Now, the rapid growth

of ties between China and India, especially in the last half- cooperation,” Ivanov said.
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“best deal” in its efforts to buy the heavy aircraft carrier,
others point out that the carrier purchase by India is the front
end of a much larger deal yet to be worked out. Writing for
the Times of India on Jan. 21, defense analyst Manoj Joshi
pointed out that theGorshkov deal is merely the sweetenerIndia Seeks More Nuclear
for a more complex, semi-covert arrangement to give teeth to
India’s nuclear deterrent.And Military Cooperation
More Than Gorshkovby Ramtanu Maitra

What India is seeking from Russia, as aquid pro quo for
buying the old aircraft-carrier, is to lease at least two nuclear

Russian Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov and his Indian coun- submarines and several nuclear-capable bombers. Joshi
pointed out that India still lacks reliable delivery systems forterpart, George Fernandes, signed a $1.5 billion deal in New

Delhi on Jan. 20, whereby the refurbished Russian aircraft- the nuclear weapons it possesses. “The Agni missiles are still
under development, and in the meantime, existing Indian Aircarrier Admiral Gorshkov would be delivered to India by

2008. India’s only carrier at present, theINS Viraat, was built Force fighters are designated for nuclear delivery even though
they were not designed for the purpose. The Russians willfor defense and has a limited range.INS Viraat has hardly a

decade of service left, while India’s indigenously-built air- lease four TU-22M3 nuclear bombers with the claim that
these are sub-strategic aircraft of limited range,” Joshi said.craft carrier, the Air Defense Ship, will not be ready before

2010. These bombers have a massive 24-ton payload and are likely
to be equipped with supersonic anti-ship cruise missiles as
well.The Long-Awaited Signing

The 44,000 tonAdmiral Gorshkov is the last in a series India and Russia are in the process of developing these
BrahMos missiles. The ramjet-powered BrahMos draws ex-of four Project 1143 air defense ships, officially known as

aviation cruisers. The aircraft carrier was designed for tensively on technology from the 3M55 Oniks-Yakhont anti-
ship missile. Serial production will be split 50:50 betweenSTOVL (Short Take-Off Vertical Landing) aircraft, and was

commissioned by the Russian Navy in 1987, but did not enter Russian and Indian industries. On the other hand, with the
Mig-29K, the Indian Navy will get a formidable capacity forservice until 1988. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, all

four aviation cruisers were retired between 1991 and 1994, protecting its carrier-based groups.
To some, the aircraft carrier deal ensures continuation ofwith theAdmiral Gorshkov being the last to be withdrawn.

The ship will be given to India free. But the project will cost India-Russia relations centered on military hardware. But it
is widely known that India, to modernize its military, is look-close to $1.5 billion, involving repair and modernization of

the ship, the installation of the most up-to-date arms systems, ing at more than one source. Makiyenko said that despite
the long relationship, Russia will have to make good on itsthe delivery of an air group (MiG-29K fighters and Ka-27 and

Ka-31 anti-submarine picket helicopters), and the setting up obligations to ward off growing competition from Israel and
France. And the United States has identified India as a poten-of the relevant coastal infrastructure. All in all, several dozen

contracts were signed. tial customer. President George W. Bush said in early January
that the United States and India will expand cooperation onIvanov said that theGorshkov deal will be followed by

contracts to include the creation of port infrastructure. He missile defense.
But Ivanov, prior to his Jan. 20-21 visit, had emphasizedcalled it too early to talk about price. But an Indian aviation

industry source told the media that an option of 30 additional that India-Russia deals go well beyond the buyer and seller
relationship. In a Jan. 19 interview with the RIA NovostiMiG-29s has been discussed. Overall, the eventual sum of

contracts could come up to $3 billion, said Konstantin Makiy- military analyst, Viktor Litovkin, Ivanov said: “We have no
geopolitical, cultural, or any other contradictions. We haveenko, deputy head of the Center for Analysis of Strategies

and Technologies. Makiyenko said theAdmiral Gorshkov very similar views not only on the issues of big politics,
defense, and world order, but also on common things ofdeal is the first major arms contract with India since 2001,

when a $700 million agreement was signed for 310 T-90C everyday life. . . . The military-technical co-operation . . .
dates back to 1960. Since then, the overall volume of con-tanks to be either delivered or built under license. More than

130 tanks have already been delivered, and more units are tracts in the sphere of military-technical co-operation
reached $33 billion.being sent for assembly in India, Ivanov said in New Delhi.

The remaining 12 Su-30MKI fighters under a 1996 deal will “The joint creation of the BrahMos missile,” Ivanov said,
“became a new form of Russian-Indian co-operation. . . . Webe delivered later this year.

Although India’s naval chief Adm. Madhvendra Singh have created a naval missile that has no analogues in the world
in many respects. But our co-operation is not limited to this.said the country was making no compromises and getting the
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We are working jointly on the T-72 and T-90 tanks for the taken in accordance with our respective national laws and
international obligations.”land forces and the Su-30MKI plane for the air force. Last

year Russia dispatched modern frigates to India. . . . I foresee The references reflected the difficulties the two sides had
in arriving at the unprecedented deal, since the U.S., as athat the co-operation of our defense enterprises, from the ini-

tial stages of the joint creation of weapons and embracing signatory to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and as a member of
the Nuclear Suppliers Group, is obliged not to help countriesR&D, creation, production, and tests, will gain considerable

weight.” such as India, which is a non-signatory. It is interesting that
while Sergei Ivanov was signing the sale of the AdmiralThe Russian Defense Minister also told RIA Novosti that

Russia, India, and China may join to create a fifth-generation Gorshkov in New Delhi, India’s high-profile External Affairs
Minister Yashwant Sinha was in Washington meeting Presi-warplane. Talks on the issue have already taken place; Ivanov

expressed hope that such a triple union is beneficial not only dent Bush. The ostensible reason was the thawing of India-
Pakistan relations and the success of the South Asian Associa-for this project, but also in many areas of military and techni-

cal cooperation in the defense sphere. tion of Regional Countries (SAARC) summit in early January
in Islamabad. But beyond that, it is likely that the nuclear
issue was discussed. Moscow must have followed the eventsRussian Nuclear Reactors

Negotiations over acquiring the Admiral Gorshkov for the closely, considering whether to plan to deliver the four more
VVERs Dr. Kakodkar is interested in setting up at Koo-Indian Navy have reportedly been going on since 1994. The

two countries signed a Memorandum of Understanding in dankulam.
December 1998, during a visit by Russian Prime Minister
Yevgeny Primakov. It took another six years to get India’s Arabian Sea Presence

The introduction of the Admiral Gorshkov will provideCabinet Committee for Security (CCS) to clear the deal. Some
analysts claim the delay had something to do with India’s India’s Navy a stronger presence in the Arabian Sea. It

has achieved unprecedented expansion in recent years;requirement for more Russian nuclear reactors.
Russia is setting up two 1,000 megawatt VVER reactors India is setting up its security in the Arabian Sea, and

eventually in the Indian Ocean. According to India’sin Koodankulam in Tamil Nadu. According to the Indian
Atomic Energy Commission Chairman, Dr. Anil Kakodkar, Defense Year Book 2003, the bluewater Indian Navy has

embarked on an ambitious submarine production plan. Itthe Koodankulam site could accommodate four more reactors
to make it a 6,000 MW cluster. “Two VVER plants are now is giving priority to procurement of aircraft carriers. It

has acquired five new ships: two frigates from Russia;being set up with their (Russian) cooperation. Let it come up.
Then we will see,” Kakodkar said. “There is space for four one missile corvette each from Goa and Mumbai’s ship-

yard; and a missile boat has been manufactured at Gardenmore reactors. What kind of reactors this will be, we will be
able to decide only in the future,” He spoke in 2002 at the Reach Workshop at Kolkata.

According to a report in Navy International in April 2001,RMK Engineering College at Kavaraipettai.
Though both India and Russia have said that they are keen India is developing a 300 kilometer submarine-launched bal-

listic missile, Sagarika. Again, India is developing the me-on additional plants of the 1,000 MW capacity at Koodanku-
lam, the talks, which have been on for some time now, seemed dium-range Dhanush submarine-launched ballistic missile

exclusively for the Indian Navy. The Navy is also seekingto hit a barrier. Dr. Kakodkar noted wide differences in per-
ception between India and Russia in nuclear cooperation He another variant of the Dhanush, a surface-to-surface ballistic

missile capable of striking land targets with a range of 500 ki-indicated that the atomic energy commission was prepared
to look at “any country” willing to offer the nuclear power lometers.

The deal with Russia will not benefit India alone. It istechnology that India was looking for. Asked if India was
looking at French or Canadian reactors, he said India could going to help the Russian military-industrial facilities as

well. According to one official quoted in the Indian newslook at anyone willing to offer the technologies that the coun-
try wanted. dailies, the Severodvinsk machine-building enterprise, or

Sevmash, where the Gorshkov has been idle since 1997, willA clue can be found in the recent statement of the Ameri-
can President. On Jan.12, Bush announced the long-antici- get a boost. Currently, the company’s 23,000 employees

survive on an average salary of a little more than $100 perpated agreement with India on deepening cooperation in civil-
ian nuclear and space activities and hi-tech trade, calling the month, making an oil platform for state oil company Rosneft

and constructing four nuclear submarines for the navy. “ Indeal the “next steps in strategic partnership with India.” The
proposed cooperation will progress through a series of recip- Soviet times, we had 40,000 staff and made five ships per

year. Now we make one in a decade,” a company officialrocal steps that will build on each other,” the statement read.
“ In order to combat the proliferation of weapons of mass said. But he insisted that Sevmash has all the skilled labor

it needs to carry out the retrofit of Gorshkov without out-destruction, relevant laws, regulations, and procedures will
be strengthened. . . . These cooperative efforts will be under- side specialists.
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with the lying argument that privatization and market reform
would bring prosperity. Not true, said Lula. The 1990s “was
a decade of despair. It was a perverse model that wrongly
separated the economic from the social, put stability againstBush Agenda Slammed
growth, and separated responsibility and justice.” Argentine
President Ne´stor Kirchner added that “it is unacceptable toAt Monterrey Summit
insist on recipes that have failed.”

Colombian President Alvaro Uribe Ve´lez reported thatby Valerie Rush
in his 50-minute meeting with International Monetary Fund
chief Horst Köhler during the summit, he had urged the IMF

TheSummit of theAmericas tookplace in Monterrey,Mexico to exclude infrastructure investment from the calculations of
the fiscal deficit ceiling the IMF regularly imposes on theseon Jan. 12-13, drawing together heads of state for what was

expected to be just another “photo opportunity,” against a countries. He emphasized that he was speaking in the name
of all the Ibero-American countries: “We need more spacebackdrop of sympathetic clucking over spreading poverty and

the “crisis of governability.” In public, at least, the summit for social investment. . . . The IMF and multilateral [financial]
institutions can help us, and should help us, by accepting thewas a dialogue of the deaf, with President George Bush

blindly chanting his mantra of “free trade solves every- suggestionof all the SouthAmerican countries that infrastruc-
ture investment not be included under the fiscal ceilings. If wething”—the very same policy which has driven Ibero-

America to the edge of the abyss where it finds itself today— need to build a roadway or waterway required internationally,
why should we include this under the fiscal ceiling? By notand various Ibero-American heads of state, led by Brazilian

President Luı´z Inacio Lula da Silva, insisting that this “per- doing so, we will have the opportunity to make investment
advances that will have a major social impact.”verse” policy is a proven failure, but offering no serious alter-

natives. Thus it fell to the followers of Lyndon LaRouche to
bring the voice of reason to this Summit. Nearly 30 activistsThe Voice of Reason

LaRouche Youth Movement activists managed a numberfrom the LaRouche Youth Movement (LYM) in Mexico satu-
rated the event with literature on the looming world financial of personal encounters with Ibero-American Presidents, in-

cluding Chile’s Ricardo Lagos and Bolivia’s Carlos Mesa.catastrophe, and on LaRouche’s proposal for a New Bretton
Woods to reorganize the global monetary system. The activ- They also had an exchange with Mexican President Vicente

Fox which garnered widespread coverage in the press there.ists made sure that copies of LaRouche’s programmatic cam-
paign document, “The Sovereign States of the Americas,” Just after his arrival in Monterrey, Fox went to Mass at the

Monterrey Cathedral, where he was approached by threegot into the hands of various heads of state and the media
representatives. LYM organizers, who urged him to take up LaRouche’s de-

mand for writing off the Ibero-American foreign debt. They
added that Mexico’s true friend and “good neighbor” in theProtecting the Banks

The U.S. position at the summit was outlined most suc- United States is LaRouche, and gave him LaRouche’s book
Road to Recovery.cinctly by Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemi-

sphere Affairs Roger Noriega, in a Jan. 6 speech on summit The LYM’s brief exchange with Fox made headlines in
papers ranging fromthe radical leftistLa Jornada, toEl Norte,objectives, given before the Council of the Americas. The

number one answer to poverty, he argued, is “protecting prop-Milenio, El Universal, El Heraldo, andEl Porvenir. All cov-
ered the LYM’s call not to pay the foreign debt, its protesterty rights”—and he made clear he meant the rights of foreign

investors and creditors, primarily. against the policies of the IMF, and more.
The LYM organizers joined a march against the do-noth-The second priority, Noriega said, is to facilitate the flow

of remittances to the region through the major banks, because ing summit, where they were the only contingent to offer real
programmatic alternatives to the sterile protests of the “anti-this money—sent back home by the millions of Ibero-Ameri-

cans working in largely low-wage jobs in the United States, globalization” activists. Among the LYM’s chants was the
popular “Who Is the Axis of Evil?: The IMF and Worldtheir own countries’ economies having been destroyed under

free trade—has become the largest source of foreign revenue Bank!” The LYM’s enormous banner drew the attention of
the media; it declared, “LaRouche: Mexico’s Ally Againstfor many countries. If these nations are going to maintain the

façade of servicing their unpayable foreign debts, it will be Cheney and the IMF,” and “Put the IMF into Bankruptcy; For
a New Bretton Woods with Justice and Development.”revenue from remittances, among other sources, which credi-

tor banks so urgently need to keep the balloon afloat a bit Playing the part of the “bad boy” at the summit was Vene-
zuelan President Hugo Cha´vez, whose provocative behaviorlonger.

Brazil’s President Lula spoke for the victims of these free- stirred up a media hornets’ nest, providing Bush and company
with a handy source of distraction from the real issues.trade looting policies of the past decade, which were imposed
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the NPT.” Chile waged war against Peru and Bolivia,
Gerashchenko Bid Rowhani went on to call for a nuclear- on behalf of British interests. Regaining ac-

cess to the sea remains a hot issue withinweapons-free Middle East, saying, “If Isra-For President Rejected
el’s arsenals of weapons of mass destruction Bolivia, and a cause of long-standing hostil-

ity towards Chile.are not destroyed, the countries of the regionAs expected, the Central Electoral Com-
will be encouraged to start an arms race.” Synarchist agent Cha´vez sparked the lat-mission of the Russian Federation ruled
Rowhani displayed confidence that rela- est flare-up of the border issue last Novem-on Jan. 22 that Victor Gerashchenko could
tions with the United States would be re- ber, with a speech given at the Ibero-Ameri-not be a candidate in the Russian Presiden-
stored. can Heads of State summit in Bolivia,tial elections without petitioning, even

declaring Bolivia’s right to the sea the keythough he was nominated by the Russia’s
to securing justice for Bolivia. Left-wing el-Regions Party, from within the Rodina
ements within the Mesa government jumpedChina State Firmsbloc, which won representation in the
onto Chávez’s provocation, suddenly de-Duma. “Parliamentary” parties are not sup- Laying Off Millions claring the border questionthe key to Boliv-posed to have to petition, but Rodina is
ia’s security and development today. Boliv-an alliance, not a party. Rodina announcedSome 3 million workers will be laid off from ia’s President Carlos Mesa and Chile’sit would appeal the ruling to the Russian China’s state industries over the next threePresident Ricardo Lagos exchanged sharpSupreme Court. years, Xinhua reported last week. “Re-em-words over the issue at the Monterrey HeadsThe CEC decision leaves Rodina leaderployment” is a big challenge, China’s Labor of State summit, and Chile’s Interior Minis-Sergei Glazyev as the sole candidate fromMinister Zhang Silin said, even if the re- ter Jose´ Miguel Insulza pronounced on Jan.Rodina. He filed his independent candidacystructuring of the state-owned industry is 15, that “there isn’t much room or climateat the beginning of this month. Interviewed completed by 2006. There are still 2.7 pre- for constructive solutions” between the twoby NTV tonight, Gerashchenko affirmed viously laid-off workers who have yet to get countries any more.that he and the rest of Rodina would supportnew jobs, and layoffs will go on, he said.

Glazyev if the appeal fails, “since there are Some 4 million laid-off workers did get a
no contradictions among us, at least regard-new job last year, Zhang said.
ing the problem we would want to raise dur- China started the re-employment agen-Indian Kashmiris
ing the Presidential elections—governmentcies in 1998, and since then, some 27.8 mil-
economic policy.” Want No More Violencelion state industry employees have lost their

Six non-party candidates, including jobs. These workers are not included in offi-
President Putin, are attempting to collect the The Indian-part of Kashmir’s main politicalcial unemployment figures, since they get a
required 2 million valid signatures in Russia separatist group, the All-Party Hurriyat(very small) government stipend.
in the dead of Winter, by Jan. 28. Conference (APHC), and the Indian DeputyIn addition, China has to generate 24

Prime Minister, L.K.Advani, jointly urgedmillion new jobs in 2004 just to absorb this
on Jan. 22 an end to violence in Kashmir.year’s schoolgraduates and the “surplus” ru-
Advani was meeting the APHC leaders, andral workers who leave the countryside forIran Plans Six
the statement was issued after the very firstthe cities. This level of employment pressureMore Nuclear Plants meeting.will continue in China for the next 20 to 30

The unprecedented meeting took placeyears.
Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman two weeks after India and Pakistan agreed
Hamid-Rezy Asefi announced on Jan. 18, to resume bilateral talks in February over a

range of disputes, including Kashmir, whichthat Iran would tender bids for the six new Morales Threatens
nuclear power plants. He reiterated Iran’s lies at the heart of more than five decades of

enmity and the cause of two wars.plans for the peaceful use of nuclear technol-New Bolivia/Chile War
ogy, and referred to the protocol to the Non- “TheHurriyatdelegation stressed thatan

honorable and durable solution should beProliferation Treaty (NPT) signed by Following the lead of Venezuelan President
Hugo Chávez, George Soros’s favoriteTehran. found through dialogue,” said a senior Hur-

riyat official, Abdul Ghani Bhatt. “It wasHassan Rowhani, head of Iran’s Na- coca-producer, Evo Morales, told an Argen-
tine radio station on Jan. 15 that there couldtional Security Council, who negotiated the agreed that the only way forward is to ensure

that all forms of violence at all levels shouldNPT protocol agreement with the European be another war between Bolivia and Chile,
and suggested Bolivia impose a trade em-foreign ministers delegation, is currently in come to an end,” he said, adding that further

talks would be held in March.Paris. In an interview toLe Figaro, he also bargo on Chile until it agrees to give Bolivia
an outlet to the sea. Bolivian territory ex-stressed the peaceful use, and added that, Indian intelligence believes the APHC

does not have control over armed militants“We demand of the industrialized countries tended to the Pacific Ocean, until Chile
seized Bolivia’s coastline in the 1870’s warthat they place nuclear technology at our dis- who come in from Pakistan across the

border.posal, for peaceful use, in accordance with known as the War of the Pacific, in which
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Electronic Voting Is a
Threat to the Constitution
by Edward Spannaus

In the wake of widespread irregularities in the Jan. 13 Wash- will certainly be surprised.” They don’t admit, that in this
case, the cure is worse then the disease.ington,D.C.primary, Democraticpresidential candidateLyn-

don LaRouche gave his endorsement to the calls by local The study does attribute some of the delays to security
concerns, reporting: “Debates over the accuracy, security andofficials for an investigation of the vote tabulation in the pri-

mary election (SeeEIR, Jan. 23). Moreover, LaRouche has integrity of paperless, electronic voting continue to delay and
in some cases alter machine replacement plans in a numberemphasized the threat to the fundamental constitutional right

of the citizen to vote, and to the right to a fair election, which is of states.”
The study also complains: “Once the darlings of electionposed by the introduction of new computerized vote-counting

systems—systems which are easily rigged, and which render reform, direct-recording electronic (DRE) machines, using
touch-screen or scrolling-wheel models, have raised moreit impossible to verify the vote count.

In a Jan. 18 editorial, theNew York Times issued the fol- suspicion than the antiquated punch-card and lever machines
they were slated to replace. The absence of voter-verifiedlowing warning: “The morning after the 2000 election,

Americans woke up to a disturbing realization: our electoral paper trails has computer scientists, members of Congress
and newspaper editorial boards concerned.”system was too flawed to say with certainty who had won.

Three years later, things may actually be worse. If this year’s Another problem: “In a closely-related issue, the constant
backlash against electronic voting might have sapped voterPresidential election is at all close, there is every reason to

believe that there will be another national trauma over who confidence in the same way the Florida fiasco and the prob-
lems with punch cards, vague recount rules, and poorly de-the rightful winner is, this time compounded by troubling new

questions about the reliability of electronic voting machines.” signed ballots did in 2000.” The report laments that “HAVA
was passed, its supporters said, largely to restore shaken faithIt’s a lot worse than theNew York Times is admitting. As

a result of the Help America Vote Act (HAVA), passed by in America’s voting system,” but has it succeeded?
Another survey shows that nationwide, 56% of voters willthe Republican-controlled Congress in 2002, the Federal gov-

ernment is now subsidizing and encouraging the adoption of use touch-screen or optical scanning systems this year, up
from 43% in 2000. Punch cards are still in use in 22 states.insecure electronic voting systems by the states. Under the

pretext of assisting persons with disabilities, by 2006 every Only Georgia and Maryland have made a complete cut-over
to touch-screen systems, despite doubts about their security.polling place used in a Federal election is required to have at

least one direct recording electronic (DRE) device, or another
device “equipped for individuals with disabilities.” The Georgia ‘Upset’

Many questions and suspicions have been raised aboutThe only good news, is that a study issued on Jan. 22 by
the Election Reform Information Project and electionline.org, the 2002 elections in Georgia, its first election using Diebold

touch-screen machines statewide—indeed, the first electionshows that these “reforms” are proceeding more slowly than
anticipated, explaining that “those who expected all the ills in the country conducted solely on touch-screen devices. The

election produced a Republican sweep which raised a lot ofrevealed in the 2000 elections to be cured by November 2004
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eyebrows. For example, incumbent Democratic Senator Max
Cleland was leading Rep. Saxby Chambliss 49-44% in polls
before the elections, but Chambliss won by 53-46%. Another
unexpected upset was in the Governor’s race, where a Demo-
cratic pre-election lead of 48-39% was reversed in a 52-45%
Republican victory, the first Republican elected Governor of
Georgia in 135 years. Such things do happen, of course, and
the first explanation offered was a voting surge by angry white
males triggered by the abolition of the Confederate flag as the
state banner. However, post-election demographic analysis
showed no such surge; the only population sector showing an

Touch-screenincrease in turnout was black women.
voting on a direct-Fueling suspicions were many irregularities: machines
recording

freezing up, memory cards missing and lost. electronic machine.
Moreover, Georgia’s election was not run by state offi-

cials; it was conducted by a private company, under a strict
trade-secrecy contract that prohibited election officials from
doing anything to the equipment, or examining the software software.”

“The ballot itself consists of redundant electronic recordsto see if the systems were operating correctly.
Of course none of this proves that fraud, or even accidental in the machine’s computer memory banks, which the voter

cannot see,” says the report.mistabulation of the vote, actually occurred. But, the problem
is that no one can prove that it didn’t. There is no way of The CRS report acknowledges that “voters must have

confidence in the integrity of the voting systems they use ifknowing, since there is no way of conducting even a partial
recount. “Trust me,” says Diebold—and the voters have no they are to trust the outcomes of elections and the legitimacy

of governments formed as a result of them,” and it adds:choice.
It doesn’ t help that Diebold has extensive ties into Repub- “ If the concerns that have been raised about DRE security

become widespread, that confidence could be eroded, whetherlican circles, and that its chief executive, Wally O’Dell, is a
frequent visitor to the Bush ranch in Crawford, Texas; that he or not those concerns are well-founded.”

But the CRS report acknowledges, with respect to whathosted a $600,000 fundraiser for Dick Cheney; or that he sent
out a fundraising letter declaring that he was “committed to is probably the most basic means of ensuring confidence in

voting results—recounting the vote—that “problems with thehelping Ohio to deliver its electoral votes to the President next
year”—even as his Ohio-based company was bidding for the machines themselves, including tampering, would probably

not be discovered through a recount.”state’s contract for new voting machines.
“Trust me,” says Wally O’Dell—and you, the voter, have

no choice, for his machines produce no paper trail, no audit The Diebold Study
• A study of Diebold DRE machines by computer scien-trail, and provide no ability to conduct a recount.

tists from Johns Hopkins and Rice Universities, was released
on July 23, 2003. This study was based on a review of DieboldSecurity Flaws and Vulnerabilities

Experts who have analyzed the new generation of elec- software source code which had been inadvertently placed by
Diebold on a public Internet site. Diebold has admitted thattronic voting systems have emphasized that there is simply

no way to be certain that the vote is being counted accurately. the software code on which the study is based is authentic,
and that the study’s conclusions regarding the software are• The most cautious study on DRE systems, done by the

Congressional Research Service (CRS) and issued in Novem- essentially correct, but they claim that other factors will pro-
tect elections against their software.ber 2003, concluded that “at least some current DRE’s clearly

exhibit security vulnerabilities.” The Hopkins study found “stunning flaws,” including
flaws that would allow a hacker to break into the system andThe study reports that “ the more complex a piece of soft-

ware is, the more vulnerable it is to attack,” and continues: alter the program, and which would allow a “back door” to
be installed into the system. They determined that there was“That is because more complex code will have more places

that malware can be hidden, and more potential vulnerabili- no way to ensure that the systems were bug-free, and did not
contain malicious code.ties that could be exploited, and it is more difficult to analyze

for security problems. In fact, attackers often discover and The worst security errors found by the Hopkins study had
been called to Diebold’s attention five years earlier by Dr.exploit vulnerabilities that were unknown to the developer,

and many experts argue that it is impossible to anticipate all Douglas W. Jones of the University of Iowa, a member of
Iowa’s Board of Examiners for voting systems. Dr. Jones sayspossible weaknesses and points of attack for complex
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that the Diebold story “ represents a black eye” for the whole guarantee to citizens the right to vote, and the right to equal
protection of the law—which means the right not only to castsystem of both state and Federal governments setting of vot-

ing equipment standards, because not only did the Diebold a ballot, but to have it counted fairly.
The Constitutional right to vote is enforced by the Votingtouch-screen system “pass all of the tests imposed by this

standards process, but it passed them many times, and the Rights Act of 1965—which is still on the books, despite com-
bined efforts by right-wing Republicans and the Democraticsource code auditors even gave it exceptionally high marks.”

“Given this,” Dr. Jones asks, “should we trust the security National Committee to wipe it out. One of the provisions of
the Voting Rights Act, is for the appointment of Federal vot-of any of the other direct recording electronic voting systems

on the market?” He has called for de-certification of the Die- ing examiners who are entitled to observe whether votes “are
being properly tabulated.”bold equipment.

• The State of Maryland conducted a follow-up to the But, if votes are being counted by a computer “black box,”
how can anyone know if they are being counted fairly? AsHopkins-Rice study; in the follow-up, a group of computer

experts found 328 software flaws, 26 of which they deemed studies have noted, it is possible to hide malicious code so
that it is undetectable.critical. “ If these vulnerabilities are exploited,” they said,

“significant impact could occur on the accuracy, integrity, For example, Dr. David Jefferson, an election security
expert at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, states: “Any se-and availability of election results.”
curity expert will tell you that it is very easy to write hidden
logic that behaves properly when being tested and only doesDangers of Internet Voting

Another just-released study recommends that the emerg- its dirty work when used in a real election.”
Thus, without some form of a paper trail, such as theing trend toward Internet voting should be stopped in its

tracks. Four computer-security specialists examined the new recording on paper of individual votes, it is impossible to
verify the results of a computerized tabulation of votes.Defense Department program for Internet voting, known as

SERVE (Secure Electronic Registration and Voting Experi- One solution being proposed, with Dr. David Dill of Stan-
ford University in the forefront, is what is called a “voter-ment). SERVE is now just a prototype, which is intended to be

used in some primaries, including the Feb. 3 South Carolina verifiable audit trail.”
Dr. Dill has drafted a statement, which over 100 otherprimary, and in a number of states in the November general

elections. The SERVE system was created by the consulting computer scientists have signed, which says in part: “Compu-
terized voting equipment is inherently subject to program-firm Accenture, a renamed successor to the Arthur Anderson

accounting firm, of Enron notoriety. ming error, equipment malfunction, and malicious tampering.
It is therefore crucial that voting equipment provide a voter-The authors note at the outset that all of the criticisms

which have been made of DRE voting systems “apply directly verifiable audit trail, by which we mean a permanent record
of each vote that can be checked for accuracy by the voterto SERVE as well.” But beyond that, they report that “because

SERVE is an Internet- and PC-based system, it has numerous before the vote is submitted, and is difficult or impossible to
alter after it has been checked.”other fundamental security problems that leave it vulnerable

to a variety of well-known cyber attacks,” which “could result Bills have been introduced into both the House and the
Senate to require a voter-verifiable audit trail on every votingin large-scale, selective voter disenfranchisement . . . vote

buying and selling . . . and/or vote switching even to the extent system; this is called the “Voter Confidence and Increased
Accessibility Act of 2003.” It was first introduced in theof reversing the outcome of many elections at once, including

the Presidential election.” House by Rep. Rush Holt (D-N.J.) in May 2003; Sen. Bob
Graham (D-Fla.) introduced it in the Senate in December. TheThe authors of the SERVE study conclude that its vulnera-

bilities cannot be fixed, and that the system should be aban- bills call for a permanent paper record to be created of each
vote, which the voter can inspect and verify at the time ofdoned. They warn of the implications for the emerging trend

for Internet voting. They warn that the system might appear casting his ballot. The paper records would be securely
maintained and would be the official record to be used in ato work flawlessly in the 2004 elections, but “ the fact that no

successful attack is detected does not mean that none occur- recount. Additionally, there can be no undisclosed software
in a voting system, and the source code must be open andred. Many attacks, especially if cleverly hidden, would be

extremely difficult to detect, even in cases where they change available for inspection.
EIR is conducting its own study of the problem, and is notthe outcome of a major election.”

A “successful trial” of the SERVE system “ is the top of a prepared to fully endorse these measures at this time, but we
note that this is at least a step in the right direction. Unless theslippery slope toward even more vulnerable systems in the

future,” the experts state; and they give, as an example, that voter can verify his vote at the time it is cast, and unless there
is a permanent, individual record which is available to be“ the existence of SERVE has already been cited as justifica-

tion for Internet voting in the Michigan Democratic cau- utilized in a recount if necessary, there no longer exists the
right to vote and to have the vote fairly counted, as is guaran-cuses.”

The 14th and 15th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution teed by the United States Constitution.
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throwing Saddam Hussein, on the basis of fraudulent or
grossly exaggerated claims that Iraq possessed arsenals of
weapons of mass destruction, and had ties to al-Qaeda.

When a bipartisan Senate intelligence panel probe intoCongressmanMoots
the hoaxes was launched, Cheney, through Senate Majority
Leader Bill Frist (R-Tenn.), ordered the panel to end the effort,Cheney Impeachment
and still-unidentified people stole and leaked a Democratic
panel internal memo to rightwing journalists, to stymie com-by Jeffrey Steinberg
mittee efforts.

Cheney and top aides Lewis “Scooter” Libby and John
On the eve of the Iowa Democratic caucuses, Rep. Jerry Hannah head the list of suspects in the leaking of the identity

of CIA covert operations officer Valerie Plame, the wife ofCostello (D-Ill.) stunned voters at a Gephardt rally by mooting
there could soon be impeachment hearings against Vice Presi- former Ambassador Joseph Wilson. The probe of that leak is

being headed by Chicago U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald,dent Cheney, stemming from the Congressional probe of Hal-
liburton sweetheart contracts in Iraq. Dick Cheney is the for- after Attorney General John Ashcroft recused himself due to

possible conflict of interest. The issue of the Plame leak hasmer CEO of Halliburton, and as Secretary of Defense in the
Bush “41” Administration, he hired Halliburton to conduct a also suddenly become red hot. On Jan. 20, ten former CIA

case officers and analysts wrote to the House leadership, de-$25-million secret study of how to outsource and privatize
many Defense Department logistical and support functions. manding a full bipartisan Congressional probe into the Plame

leak, describing it as “an unprecedented and shameful event”Ater he left Washington in January 1993, Cheney took over
the Dallas-based oil industry service firm, and turned it into a that “has damaged U.S. national security, specifically the ef-

fectiveness of U.S. intelligence gathering using humanmajor government subcontractor.
Halliburton is today the number one recipient of no-bid sources” (see Documentation).

The letter, which was released by Rep. Nancy Pelosi, wascontracts for Iraqi reconstruction work, and is under Congres-
sional investigation for price gouging and other contract vio- sent as Rep. Rush Holt (D-NJ), a member of the House Select

Committee on Intelligence, who submitted a resolution oflations. The Wall Street Journal reported on Jan. 23 that two
Halliburton executives have confessed to taking a $6 million inquiry to force the White House, the Pentagon, the State

Department, and the Justice Department to give the Housepayoff from Kuwaiti subcontractors, to cut them in on Halli-
burton’s Iraq business. And a recent Congressional Research documents related to the ongoing probe of the Plame leak.

The unusual procedure, which is unique to the House of Rep-Service study found that Cheney has not divested his holdings
in Halliburton, as claimed; he still receives deferred salary resentatives, could lead to the creation of a full House special

“leakgate” panel; at minimum it, in the words of Rep. Holt,payments in the hundreds of thousands of dollars a year, and
holds nearly a half-million company stock options. puts greater pressure on the Administration to end the six-

month stonewall. Pelosi, the House Democratic Leader, is-When the Internet Drudge Report characterized Cos-
tello’s remarks as a call for Cheney’s impeachment, the Con- sued a press statement Jan. 22, endorsing both the CIA offi-

cers’ letter and the Holt initiative, complaining, “I cannotgressman issued a clarification on Jan. 20: “I was not calling
for impeachment hearings”; but hearings on Cheney and Hal- understand, given the seriousness of this matter, why the Pres-

ident has not become personally involved. He has not beenliburton contracts will continue, and “It Would not surprise
me if a member of Congress called for such hearings based well served by the action of a person or persons on the White

House staff who, having possession of information of greaton the findings.” A Congressional aide told EIR, in response
to the report on Costello, that many Congressmen are thinking sensitivity, chose to disclose it to the media. The President

should demand that those responsible identify themselves im-of impeachment, “and they are even talking about it in the
Administration.” mediately to him and face the consequences.”

With all of this smoke around the Vice President, GeorgeThat Cheney has become a major liability for President
Bush’s re-election bid is an open secret in Washington. As of W. Bush and chief political strategist Karl Rove asked the

Vice President to launch a “charm offensive” to salvage histhis writing, the first 200,000 copies of the LaRouche in 2004
campaign pamphlet, Children of Satan II: The Beast-Men, position on the ticket. Last weekend, Cheney used a campaign

tour of the Western states to give his first interview to reportershave been distributed, and a second printing is to hit the streets
in days. The report exposes Cheney’s pivotal role in the drive in nearly two years. A team of journalists from the Los

Angeles Times and USA Today were given an opportunity tofor an American imperium waging “perpetual war” across
Eurasia, including the use of mini-nukes against Third World interview him, and on Jan. 19, both papers ran versions of the

Cheney chat.targets. On Jan. 21, the Senate Select Committee on Intelli-
gence began two days of closed hearings into the intelligence In one of two USA Today stories, reporter Judy Keen made

clear that Cheney has emerged from his cave on orders fromfakery leading to the Iraq war. Cheney led the effort to sell
Congress and the American people on invading Iraq and over- Bush campaign strategists: “Politics is behind his emergence:
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site of the political event, always well out of camera range.
The area chosen, is enclosed in portable chain-link, andCheney’s ‘Free Speech’ Cages
given the Orwellian designation of a Free Speech Zone.
Secret Service then provides local law enforcement with

On a campaign fundraising stop in Portland, Oregon on criteria for determining which members of the public may
Jan. 13, Vice President Cheney exploited a recent Federal enter the area where Bush is speaking, and which must use
court decision, in the criminal case of U.S.A. v. Bursey, to the Free Speech Zone. Administration supporters, with
expand the use of the shamefully mislabelled “Free Speech their signs, are allowed access to the President, and are
Zones” to literally cage his opponents. Protesters were not present for the media. Other citizens with protest signs are
allowed to approach the event at a hotel near the Portland told they must exercise their right of dissent in the Free
Airport, but were directed by police to a muddy field at Speech Zone.
least 100 yards away, where they were enclosed behind an Will Seaman, of the Portland Peaceful Resource Coali-
eight-foot-high chain-link fence topped with razor wire. tion, said of the area where Cheney protesters were caged,
Over the last year, the Bush Administration has been im- “It was completely inaccessible,” and a half-mile from the
plementing a Homeland Security policy of creating pre- nearest public transit. “It was a marsh,” he noted. At one
arranged vicinity-exclusion zones, designated by Secret point, dozens of riot police and other officers on bicycle,
Service agents, during campaign speeches and stopovers. horseback and all-terrain vehicles massed across from the
Secret Service teams advance-scout the vicinity for vacant protesters. They were informed, via loudspeaker, that any
lots, ballparks, airfields, and areas that might hold many attempts to pass or tamper with the barricade could subject
hundreds or thousands of protesters. The sites are generally them to the use of force, including chemical agents or
located from a block to a third of a mile or more from the impact weapons, as well as to arrest and criminal charges.

Bush strategists believe it’s time for Cheney to move from Cheney’s soft-peddling lasted exactly 72 hours. On Jan.
20, his war-party prints were all over President Bush’s Stateundisclosed secure locations to the front lines of the cam-

paign, and a little image repair is in order.” She noted, “Critics of the Union address. And on Jan. 22, he showed up at the
Conservative Political Action Committee (CPAC) annualalso view Cheney as the man responsible for the Administra-

tion’s penchant for secrecy and a hard-liner who helped drag conference in Washington, and delivered his standard lying
rant: still linking Saddam Hussein to Al-Qaeda and the attacksBush into war with Iraq. Halliburton, the company he once

headed, is being investigated for its lucrative Pentagon con- of Sept. 11, 2001; and vowing that U.S. inspectors will sooner
or later find those vast quantities of weapons of mass destruc-tracts. Some people wonder whether Cheney will be an asset

or a liability in this campaign.” She quoted Democratic strate- tion that he and his neo-con minions cited as the reason for
war.gist Paul Begala: “If you’re a rich, fat white guy, he’s your

hero. But he’s a very controversial guy. This is what comes
with being the most powerful Vice President in history.”

The Los Angeles Times was generally kinder to the Vice Documentation
President, although reporter Maura Reynolds wrote, “Demo-
crats and other critics paint Cheney as a dark, insidious force
pushing Bush toward war and confrontation. But that doesn’t
bother the vice president. ‘What’s wrong with my image?’ CIAVeteransDemand
Cheney asks with a laugh. He contends that he operates in
public when it serves the Administration’s agenda, and in HouseAction onLeak
private when that is more effective. ‘Am I the evil genius in
the corner that nobody ever sees coming out of his hole?’ he

This letter was sent by ten retired CIA officers to Speaker ofasks. ‘It’s a nice way to operate, actually.’ ” The interview
transcript shows Cheney trying to soften his profile as the the House Dennis Hastert (R-Ill.), House Majority Leader

Tom DeLay (R-Tex.), House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosisuper-hawk who sought out cooked intelligence to justify war
with Iraq. He admitted he asked tough questions, but denied (D-Cal.), Rep. Porter Goss (R-Fla.), and Rep. Jane Harman

(D-Cal.), and the ranking Members of the Senate Select Com-he relied on “stovepiped” intelligence from Iraqi dissidents to
sell the war. On the Paul O’Neill flap, Cheney grew defensive, mittee on Intelligence.
denying charges that he is the real power in the Administra-
tion, responsible for the policy disasters; but making clear the Dear Mr. Speaker:

We the undersigned former intelligence officers in theformer Treasury Secretary is no longer a friend.
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U.S. intelligence community, request that you launch an im-
mediate, bipartisan congressional investigation into who
leaked the name of Valerie Plame, wife of former U.S. Am-
bassador Joseph Wilson IV, to syndicated columnist Robert
Novak and other members of the media that exposed her status SchwarzeneggerHangover
as an undercover CIA officer. The disclosure of Ms. Plame’s
name was an unprecedented and shameful event in American SickensCaliforniaDems
history and, in our professional judgment, has damaged U.S.
national security, specifically the effectiveness of U.S. intelli- by Harley Schlanger
gence gathering using human sources. Any breach of the code
of confidentiality and cover weakens the overall fabric of

During the campaign to recall Gov. Gray Davis (D), whichintelligence, and directly or indirectly jeopardizes the work
and safety of intelligence workers and their sources. culminated in the election of Republican Arnold Schwarze-

negger as Governor of California, Democratic PresidentialWhile we are pleased that the U.S. Department of Justice
is conducting an investigation, and that the U.S. Attorney candidate Lyndon LaRouche warned at a Burbank town meet-

ing on Sept. 11, 2003 that the election of SchwarzeneggerGeneral has recused himself, we believe that the Congress
must send an unambiguous message that the intelligence would have devastating consequences for the state. LaRouche

characterized Arnie as a “Hollywood geek act,” whose ap-officers tasked with collecting or analyzing intelligence must
never be turned into political punching bags. We believe it pointed role would be to beat down resistance to a fascist-

style austerity regime in California—which would result inis important that Congress speak with one non-partisan voice
on this issue. Moreover, the investigation must focus on many premature deaths among the poor, elderly, and disabled.

He called on Democrats to mobilize to defeat the hand-pickedmore than simply identifying who leaked the information.
We believe it is important that Congress help the American Beast-Man of Wall Street.

Instead, the Democratic Party caved in, under the willfulpeople understand how this happened, and take a clear stand
that such behavior will not be tolerated under any Adminis- misdirection of the Democratic National Committee (DNC),

which acted to undermine efforts to rally support for Governortration, Republican or Democrat. A thorough and successful
Congressional investigation of this crime is necessary to Davis. With the exception of the extraordinary mobilization

against Recall waged by the LaRouche Youth Movementsend a clear signal that the elected representatives of this
government will not accept nor ignore the political exploita- (LYM), in collaboration with a small group of Democratic

activists, Schwarzenegger was given a free ride.tion of the men and women in our intelligence community.
A professional, thorough investigation will also help boost Since his election, the new Governor has put forward a

series of fiscal and budgetary proposals which confirmthe weakened morale of our intelligence personnel and renew
their confidence and trust in the elected leadership of the LaRouche’s warnings. Either accept the cuts I am proposing,

he has repeatedly told both legislators and voters, or there willcountry.
Our friends and colleagues have difficult jobs gathering be much more draconian cuts to come. With the state’s plunge

toward bankruptcy continuing unabated, his first measure, tothe intelligence, which helps, for example, to prevent terrorist
attacks against Americans at home and abroad. They some- repeal the higher car license fee passed by the legislature,

added $4 billion to the deficit. His second action was to bullytimes face great personal risk and must spend long hours away
from family and friends. They serve because they love this the legislature to place a $15 billion bond measure on the

March 2 ballot, threatening that failure to do so would ensurecountry and are committed to defending the principles of lib-
erty and freedom. They do not expect public acknowledge- that the state would run out of cash before the end of the fiscal

year in June 2004.ment for their work, but they do expect and deserve their
government’s protection. Next, to “balance” the budget for the upcoming year,

which begins in June 2004, Schwarzenegger proposed overFor the good of our country, we ask you to please stand up
for every man and woman who works for the U.S. intelligence $4.6 billion in cuts, largely from health and social services,

in a state where more than 6 million people already lack healthcommunity, by immediately launching a Congressional in-
vestigation. insurance, and which has seen a dangerous level of hospital

closings and triaging of community health centers. Doctors atSincerely Yours,
Larry C. Johnson, former Analyst; James USC/County Hospital in Los Angeles, the largest remaining

public hospital in the county, have already submitted affida-Marcinkowski, former Case Officer; Michael Grimaldi,
former Analyst; Brent Cavan, former Analyst; Dr. Marc vits which document unnecessary deaths due to overcrowded

emergency rooms, even before this latest round of cuts.Sageman MD; Ph.D., former Case Officer; James A. Smith,
former Case Officer; John McCavitt, former Case Officer; The Governor has demanded additional cuts in education,

trashing his campaign promise that it would be cut “over myRay McGovern, former Analyst; Ray Close, former Ana-
lyst; William Wagner, former Case Officer. dead body.” His 2004-05 budget includes $2 billion in cuts
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A meeting of two synarchist
“beast-men” who threaten the
United States republic with
fascism: Vice President Cheney
(left), whose energy-pirate allies
looted California through the
energy deregulation swindle; and
Arnie Schwarzenegger, whom they
then rammed into the California
governor’s office for another
round of vicious looting.

in K-12 education funding; over $700 million from higher ence at a Fresno ceramics plant, “we will have to make drastic
cuts, deep cuts. I call them Armageddon cuts. Cuts in serviceseducation; and massive tuition and fee increases in the state

college and university systems. He intends to grab $1.3 billion that we don’t want to make, that would be devastating.” Hy-
perbolic? This is standard for Schwarzenegger, whose elec-in property tax revenue from cities and counties, to be chan-

neled into the state’s coffers, producing damaging hits to al- tion was pushed through by “neo-conservatives” linked to
Vice President Cheney, synarchist bankers guided by Georgeready over-stretched municipal police and fire departments.

Even after these cuts, there is a projected deficit of more Shultz, and swindlers tied to former Gov. Pete Wilson, the
man who opened the door to deregulation, Enron, and thethan $6 billion in 2004-05, on top of the projected $14 billion

this year—and these figures assume a “robust recovery” aris- energy pirates.
Since his election, Schwarzenegger has used a steadying from Arnie’s bloody budget cuts! That Dracula script

is more fantasy-ridden than any underlying his successful stream of violent images to force legislators to knuckle under,
and accept imposing killer austerity on state government. InHollywood fantasy flicks.
a previous series of public meetings, he threatened there
would be “severe casualties” among legislators if they re-Beast-Man Warns of Armageddon

Why no fight from more sensible circles in California? sisted his efforts. In his State of the State address, he said he
did not intend to merely “move boxes around” in a reorganiza-Has everyone bought into the neo-con ideology of less gov-

ernment? Does no one in the state remember that the budget tion of the state’s administrative structure, but “to blow
them up.”crisis is a product of the implementation of electricity deregu-

lation, which was sold on the lie that it would reduce electric- The rhetoric appeals to frightened but enraged suburban-
ites who are losing ground—not due to government spendingity costs? Has everyone forgotten that the prosperity of the

once-Golden State was built through an alliance between gov- and regulation, but due to the reversal of the national economy
from one based on production, to a consumer-driven post-ernment and productive industries, with a special emphasis

on government spending on infrastructure, an approach industrial society. The popular base of Schwarzenegger is
drawn largely from such debt-ridden rageballs lacking anychampioned by President Franklin Roosevelt and continued

by governors such as Pat Brown? Or have potential opponents sense of economics or history, who want to see someone pay
the price for their insecurity and fears. It is a classic examplebeen cowed by Arnie’s “aura of power,” and reduced to impo-

tence by his repeated threats? of the social base which can be mobilized to back a strong
man, or a Beast-Man, who promises to make the weakestThe Beast-Man quality nailed by LaRouche was in full

display in Schwarzenegger’s first outing the week of Jan. 19, section of the population—the poor, the elderly, minorities—
suffer for being “overly demanding.” This is the social basepromoting Proposition 57, the $15 billion bond referendum.

If voters don’t approve it, he bellowed at a hand-picked audi- which cheered lustily when Arnie, during his campaign, told
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them he would “terminate” Governor Davis, and foamed at
the mouth when right-wing radio jocks promised “bodies fly-
ing out of windows in Sacramento,” the state capital.

The violent rhetoric pleased Pete Wilson, who served as Would Today’s Edison and
co-chair of his campaign, and whose former staffers are the
top aides to Schwarzenegger. Wilson enthused that, finally, EinsteinBe onRitalin?
there is someone with the “stomach” required to destroy the
social safety net for the bankers. by Donald Phau

Dems’ Denial on Economy Feeds Fears
Many leading Democrats have capitulated to the environ- Today, millions of children under 18 years of age are being

prescribed the behavior-controlling drugs Prozac and Ritalin.ment of terror created by Schwarzenegger, which is hyped by
star-struck media as proof that he is a “real leader.” The annual But an announcement in December 2003 by the British equiv-

alent of the U.S. Federal Drug Administration (FDA) calledstate Democratic convention, held on Jan. 17-18 in San Jose,
was poorly attended. While there were some weak jabs at for a partial ban on this mass drugging of youths. Britain’s

Committee of Safety on Medicines (CSM) banned the usageSchwarzenegger, the deliberations as a whole were shaped
by Democrats’ fears of Arnie and his fascist base. They are of the anti-depressants called selective serotonin reuptake in-

hibitors (SSRIs) for children under 18. The SSRIs are thesuffering from what LaRouche called the “Schwarzenegger
Hangover Effect,” the sense of impotence stemming from the leading medicines used to treat depression. The report was

sent to every psychiatrist, pediatrician, mental health estab-Recall, and the fear that the screaming lunatics of the far right
represent a new majority in the state. This effect is reinforced lishment, and pharmacy in Great Britain.

On Dec 10, the British Guardian newspaper reported:by the Democrats’ strong denial that the financial crisis batter-
ing the state is part of a systemic global financial meltdown, “Modern anti-depressant drugs which have made billions for

the pharmaceutical industry will be banned from use in chil-not merely a “cyclical” problem.
The political vacuum created by this effect is most obvi- dren today because of evidence, suppressed for years, that

they can cause young patients to become suicidal. The Medi-ous in the dilemma, among party activists, over whether to
back the $15 billion bond referendum. If we don’t support cines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)

told doctors last night not to prescribe all but one of the anti-the expanded borrowing, some party leaders argued at the
convention, Schwarzenegger will use emergency powers to depressants known as the selective serotonin re-uptake inhibi-

tors (SSRIs). The exception is Prozac, which is licensed fordestroy the already-inadequate safety net. (He has already
used emergency powers to make cuts, asserting such powers use in depressed children in the US. But the MHRA warns,

at best, it helps only one child in 10. The decision has bigeven more rapidly than Hitler did on assuming power!) Other
Democrats countered that they should oppose the referendum, implications for drug regulation.”
citing polls going against it, and saying that the chaos which
will result from lack of funds will turn people against Ban on Ritalin Possible?

It was not explained why Prozac was the only SSRI ex-Schwarzenegger.
LaRouche noted that the only way out of this trap is to empted by the British ban. Could Prozac’s manufacturer, the

pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly, have pulled some strings toattack the underlying problem, the collapse of America’s
physical economy. The real issue is leadership. With the have it exempted? The CSM report states that for five out of

seven SSRIs evaluated, the “risk/benefit balance is unfavour-cringing lack of it coming from party officials, it was left to
the LaRouche Youth Movement (LYM) to fill this vacuum in able”; but for Prozac, “risk/benefit balance is not assessable”;

meaning that it had no evaluation of the drug as of now.San Jose. They intervened with a spirited deployment which
challenged party activists to get a spine. The 1,000 delegates The SSRIs and Ritalin have been linked to suicides and

youth violence for many years. In 1998, 18-year-old Ericattending saw the LYM everywhere, as more than 100
LaRouche activists engaged the dispirited delegates in So- Harris and 17-year-old Dylan Kleibold killed 13 people at

Columbine High School in Colorado. Harris, who had beencratic dialogues and uplifted them with Classical music. At
first startled to hear beautiful polyphony in the convention taking the SSRI Luvox, then committed suicide. The same

year in Springfield, Oregon, 14-year-old Kip Kinkel killedcenter, many delegates were moved, even some who “did their
duty” by removing the activists from some party caucuses! two students and wounded 25 others at Thurston High School.

Kinkel had been taking Prozac and Ritalin.The only alternative to complete chaos soon in California,
is to get out from under the “Schwarzenegger hangover,” and Will a ban on Ritalin now be next? In the United States, a

series of books has been published exposing the dangers ofjoin LaRouche in an impassioned fight to protect the General
Welfare from the gang of synarchists who are deploying Arnie Ritalin. Ritalin, the brand name for menthyphenidate, is cate-

gorized by the Drug Enforcement Administration, as a drugas their fascist Beast-Man.
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within Federal Schedule II, which also includes cocaine. The case studies of children who were labeled ADHD, and treated
with Ritalin, but who, when competently diagnosed, had realdrug itself is an amphetamine, but was given the name Ritalin

by its manufacturer, Ciba-Geigy, which holds its patent. Sales medical problems which were never looked into further.
Walker wrote that drugs such as Ritalin are treating symp-of Ritalin are a billion dollars a year. Ritalin was first used to

treat ADD or Attention Deficit Disorder. The name has been toms, not diseases, and laid part of the blame for this on the
takeover of much of medical practice by health maintenanceexpanded and is now called ADHD, Attention Deficit Hyper-

activity Disorder. Today, an estimated 5 million American organizations (HMOs).
According to Dr. Walker, HMOs reward the doctors whoschool children are given Ritalin.

One of the first experts to call for stopping the widespread quickly diagnose their patients with ADHD, while penalizing
those physicians who refer their patients for follow-up byuse of Ritalin was Lawrence H. Diller, M.D., whose book,

Running on Ritalin, was published in 1998. Diller wrote how neurological or psychiatric specialists. One case he cited
was that of a girl named Debbie, five years old when hethe professional acceptance of ADD was secured when it

was listed in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental saw her. Though she was “tiny and delicate,” her mother
described her as a “mean little kid” who had temper tantrumsDisorders (DSM). The DSM is considered a virtual “bible”

by psychiatry professionals, the American courts, and police. and screaming fits. “As a baby, she cried continuously, slept
very little, did not nap, and banged her head on her crib.Some of the DSM criteria listed for “Hyperactivity” are: “of-

ten fidgets with hands or feet”; “squirms in seat”; or for “Inat- Now in school, she’s run away from kindergarten twice.
Her teachers despair over her out-of-control behavior andtention”: “often has difficulty in sustaining attention”; “often

fails to play close attention to details.” Diller ridiculed these recommend medication. Debbie’s first doctor agrees.” Fortu-
nately, Debbie’s mother did not agree and insisted on aDSMs: “Don’t all kids, at one time, fidget with their hands?”

He noted that these “symptoms” may be a product of bore- second opinion. Debbie was examined by Dr. Walker, who
referred her to a cardiac specialist. It turned out that Debbiedom, and that it’s the smarter students who are most affected.

Diller sarcastically added that Thomas Edison, Benjamin had defective blood vessels between her heart and lungs,
which prevented a normal flow of oxygenated blood to herFranklin, and John F. Kennedy may have all displayed the

symptoms listed in the DSM: “But the way things are going, brain. Surgery corrected this, and her behavior immediately
improved, her tantrums stopped, and her teachers beganeven some of these notables might be offered Ritalin by to-

day’s diagnosticians.” praising her learning abilities.
Under HMO-run medical procedures, Debbie would haveDiller asked the basic question: “Is America ready to have

10% of its children taking Ritalin? With boys disproportion- likely been on Ritalin for her entire youth. Walker writes, “In
fact, many, if not most managed care programs are actuallyately represented, this means giving Ritalin to one in six boys

between the ages of five and twelve” (emphasis in original). set up to punish doctors who offer careful and thorough care,
and reward those who skimp. As the HMO population growsSix years later, the answer, unfortunately, is “yes.”

Another 1998 book, The Hyperactivity Hoax, by neurolo- exponentially, the number of children labeled as hyperactive
and put on Ritalin is growing right along with it: from aboutgist and psychiatrist Dr. Sydney Walker III, blasted the educa-

tional and medical establishment: “Has your child been la- 150,000 in 1970 to approximately 2 million today [1998]. In
my opinion, it’s no coincidence that the number of childrenbeled hyperactive? If so, you’re not alone. According to

doctors, there’s an epidemic of hyperactivity in America to- labeled hyperactive or ADD started skyrocketing at about
the same time managed care took over the medical industry.day. Three to five percent of all U.S. schoolchildren, and more

than 10 percent of elementary school-age boys, currently take Under managed care, the pressure for doctors to treat patients
quickly is intense. The ten-minute office visit is the gold stan-Ritalin or other drugs for hyperactive behavior, attention

deficits, and impulsiveness. dard, and many procedures must be approved by nonmedical
business managers who frown on diligent and appropriate“These children are labeled hyperactive by family prac-

titioners, neurologists, and psychiatrists. Some of them are diagnostic efforts. . . .
“A decade ago, when the managed care movement wasinitially ‘diagnosed’ by teachers, school counselors, or

nurses. There’s only one problem with this scenario: Hyperac- still in its early years, a Georgia parent-advocacy group found
that out of 102 children put on Ritalin, only two received antivity is not a disease. It’s a hoax perpetrated by doctors

who have no idea what’s really wrong with these children” evaluation that met even the cursory standards recommended
by the manufacturer of the drug.”(emphasis in original).

In a webcast on Jan. 10, Democratic Presidential candi-
date Lyndon LaRouche was asked by a youth to say some-The Role of the HMOs

Dr. Walker writes that hundreds of thousands of healthy thing about all the drugs that are forced on his generation.
LaRouche answered that this was “brainwashing” and its pur-children were being drugged “and huge numbers of sick chil-

dren are taking Ritalin to cover up symptoms of undiagnosed pose was to make you “stupid,” like taking Soma in Aldous
Huxley’s book Brave New World. The full exchange follows.and untreated medical problems.” He presented a number of
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generation now, the children who’ve been looking at what
they’re in, they say, “We have been dumped into ano-future
society. We are not going to go along. Our parents are in that‘Read Brave New World:
sense ourenemies! You can’t talk to our parents! They won’t
listen. They’re stupid! They don’t know what they’re talkingThis Is Soma’
about! They’re off in a hysterical cult. You tell them there’s
reality, and they scream. They say, ‘That’s interfering with

This question was put to Presidential candidate Lyndon my lifestyle!’ ”
They’re life-style freaks. And they believe in this stuff.LaRouche at his Jan. 10 webcast, by a member of the

LaRouche Youth Movement. As a result of the people in their fifties, now entering their
sixties, the younger generation has been stuck into a swamp

Q: Lyn, what do you think of this theory that’s presented to of drug culture.
Now, what do you think you’ve got on television? Domy generation, at the behest of the Baby Boomers: That being

irrational, or being unable to control mood swings, is some you think anybody with a brain can watch the movies that
are being produced now? They’re boring! They’re absolutelychemical function of the brain? It just can’t be the case that

my generation suffers from some kind of unique chemical boring. There’s no structure to them whatsover. It’s like one
of these crazy rock video things. They’re all like rock video.imbalance. Yet, at least half of the people that we meet are on

some kind of drug. You’re in a society that has no meaning. You’re in a night-
mare, an existentialist nightmare. And you find around you,Now, it may be the case that this was also true with Baby

Boomers. But theychose to do drugs. In my generation, we’re that the effect of the second generation of druggies—the first
generation was your parents’ generation, and don’t let themgiven drugs, and we’re given them very early on. We’re given

anti-depressants, anti-anxiety pills, and other kinds of medi- kid you. Some of us were there! We saw it. A bunch of
druggies.cation, and are told that this is helpful and necessary. Can you

please say something about this? Now you’re the second generation—who have been vic-
timized by the effects of the firstdegeneration. I do say “de-LaRouche: Well, this is simply brainwashing. Read

Aldous Huxley,Brave New World Soma! This is Soma. generation” advisedly.
How do we deal with it?We have to deal with it. We haveWhat’s the purpose? It’s to make you stupid. It’s done

deliberately. And in fact, it was done, it was also done to to decide, as a layer of the population, we are not going to let
this become a third generation which is all the way down tothe Baby-Boomer generation. Soma was administered: It was

called LSD. LSD was a synthetic drug, based on a naturally- the bottom. We are going to try to have to find ways to heal
those who are victimized by this drug culture.produced substance, which is called a psychotomimetic drug;

made out of this rust. So, this was done, to try to find a way Because, as I said in New Hampshire: The Baby Boomer
generation has no idea what they’re talking about, when theyof mass drugging people, to make them totally irrational, and

non-creative. talk about the drug culture. None! You who are younger, have
some sense of it. It’s different! You’re seeing the debris, as aThe function, here, has always been—like empiricism,

for example. Empiricism was designed to make people stupid, result of the previous generation’s drug culture, when they
shove Ritalin into you in schools. When they shoved Prozacmake them inhuman. Empiricism says, as like your x2=4;

that’s empiricism. It means a person who does that, is stupe- into you, which is a deadly thing. It turned people into actual,
physical vegetables, with this crap. And they do it!fied: “Well, that’s that. That’s that! We agreed, it’s that! It’s

a social contract.” We say, “No!We don’t accept that.” And the human will,
particularly when reinforced by a bunch of people gettingThat’s stupidity! “I’m a cow, he’s a cow, she’s a cow,

Mo-o-o-o!” It’s the nature of the beast, shall we say. together and agreeing, is a wonderfully powerful force. And
you have to use that force, and get us free of that.

But, the generation that is victimized—which is adult, butThe ‘Life-Style’ Generation
Now, what we have is the following problem. If you’re in has been victimized—is the best way of getting rid of the

disease their parents’ generation dumped on them.a society, which is organized by a bunch of drug addicts—
and remember drug addicts you know; what do middle-class
housewives take? Thorazine! Or similar kinds of drugs. Pop-

FOR Apers of one kind or another. It was a society like that. And so,
what happens is, they create a society, in which they brought
this about. They brought about this drugging program, which DIALOGUE OF CULTURES
hits the younger generation. They created it. You have parents

www.schillerinstitute.orgdestroying their children.
The significant part about this, is that, with the younger
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actual responsibility for the1967 war.Some Israeli and Amer-
Conference Report ican scholars, who were preponderant at the conference, ar-

gued that the Israelis, propelled by military necessity, simply
launched a pre-emptive strike against the Egyptian forces
mobilized in the desert, and that the realcasus belli was the
Egyptian mobilization. One Israeli scholar, Dr. Isabella Gi-Cover-up Continues
nor, reiterated a widespread myth in the region, and claimed
that the real perpetrator was the Soviet Union, which wantedOn 1967 Mideast War
to provoke an Egyptian attack on Israel.

While the FRUS documents released by the State Depart-by William Jones
ment don’t give an unequivocal picture on this particular
question, some of the speakers, who had examined the Israeli

The regular publication of the series ‘The Foreign Relations sources, argued that there was a desire on the part of certain
Israeli circles to foment such a fight, in order to take over theof the United States” (FRUS), which comprises recently de-

classified State Department documents, is normally greeted West Bank and Gaza, and strike a blow to Arab nationalism.
As a number of speakers emphasized, it was generally knownwith a simple one- or two-page announcement issued by the

State Department’s Office of the Historian. But the docu- that the Israelis had the technological advantage, and could
defeat the Egyptian forces without outside aid. For some,ments recently released that concerned the outbreak of the

Arab-Israeli Six-Day War in 1967, were made the focus of the occupation of the West Bank and Gaza was a strategic
question; for others, there were the well-worn Biblical argu-much closer examination by a gathering of scholars during a

two-day conference at the State Department on Jan. 12-13, ments, which for them provided sufficient grounds for such
a move.undoubtedly with the intent of helping bring the languishing

Middle East “Road Map” back to center stage. The forum also The other side of this picture, to which the State Depart-
ment files won’t provide much illumination, is the way thatrevived some unresolved issues in the “special relationship”

between the United States and Israel, so dear to the neo-con- certain U.S. intelligence forces, around the notorious CIA
Director, James Jesus Angleton, tried to encourage just suchservative war-mongers gathered around Vice President Dick

Cheney. a war, in order to undermine President Johnson’s attempts to
broker a peace. Angleton was out to redesign the map of theIt was that war which laid the basis for the horrors of the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict that we see today. As was stressed Middle East with an expanded Israel as a potential “hand
grenade” aimed at the Arab world, which plug might be pulledin opening remarks on Jan. 12 by David Satterfield, the Assis-

tant Secretary for Near East Affairs, “The [Six-Day] war de- at the opportune moment for whatever geopolitical reasons
might arise.fined the shape, literally, of the continuing Middle East con-

flict, and physically changed the face of the region. When the With regard to Soviet intentions, Ambassador Richard
Parker, who had been one of the top diplomats at the U.S.war ended on June 10th, 1967, Israel was in control of more

than double the amount of land it had controlled the week Embassy in Cairo during the crisis, insisted that most of the
Soviet leaders, with the possible exception of Marshallbefore, and Israel was in control of a Palestinian population.

That fact has been a key element in the Arab-Israeli conflict Grechko, were intent on avoiding war, and were advising
Egypt’s President Gamal Abdul Nasser on ways of doing justand efforts to end it ever since.”

While admonishing the Palestinian Authority to deal ef- that. In fact, when the Israelis attacked, the United States was
speaking with Egyptian envoys regarding a possible peace-fectively with terrorist activity, Satterfield had a clear-cut

message to Israel with regard to the Sharon government’s ful settlement.
On the Israeli side, Dr. Tom Segev of the dailyHaaretzsettlement policy in the occupied territories. “For friends of

Israel, the conclusion is hard to escape: Settlement activity argued that there already had been a very serious discussion
within the Israeli leadership to expel the Palestinians livingmust stop, because it ultimately undermines Israeli as well as

Palestinian interests,” he said. on the West Bank to Jordan and/or Iraq; to annex the
West Bank and Gaza; and to populate the conqueredAs one of the few Arab speakers, Dr. Hisham Khatib, a

former Jordanian government minister, pointed out, today’s territory with Israeli “settlers.” In 1967, before the start
of the war, Segev said, Yigal Allon was advocating justattempt to establish Middle East peace in a land-for-peace

formula, which would restore Arab control over the West such a policy. Even Israeli Gen. Moshe Dayan felt that
the expulsion of the Palestinians was “barbaric,” SegevBank and Gaza, in the form of a Palestinian state, is in a sense

the restoration of the status quo ante to the 1967 Six-Day War. said. Others argued for an occupation with mass expulsions
of the Palestinians, transforming the Israeli Defense Forces
into an occupying force. “The Palestinians, who had‘Eretz Israel’ and the Push to War

One of the key issues debated at the conference was the previously played a negligible element in the formulation
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of Israeli policy, were now put back in the center of by the moderator. Obviously, while academic “debate” on the
topic is considered legitimate, any attempt to get at the truththings,” Segev said ruefully.
of the matter, even including eyewitness reports, is too hot
for the State Department to handle.Johnson’s Failed Mideast Policy

In the panel on Lyndon Johnson’s Middle East policy, The survivors and the families of survivors are demanding
a congressional investigation of the Liberty incident, becauseDr. David Leach from Trinity University told how President

Kennedy, who understood the great significance of the na- of still unanswered questions and the massive whitewash that
was conducted, with the full backing of the Johnson and fol-scent nationalism in the Third World countries, including

Arab nationalism, was in the process of building a workable lowing administrations, so as not to jeopardize the U.S.-Israe-
li“special relationship.” (Democratic Presidential contenderrelationship with Nasser’s Egypt. When Kennedy was killed

and Johnson became President, the new President was more Lyndon LaRouche has endorsed the call for such an investi-
gation.)suspicious of such nationalism, a fact of which the Egyptian

leader was not unaware. Clarifying the truth behind the 1967 war more generally
would also serve to spotlight the folly of much of U.S. MideastAnd yet even Johnson, who, according to Leach, had de-

veloped a close relationship with Israeli Prime Minister Levi policy, under the influence of such neo-cons as Richard Perle
and his friends, during the last 37 years, in which Israel hasEshkol, was not prepared to accept a permanent occupation

of the Palestinian territories, if Israel, as he suspected they served as a hand grenade about to explode, whenever a serious
attempt at peace is made. Even Yitzhak Rabin, the Israelimight do, conducted a pre-emptive strike.

While Johnson was made aware that the Israelis were Chief of Staff who led Israeli forces into Jerusalem during the
1967 war, came to realize the folly of such a policy, andindeed going to attack Egypt, he was also intent, as the FRUS

documents indicate, on bringing the war to a close quickly sacrificed his life in an attempt to change it. Similar courage
must also be shown by those inside and outside the U.S. gov-and without Israeli annexations, a policy which the Israelis,

with support from the Zionist Lobby in the U.S. Congress, ernment, in clarifying the record on a flawed U.S. policy, in
order finally to establish a permanent peace between Israelsuccessfully undermined. Johnson also warned the Israelis

not to attack Syria or Jordan, a request they ignored. and the Arab world, including the long-awaited creation of a
sovereign Palestinian state.

Israelis Attack USS Liberty
The issue which created the most controversy at the State

 

 

Department conference, and garnered the most media atten-
tion, was a panel that dealt with the Israeli attack on the USS
Liberty, a U.S. reconnaisance vessel stationed off the coast of
Egypt during the 1967 war. In the unprovoked attack, in broad
daylight, 37 U.S. sailors were killed and 171 wounded. While
the State Department papers give no unequivocal answer to
the question of whether the attack was intentional (many of
the overheard radio transmissions between the attacking Is-
raeli pilots and their ground controllers just prior to the attack
having completely disappeared), the evidence points clearly
to foreknowledge on the part of the Israeli attackers, and intent
to destroy a U.S. Navy ship, which they suspected was moni-
toring Hebrew-language traffic among the Israeli forces (see
EIR, May 2, 2003).

The State Department forum included those who argued
that this was simply a case of mistaken identity, as well as
others, like author James Bamford, who, using National Secu-
rity Agency (NSA) files, presents overwhelming evidence
that the attack was intentional. But some of the survivors of
the Liberty attack, who were present in the audience, were
prevented from even stating their case.

When a number of these went to the microphone to refute
the bogus claims of Israeli author Michael Oren, that the at-
tackers did not see the American flag on the ship, or that they
made attempts to identify the ship prior to launching torpedo
attacks against the lifeboats on the Liberty, they were cut off
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Campaign 2004: Where They Stand

Threat of Police-State,
Rule by ‘Emergency’ Decree
The following isPart 4 in a series of documentary compari- part of his own population were enemies, and to imprison

them, freely. And to eliminate them. This was the dictator-sons of the views of the 2004 Democratic Presidential con-
tenders. The topics are those raised by Lyndon LaRouche’sship. . . .”

In the days following this webcast, LaRouche mobilizedcandidacy since Jan. 1, 2001, and therefore we place him
first.The othercandidates are listed in the orderof the numberhis supporters to campaign for a Senate filibuster against Ash-

croft’s confirmation.of their itemized campaign contributions. (LaRouche is num-
ber two by this count.)Part 1, in EIR Dec. 12, 2003, dealt OnJan. 16, 2001, testimony in opposition to the appoint-

ment of John Ashcroft as Attorney General, was presented towith the Iraq War and the Cheney neo-conservative coup;
Part 2, in EIR Dec. 26, 2003, was on economic policy;Part the Senate Judiciary Committee, for the written record, on

behalf of LaRouche, by Dr. Debra Freeman, LaRouche’s3, in EIR Jan. 16, 2004, was on military policy.
campaign spokesperson. LaRouche was quoted:

“My opposition to Mr. Ashcroft’s confirmation is shapedLyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
1. The Ashcroft Appointment by two considerations that go beyond the normal factors that

one would weigh, in considering a candidate for the top lawand Threat of Rule by Emergency
Orders enforcement post in the U.S. Federal Executive Branch.

“The first of those factors is the extraordinary global fi-On Jan. 3, 2001, when Presi-
dent George Bush had announced nancial and monetary crisis that will be the first and overriding

order of business confronting the incoming Bush Administra-his intention to appoint former Sen.
John Ashcroft as his Attorney Gen- tion, as even President-elect Bush and Vice President-elect

Richard Cheney have limitedly acknowledged in public state-eral, Lyndon LaRouche responded
to a question from a member of ments. . . .

“The second factor, in this context, is the role that thethe Congressional Black Caucus,
about what to do. LaRouche, who was addressing a public next Attorney General will play, as a leading member of the

Executive Branch crisis team, dealing with the global finan-symposium at the time, answered as follows:
“First of all, when Bush put Ashcroft in, as a nomination cial and monetary crisis, and the other consequent regional

and domestic crises, that will arise from these extraordinaryfor the Justice Department, he made it clear, the Ku Klux Klan
was riding again. That’s clear. Now, maybe Bush didn’t know circumstances. As the chief law enforcement official of the

Federal Executive Branch, the next Attorney General willwhat he was doing. But somebody in the Bush team did. And
a lot of them had the voice to say something about it. Ashcroft have responsibilities in this broader crisis-management team

setting, that will often supercede his more immediate rolewas an insult to the Congress. If the Democrats in the Con-
gress, capitulate to the Ashcroft nomination, the Congress within the Justice Department and subsumed Federal law en-

forcement agencies, proper. . . .”is finished.
“This is pretty much like the same thing that Germany While LaRouche’s campaign helped generate sufficient

opposition to get 42 Senators to vote against Ashcroft’s con-did, in Feb. 28, 1933, when the famousNotverordnung[emer-
gency decree] was established. Just remember, after the firmation, Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle refused to

permit a filibuster, which would have blocked Ashcroft’s ap-Reichstag burning, the Reichstag fire, that Go¨ring, who com-
manded at that time, Prussia—he was the Minister-President pointment.
of Prussia at the time—set into motion an operation. As part
of this, operating under the rules of Carl Schmitt, a famous 2.The 9/11 Attack and How To Provide for Security

In his campaign documentZbigniew Brzezinski and Sep-pro-Nazi jurist of Germany, they passed this act called the
Notverordnung,the emergency act, which gave the state thetember 11th,writtenDec. 23, 2001, LaRouche reiterated his

judgment that the Sept. 11 attack was not organized by al-power, according to Schmitt’s doctrine, to designate which
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Lyndon LaRouche warned, in opposition to the nomination of John
Ashcroft (left) as Attorney General in January 2001, that Ashcroft would
seek a pretext for unconstitutional rule by emergency decree, just as the
Nazis did after the Reichstag Fire of Feb. 28, 1933. Months later, the
terror attacks of Sept. 11, 2001 provided that pretext.

Qaeda/Arab terrorists, but was an attempted coup d’ état, with “The second, more likely possibility, was that some top-
ranking U.S. military personnel ‘at the switch,’ turned off athe indispensable role being played by forces inside the

United States. He wrote: significant part of those standing security pre-arrangements
which would have been sufficient, at a minimum, to defeat,“For those who are able and willing to accept the way in

which history actually works, the evidence provided by the at the least, the attack upon the Pentagon itself.”
This evaluation of the source of the Sept. 11 attack ledU.S. events of Sept. 11th permitted but one concise conclu-

sion: The crucial developments inside the U.S.A., between LaRouche to oppose measures of expanded police-state con-
trols, such as the proposal for the establishment of a U.S.the bookends of approximately 08:45 and 11:00 h EDT, were

a reflection of an attempted military coup d’ état against the Army Northern Command. In a statement issued on May
17, 2002, “The Northern Command Crosses the Rubicon,”U.S. government of President George W. Bush.

“ I first reached that conclusion early during the first hour LaRouche warned, “The proposal for the probably unlawful,
U.S. Army Northern Command (‘USNORTHCOM’ ), whenof that interval, while I was being interviewed in a nearly two-

hour, live radio broadcast. My broadcast remarks during that taken in its current strategic-policy-setting, is clearly a pro-
posal to ‘cross the Rubicon,’ a preparation to create a Caesar-interval have become an important integral part of those de-

velopments themselves, not only inside the U.S.A., but in ian military dictatorship over both the North American conti-
nent and the Caribbean, in imitation of the 49 B.C. action oftheir radiating effects throughout much of the world besides.

“For those who would debate the matter, there were only Julius Caesar’s setting off that civil war among Roman mili-
tary forces which led to 31 B.C. establishment of the Empiretwo available, competent choices among possible alternative

explanations, for even the mere possibility of the known se- of Augustus Caesar. In today’s world, it is a preparation for
the Pentagon to cross the Potomac one morning, to place thequence of the relevant events which had been reported widely

during that interval: U.S. Attorney-General and his minions in power, reducing
the President himself to a ceremonial, or even lesser figure in“The first, most ominous possibility, was that the rele-

vant, pre-established security safeguards, which had been in- the configuration.”
On Feb. 26, 2003, LaRouche demanded that Presidentstituted earlier against such types of contingencies, had, pre-

viously, simply been allowed to deteriorate to virtual non- Bush fire Ashcroft, due to the Attorney General’s misuse of
his powers, under the Patriot Act and other executive deci-relevance, that itself a very dangerous state of national

security, sions.
“or,
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3. The Patriot Act and “ Patriot II” fiction; it is real, and ready to go. For months, staffers in John
Ashcroft’s Justice Department have been drafting and puttingIn Fall 2001, at the time of passage of the Patriot Act,

LaRouche launched a public education drive, to make clear the finishing touches on a sequel to the 2001 ‘USA/Patriot
Act’—which has become known as ‘Patriot II,’ or betterthe danger to the nation posed by elements within the Admin-

istration, including the Ashcroft Justice Department, who named ‘Heinrich Himmler II’ . . . .”
were positioned and disposed to use the threat of terrorist
attack against the United States to impose a pre-existing fas- Howard Dean

1. The Ashcroft Appointmentcist agenda. In his Special Report on How to Defeat Global
Strategic Irregular Warfare, he called for measures against and Threat of Rule by Emergency

Ordersdrug-money laundering, and other such sources of funding of
terrorism, and measures of collaboration with other sover- Dean criticizes Attorney Gen-

eral Ashcroft in terms of prejudiceseign governments.
On Feb. 17, 2002, LaRouche stressed how to fight the and violation of civil rights, but

not in terms of the danger he repre-danger, by identifying the real nature of the enemy: “The
enemy is an agency, an agency of evil. People have been sents in the midst of the current

global financial crisis. The Deantalking about ‘axes of evil,’ and this and that—there is an
agency of evil; that evil on this planet, by certain forces, to campaign website lists ten action

commitments—including equal rights for same sex couples,establish a regime, a caricature of the Roman Empire, which
is universal fascism. a Federal ban on anti-gay violence, defense of a woman’s

right-to-choose, an end to racial profiling, and others, and“Our job is to expose the character of that movement
for universal fascism, and to destroy the power of that move- then this appears as the sixth point: “ I will appoint an Attor-

ney General who sees our constitution not as a documentment, by mobilization of the people of the world.” To under-
stand it, he said, look for example, at the U.S. backing to be manipulated, ignored, and violated, but who recognizes

and respects it as the fabric that binds the American commu-for the murderous policies of Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon. All this “ is an injustice which has taken control of nity together.”
the U.S. government. And we have to free this government
from the control by that injustice. The way we do that is, 2. The 9/11 Attack and How To Provide for Security

“Fighting Terrorism Does Not Mean Compromising Ouressentially, moral and political, by educating people as to
the nature of the danger.” Freedoms,” is the title of an undated item on the Dean website,

referring to the aftermath of 9/11, stating, “ . . . as we fight theIn May 2002, when commenting on the Patriot Act,
LaRouche said: war on terror, we must be vigilant in protecting civil rights

and liberties. The rule of law and due process must continue“Such measures are ‘ in the wind’ at this time, and do
constitute the greatest threat to our nation’s civil liberties to be the hallmarks of our judicial system. . . . The Adminis-

tration has unnecessarily compromised our freedoms in thesince the victory at Yorktown.”
When in February 2003, a new “Patriot II” draft Act was name of fighting terrorism. President Bush and Attorney Gen-

eral Ashcroft have adopted a series of anti-terror tactics thatrevealed, LaRouche called it the “Heinrich Himmler II” Bill.
On March 16, 2003, LaRouche issued a press release, erode the rights of average Americans and cannot be justified

on national security grounds. Reports of the Department of“Stop Ashcroft’s ‘Heinrich Himmler II’ Bill—While You
Still Can,” opening by asking the citizen to imagine a scenario Justice Inspector General and numerous watchdog groups

document a troubling pattern of hostility to civil rights andin which threats of terrorism and war are cited by the President
and Administration as reasons why Congress is to rush liberties since September 11. . . . And recently the Justice

Department’s Inspector General identified credible allega-through a new “Domestic Security Enhancement Act of
2003,” giving the Federal government emergency powers, tions that detainees have suffered physical abuse in custody.”

Other wrongful detention practices are also cited.as the modern-day version of the Notverordnung doctrine
delivered for Hitler on Feb. 28, 1933, by the Nazi jurist Carl Yet, from all statements available, Dean buys into the

official line that the Sept. 11 terrorists were a force deployedSchmitt. LaRouche pointed out: “The connection is not acci-
dental. Attorney General Ashcroft was indoctrinated in this from outside, against the United States.

On how to provide for domestic security, the Deanby disciples of Chicago University professor Leo Strauss,
who owed his own career to that same Carl Schmitt. Ashcroft, website provides a section on “Homeland Security,” in which

three points are stressed: 1) to ensure resources for first-like Vice President Dick Cheney, uses the exact same, Leo
Strauss-copied arguments of Carl Schmitt, the same argu- responders; 2) “a circle of protection to defend our critical

infrastructure and borders” ; 3) “a circle of prevention, inments which transformed Hitler into a dictator on Feb. 28,
1933. . . .” cooperation with Russia and our allies,” to reduce chances

for weapons of mass destruction (WMD) to fall into terroristLaRouche said of the scenario, “None of the above is
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hands, and to reduce social ills that can lead to fostering croft’s role in covering up the lie that Iraq attempted to obtain
fissile supplies from Niger.terrorism. These points are elaborated in detail. For example,

Dean calls for transferring $5 billion from the Homeland On Sept. 29, 2003, Kerry called for a Special Counsel to
investigate the leak of the identity of CIA covert operativeDefense Trust Fund to the states to fund urgent first-re-

sponder needs. Valerie Plame, the wife of former Amb. Joe Wilson, who
had exposed Dick Cheney’s lie about Iraq and Niger nuclearOn intelligence functions, Dean calls for strengthening

“our military and intelligence capabilities.” Dean has stated supplies; thus, Kerry called for the investigation to be taken
outside the hands of John Ashcroft and the Justice De-his belief that “America should have been better prepared

for the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Bi-partisan partment.
On Dec. 1, 2003, Kerry gave a lecture at Iowa State Uni-reports warning of the imminent threat had been largely

ignored.” versity, referencing the aftermath of 9/11, titled, “Ending the
Era of John Ashcroft.” In it he criticized “ ideologues in the
Administration,” saying, “ In the name of the War on Terror,3. The Patriot Act and “ Patriot II”

Under “Fighting Terrorism Does Not Mean Compromis- they are attempting to diminish the very rights that define us.
. . . After September 11th, this Administration gathered anding Our Freedoms,” Dean’s campaign website gives this sum-

mary view: “Now the Attorney General is seeking to supple- used broad new powers to investigate the private lives of
people in this country. The powers were supposed to be usedment the Patriot Act with Patriot Act II, included in the

Administration’s so-called ‘Victory Act’ proposal. Rather to fight the War on Terror. But George Bush and John Ash-
croft have gone far beyond that.”than expanding the Patriot Act, we should reconsider the wis-

dom of the original bill.” Kerry indicated measures he would take as President, be-
ginning with installing a competent Attorney General.One of Dean’s ten “action commitments,” is: “ I will op-

pose expansion of the Patriot Act, efforts to remove sunset Among the measures cited: to put “an end to ‘sneak-and-peak’
searches which permit law enforcement to conduct a secretclauses included in the act, and I will seek to repeal the por-

tions of the Patriot Act that are unconstitutional.” search and seize evidence without notification,” and also, to
“eliminate the potential of fishing expeditions into people’sElsewhere on the website, Dean states, “ I am also deeply

troubled by some provisions in the USA Patriot Act, which library and business records,” and other proposals. “We will
provide Americans with protections from wiretaps, preventwas enacted in the wake of 9/11 without meaningful debate.

The Act gives overly broad investigative and surveillance local police officers from spying on innocent people,” and
at the same time, help law enforcement, firefighters, andpowers to the government and strips federal courts of their

traditional authority to curb abuses of power by the executive others “on the front lines,” with access to critical data.
branch. Many of the Act’s provisions have little or nothing to
do with combating terrorism; in fact some had been pre- 2. The 9/11 Attack, and How To Provide for Security

There has been no indication that Senator Kerry under-viously rejected by Congress. But the Ashcroft Justice De-
partment took advantage of the climate of fear following the stands the 9/11 attack as an attempted coup d’ état involving

forces inside the United States. He has concentrated insteadattacks to make fundamental changes in law enforcement pro-
cedures.” Dean identifies five specific provisions he opposes. on particular domestic security measures. As of Dec. 21,

2003, at the time Homeland Security Secretary Tom Ridge
issued a Code Orange threat warning, the Kerry campaignJohn Kerry

1. The Ashcroft Appointment website presented a Five-Point Plan for domestic security.
The points are:and Threat of Rule by Emergency

Orders • Orange Alert Fund. This is to reimburse localities for
additional costs during threat alerts.On Feb. 1, 2001, Senator Kerry

voted among the other 41 Senators • Citizen Preparedness Initiative. The website item
states: “There would also be more effective local alert systemsagainst the confirmation of John

Ashcroft as Attorney General. to notify the public in the event of a threat or attack. John
Kerry’s National Service Initiative [a civilian corps] includesOn Jan. 7, 2001, Kerry ap-

peared on NBC’s “Meet the Press,” a new Community Defense Service, which would put in place
hundreds of thousands of service captains to assure our com-stressing that Ashcroft has a record

as “a man who opposed voluntary desegregation in his state, munities are ready to respond to a crisis, complementing, but
not supplanting, the work done by police, fire fighters, anda man who has been on the fringe of a number of different

issues that really challenge the very community and commu- other first defenders.”
• More Targetted Alert System. To share intelligence onnities in general, minority communities.”

After the Iraq War, Kerry’s criticism of Ashcroft and the a focussed, local basis, and delimit alerts accordingly.
• Improve Airport Security. Screen all air-cargo. AddAdministration broadened, for example, on the issue of Ash-
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explosives detection screening at airports. South Carolina, Edwards said, “John Ashcroft, in the name
of protecting America, in the name of fighting a war on terror-• Homeland Security Corps. Give local communities re-

sources to hire 5,000 additional law enforcement officials for ism, is eroding our right to privacy, eroding our civil liberties,
eroding the very heart and soul of what makes this countrylocal assistance.

Kerry’s website offers additional facets of domestic secu- great. It’s all around the edges. It’s creeping. But we have to
be so careful and so vigilant to make sure that America doesrity, including, “A National Homeland Health Initiative” and

“Reforming Domestic Intelligence,” where the FBI’s role is not lose what makes America great.”
questioned (“ their fundamental role is to catch and prosecute
criminals” ), and likewise, “ the Bush Administration’s pro- 2. The 9/11 Attack and How To Provide for Security

In early 2003, Senator Edwards introduced legislationposed terrorist threat integration center (TTIC) would not be
able to do the job,” and other points. that would create a Homeland Intelligence Agency, that

would track terrorist operatives in the United States and coor-Kerry continues to refrain from naming names or net-
works in positions in Washington agencies, known to him dinate with law enforcement and other functions. Edwards

has faulted the FBI and CIA for not following leads and takingfrom his several key Senate investigations of counterintelli-
gence matters, including into the scandal over the Bank of other actions prior to Sept. 11, 2001, that might have uncov-

ered the plot. Edwards does not indicate recognition of anyCredit and Commerce International (BCCI), as well as Iran-
Contra. threat from corrupt figures and networks in power inside the

United States, as being behind Sept. 11-style terror.
On Sept. 25, 2003, at a Pace University debate in Manhat-3. The Patriot Act and “ Patriot II”

Senator Kerry voted for the Patriot Act. In his Dec. 1, tan, Edwards said of the aftermath of 9/11: “ I know the Ameri-
can people are worried about their safety and security. But we2003 Iowa State University speech, he said: “ I voted for the

Patriot Act right after September 11th—convinced that— can’ t ever forget what it is we’ re supposed to be fighting for.
And in this effort to protect ourselves and fight our war onwith a sunset clause—it was the right decision to make. . . .

But George Bush and John Ashcroft abused the spirit of na- terrorism, we cannot allow people like John Ashcroft to take
away our rights, our freedom, and our liberties. Those thingstional action after the terrorist attacks. They used the Patriot

Act in ways that were never intended and for reasons that are under assault. After Sept. 11, it’s much harder to stand up
for those things.”have nothing to do with terrorism.

“That’s why, as President, I will propose new anti-terror- Edwards has made a proposal to establish a new intelli-
gence agency as the centerpiece of a number of security pro-ism laws that advance the War on Terror while ending the

assault on our basic rights.” posals, outlined on his campaign website: “Securing Our In-
frastructure,” “ Supporting Our First Responders,” “ TightenOn June 17, 2003, in an interview with MoveOn.org,

Kerry said, “ I am alarmed by what has been reported to be Our Border Security,” and others.
part of ‘Patriot Act II’ and I will very carefully review any
new proposal and fight to ensure that it does not violate civil 3. The Patriot Act and “ Patriot II”

Senator Edwards voted for the Patriot Act. By late in 2003,liberties.”
he began to criticize it and call for it to be revised.

On Sept. 8, 2003, Edwards gave an address, whose pre-John Edwards
1. The Ashcroft Appointment pared remarks on his website stated that the Patriot Act should

be changed to 1) Protect the basic rights of U.S. citizens. Noand Threat of Rule by Emergency
Orders American should be detained forever without a chance to

argue before a judge that he is innocent; 2) Repeal provisionsEdwards opposed the Ashcroft
nomination. In a speech on the Sen- of the act that don’ t work, such as getting a person’s records

from a library or business if the attorney general tells a judgeate floor on Feb. 1, 2001, he called
the nominee a “polarizing and divi- these are related to a terrorism investigation. The law should

require the Justice Department to prove to a judge that theresive figure,” at a time, after a divi-
sive election, when we have a re- is a real justification; 3) Make sure the public has enough

information about how the Patriot Act is working, such assponsibility to unite the country. He
cited the example of Ashcroft’s opposition to the nomination more disclosure of the number of wiretaps used under the

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, as amended by the Pa-of an African-American, Ronnie White, to the Missouri Su-
preme Court, “ for what appear to be simply political reasons.” triot Act.

On Oct. 27, 2003, at the Detroit candidates debate, a re-Ashcroft once called a U.S. Supreme Court ruling “ illegiti-
mate,” Edwards said, and this shows “a fundamental disre- porter pointed out that Edwards had voted for the Patriot Act.

Edwards replied that there are some good things in the Actspect for the rule of law which we believe is so critical in
this country.” that get no attention, such as allowing us to go after money

laundering, and measures to allow information-sharing, someAt the May 3, 2003 Democratic Party debate in Columbia,
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of the problems that existed before 9/11. But “ the problem • On May 21, 2002, Lieberman addressed the New Dem-
ocratic Network, of which he is the founder and former chair-with the Patriot Act and the reason we need to make changes

is because it gave entirely too much discretion to an attorney man, speaking of a “bipartisan effort” for “safeguarding
American security.” He said, “Senator John McCain and Igeneral who does not deserve it. . . . He has abused his discre-

tion. . . . It’s not just the Patriot Act. You know, they are— have called for a bipartisan, non-political, independent, blue
ribbon commission . . . composed of citizens, not office hold-they have a policy that allows them to arrest American citizens

on American soil, put them in prison, keep them there indefi- ers” to investigate 9/11 terrorism; and he announced, “Tomor-
row, the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee I chair, willnitely. They never see a lawyer, they never see a judge. This

is not the America that we believe in.” mark up a bipartisan proposal I helped author that would do
just that—the National Homeland Security and CombatingIn the May 3, 2003 debate in Columbia, South Carolina,

Edwards said: “The problem with the Patriot Act is not the Terrorism Act.”
• On Aug. 29, 2002, Lieberman sent a letter to his Con-law itself. It’s the way it’s being administered, particularly by

Attorney General Ashcroft. . . . It is why I have proposed gressional colleagues, in which he spelled out more elements
of transforming the Homeland Security Department into antaking away from the FBI the responsibility of fighting terror-

ism and simultaneously setting up an independent watchdog Interior Ministry for rule by decree. He listed five points, of
which one called for creation within the Department of angroup to make sure that none of us are losing our civil

liberties.” “ Undersecretary for Intelligence,” to whose office all for-
merly standing functions (CIA, FBI, etc.) would be sub-
sumed, even that of the Presidency. That is, unless there wasJoe Lieberman

1. The Ashcroft Appointment a specific Presidential order to the contrary, all intelligence
agencies were to refer unanalyzed intelligence, throughand Threat of Rule by Emergency

Orders means that would protect sources and methods, to the Secre-
tary for Homeland Security.On Feb. 1, 2001, Sen. Lieber-

man was among the 42 Senators In point 5, Lieberman called in vague language for the
creation of a “National Office for Combating Terrorism”who voted against confirmation of

Ashcroft as Attorney General. In within the Department of Homeland Security.
his speech that day, Lieberman
gave an extremely mild explana- 2. The 9/11 Attack and How To Provide for Security

After 9/11, Senator Lieberman was a leading proponenttion, first dissimulating by making
the point that “many prominent figures” in history, have been of war against Muslim nations, such as Iraq, for their alleged

responsibility for these actions. He also endorsed police-voted down for high office; and, secondly, on Ashcroft in
particular, “Suffice it to say that on issues ranging from civil state measures.

Soon after 9/11, an association founded in 1995 by arights to privacy rights, Senator Ashcroft has repeatedly taken
positions considerably outside of the mainstream of Ameri- grouping including Lieberman; Lynne Cheney, the wife of

the Vice President; William Bennett; and other neo-cons, ti-can thinking . . . he has spoken and written words that have
particularly led many in the African American community to tled the American Council of Trustees and Alumni (ACTA),

released a blacklist of 117 professors and students, whosequestion his sensitivity to their rights and their concerns.” He
ended his remarks, “ I admire Senator Ashcroft for his private statements were deemed by ACTA as evincing “hatred for

the American ideals of freedom”—a McCarthy-style actionand public adherence to his faith. . . .”
Lieberman has deployed aggressively in support of the typifying the outlook and deployment of Lieberman. The re-

port was titled, “Defending Civilization: How Our Universi-Clash of Civilizations policy against the Muslim World, and
for war against Iraq, which Sept. 11 and Ashcroft’s measures ties Are Failing America,” and termed subversive, such a

statement as, “We have to learn to use courage for peacewere geared to facilitate and further.
From 2001 on, Lieberman deployed intensively for the instead of war.” ACTA-related individuals continued this

campaign into 2002. Among those targetted, by name, wascreation of a new, powerful domestic emergency agency—
pilot ideas for what became Homeland Security; and he con- Rep. Dennis Kucinich.

On May 3, 2003, in the Democratic Party debate in Co-tinues to the present day. The following are representative
actions of his mobilization: lumbia, South Carolina, when Kucinich said that the President

gives “ever-changing reasons” for war, which are “not justi-• In December 2001, a Senate amendment was intro-
duced by Lieberman and John McCain (R-Ariz.)—Lieber- fied by evidence,” Lieberman replied, “ I’d say, how can we

win this election if we send a message of weakness on defenseman’s cohort in demanding war on Iraq—to establish a Na-
tional Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United and security after Sept. 11, 2001?”

To Lieberman, “weakness” means questioning the officialStates. This initiative was in line with the Democratic Leader-
ship Council’s demand at that time for the creation of a U.S. blaming of Osama bin Laden and “Muslims” for terrorism for

9/11. Do that, and you are suspect.domestic “ Interior Ministry.”
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3. The Patriot Act and “ Patriot II” essentially suspended habeas corpus. Which is something
that’s only been done once in American history and then onlySenator Lieberman voted for the Patriot Act. Not until

Sept. 10, 2003, did Lieberman issue a three-paragraph state- for a very brief period. . . .”
Clark has stated that had he been President after 9/11, hement of mild criticism of Bush’s request for new powers for

the Justice Department, saying, “All over America, I hear would have set up an international tribunal right after the
terror attacks.deep concerns about the Bush Administration abusing the

USA-Patriot Act and other powers they already have. Is the On Oct. 3, 2003 in Manchester, New Hampshire, accord-
ing to AP, Clark said that international trials should be ar-government snooping through people’s library records. Inap-

propriately searching people’s belongings? . . . This Admin- ranged for the 660 Guantanamo detainees. He said they
should have lawyers and be tried in an international venue.istration’s ‘don’ t ask, don’ t tell’ approach to governance

should make every American leery of handing over new au- Clark’s national security proposal on his campaign
website, is for the creation of a Homeland and Economicthority to John Ashcroft before we know how he’s using the

power he already has.” Security Fund ($40 billion over two years), to “protect our
country and provide a jump-start for job creation.” There is
no indication of where the money would come from.Wesley Clark

1. The Ashcroft Appointment
and Threat of Rule by Emergency 3. The Patriot Act and “ Patriot II”

The Clark website carries a section on “Civil LiberitiesOrders
Clark has criticized Ashcroft’s and the Patriot Act,” which states: “The USA Patriot Act was

jammed through Congress in a matter of weeks, when theconduct in office, and criticized se-
nior officials in the White House, country was still in shock from the horrific attacks of Septem-

ber 11th. It wasn’ t carefully drafted and it wasn’ t fully de-and the Pentagon, for hyping intel-
ligence and overreaching their au- bated. More troubling is that, in just two years, the Act has

grown the tentacles that many feared. Last month, a Justicethority—notably with respect to
the Patriot Act—but he does not lo- Department report admitted that John Ashcroft has actually

expanded the substantial reach of the Act, using it to snoopcate this in the strategic context of a threat to the nation by
a faction prepared to impose fascism at time of economic in secrecy for evidence of crimes that have nothing to do

with terrorism.breakdown. Clark’s formulation is that there are threats to
“civil liberties” from the ill-conduct of people, most of whom, “Now Ashcroft is proposing the Protect Act. . . . I am

concerned that the USA Patriot Act goes too far in expandingsave for Ashcroft, Clark does not name.
the authority of government investigators, and that it does so
without sufficient oversight. . . .”2. The 9/11 Attack and How to Provide for Security

On June 15, 2003, on NBC’s “Meet the Press,” Clark In his March 23, 2003 Salon.com interview, Clark said,
“When I go back and think about the atmosphere in which thediscussed how, around the 9/11 attack, there was a hyping of

intelligence about Iraq. He said, “There was a concerted effort Patriot Act was passed, it begs for a reconsideration and
review.”during the Fall of 2001, starting immediately after 9/11, to

pin 9/11 and the terrorism problem on Saddam Hussein.” On June 19, 2003, in an interview on WBUR Public Ra-
dio, Clark said, “The Patriot Act ought to be pulled out and“ It came from people around the White House,” Clark

said. “ I got a call on 9/11—I was on CNN, and I got a call at given a full sunshine review. You’ re not going to win the war
on terrorism if you destroy who we are as Americans and takemy home saying, ‘You’ve got to say this is connected—this

is state-sponsored terrorism. This has to be connected to Sad- away our rights and liberties.”
dam Hussein.’ And I said, ‘but I’m willing to say it, but what’s
[the] evidence?’ And I never got any evidence. And these Dennis Kucinich

1. The Ashcroft Appointmentwere people who were Middle East think-tanks and people
like this. I mean, there was a lot of pressure to connect this, and Threat of Rule by Emergency

Ordersand there were a lot of assumptions made. But I never person-
ally saw the evidence, and didn’ t talk to anybody who had the Kucinich has criticized Ash-

croft’s actions in office, and alsoevidence to make that connection.”
Subsequently, Clark has indicated his discomfort with exposed the misconduct of other

figures whom he names, in termsthe targetting of numerous Mideast countries in the name of
fighting terrorism, but has left it at being “deeply concerned.” of making war on Iraq, but also in

terms of operating in secret domes-On March 23, 2003, Clark made a general reference to
the domestic impact of making war on terror. In an interview tically, destroying “Constitutional

principles,” and “compromising civil liberties.”on Salon.com with Jake Tapper, Clark said, “One of the things
about the war on terror that I am disturbed about is that we’ve On Feb. 17, 2002, in a speech to the Southern California
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Americans for Democratic Action, in Los Angeles, Kucinich True Patriot Act,” would repeal those sections of the Act that
authorize warrantless sneak and peek searches; warrantlesssingled out many actions by Ashcroft for criticism, including,

“We cannot justify giving the Attorney General the ability library, medical, and financial record searches; and the deten-
tion and deportation of non-citizens without meaningful judi-to designate domestic terror groups.” Kucinich spoke of the

“great fear” after 9/11, under which condition, “ the Attorney cial review.
General declared a nationwide terror alert.”

On Sept. 9, 2003, in the Congressional Black Caucus Al Sharpton
1. The Ashcroft Appointmentdebate, Kucinich called for the repeal of the Patriot Act.

and Threat of Rule by Emergency
Orders2. The 9/11 Attack and How To Provide for Security

On Aug. 1, 2003, on his campaign website, Kucinich re- On Oct. 27, 2003, at the Detroit
candidates debate, Sharpton spokefers to how the 9/11 attack was used as a pretext. He says, “We

must challenge the rationale of the Patriot Act. The American of Ashcroft targetting people. He
said that it is very dangerous, on thejurisprudence system is the envy of the free world with its

emphasis on due process. We cannot justify widespread wire- second anniversary of the Patriot
Act, to empower this Attorneytaps and Internet surveillance [and other similar intrusions].

. . . We cannot justify a government that takes from the people General in any way that can target
people. He boasted that he, Robert Kennedy, Jr., and laborthe right to privacy and then assumes for its own operations a

right to total secrecy. We should not let the actions of terrorists leader Dennis Rivera went to jail over protesting the Navy
bases in Vieques before the Patriot Act. “This administrationcause us to reject our American system of justice. The ultimate

terror in a democracy is the destruction of constitutional wants to stifle and stop dissent.” He cited the case of people
of color who rise to power, like Philadelphia Mayor Johnprinciples.”

Under “National Security” on the Kucinich website: “The Street, “and what they’ve tried to do to Kwame Kilpatrick
here in Detroit.”current administration’s national security doctrine, with its

reliance on preventive war as a standard instrument of policy,
is making the world more dangerous. . . . National security 2. The 9/11 Attack and How To Provide for Security

On Jan. 1, 2002, in “Al on America,” Sharpton said, “Thepolicy must contribute to broader foreign policy objectives,
and complement our domestic priorities. . . . My vision of military budget has increased by 30% in 2002. Most of the

expenses had nothing to do with terrorism but were thingsnational security ties together not only military but diplo-
matic, economic, and human rights policies, and views the they were trying to push through for years. Bush called for

even more money to be pumped into the military, but theuse of military force as a last resort. Building the link between
domestic and defense issues, I believe that this country is more majority of that money will never see its way down to the

soldiers; it will not dramatically increase their pay and bene-secure when the largest possible number of its citizens have
a stake in its success, when decent education, health care, and fits or protect them. Meanwhile, schools, Social Security, and

other domestic needs are getting a budget cut.”housing contribute to productive lives for everyone.”
On Nov. 5, 2003, on the CNN “Rock the Vote” Demo-

cratic Party debate, Sharpton said, on security from terrorism:3. The Patriot Act and “ Patriot II”
Kucinich points out on his website, “ I am the only candi- “First of all, I think we’ve got to start at the beginning. We

were told we had to go to Iraq because we were in imminentdate who voted against the ironically-named USA Patriot
Act.” danger. That was not true. If we go to the UN, if we go to the

world community and we say to them, ‘We are not in charge.On Sept. 24, 2003, he and several co-sponsors announced
the introduction of legislation to repeal the most egregious We will submit to a world body, Kofi Annan is in charge. We

will be part of a partnership.’ The world can then comeportions of the USA Patriot Act.
Kucinich’s bill, which is labelled the “Benjamin Franklin forward.”

3. The Patriot Act and “ Patriot II”
On June 17, 2003, in an interview on MoveOn.org, Sharp-WEEKLY INTERNET

ton replied to a question about whether he would revise orAUDIO TALK SHOW
repeal the Patriot Act: “ I would definitely revisit them. They
seem to be a throw-back to the Cointelpro days of J. EdgarThe LaRouche Show
Hoover, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Black Pan-

EVERY SATURDAY thers—making legal today, what was illegal then. These ‘Pa-
triot Acts’ appear to be using the legitimate fear of 9/11 to3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
pass illegitimate legislation. This legislation is unpatriotic inhttp://www.larouchepub.com/radio
the most patriotic sense.”
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National News

Sen. Joe Lieberman, a leader of the orga- Williams’ “malfeasance, misfeasance, and
nonfeasance endangered the well-being andnized crime-funded wing of the Democratic

Party, theDemocratic Secretary ofState, Su- even the very lives of District residents.”
The chairman of the D.C. Democraticsan Bysiewicz, made a fool of herself onNASA Restructured

Dec. 19 by refusing to place LaRouche on Party attacked the recall and its chief orga-For Exploration Thrust the ballot with the other Democratic candi- nizer, Barbara Lett Simmons. Simmons is
one of D.C.’s representatives on the Demo-dates, as meeting the state’s criterion ofNational Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

“generally recognized and advocated by the cratic National Committee, as well as beingtrator Sean O’Keefe announced on Jan. 15
media.” Major candidate LaRouche, who the senior member of the State Committee.that the new Office of Exploration Systems,
ranks second among Democrats in the num- She is also a former chairman of the D.C.charged with organizing President Bush’s
ber of individual contributions, was there- Board of Education.new space initiative for exploration of the
fore the only candidate required to collect Recall organizers cite the Mayor’s shut-Moon, would be headed by Rear Adm. (ret)
6,235 signatures of registered Democratic down of D.C. General, cuts in funding forCraig Steidle. The Office, according to
voters to gain ballot status. education, and 12,000 homeless residents;NASA, is to set priorities and direct the

Connecticut’s ballot access require- while Williams is at the same time courtingidentification, development, and validation
ments are among the most onerous in the major real estate developers, building a $1of exploration systems and new technolog-
nation. In 1992, the ACLU sued the state billion convention center, and trying to get aies. The move will take a set of unrelated
to overturn them, on behalf of LaRouche, major league baseball team into the city.programs and put them together under
former Sen. Eugene McCarthy (D-Minn.),one roof.
and others, and won in Federal court only toUnlike theOffice ofExploration, created
have the ruling overturned by the Federalby NASA after the first President Bush an-
Court of Appeals.nounced his Moon/Mars program in 1989,

In a four-week period which includedthis new office will not do viewgraph-based NASA Cancels Hubblethe coldest day in the Northeast in 10 years,planning, but will run existing programs.
LaRouche’s supporters collected 12,527This reflects the fact that NASA will not be Service Mission
signatures, and divided and delivered themgetting much additional funding. The scientific community was disappointed
to more than 100 different Democratic regis-Admiral Steidle said during a telephone last year when NASA cancelled the sixth
trars throughout the state during a three-hourdiscussion with reporters, that his office will Shuttle servicing mission to the Hubble
legal “window” on Jan. 16. Connecticut’sbe staffed and funded by shifting most of Space Telescope, in 2010, and decided to
petition period also overlapped that of Newthe $11 billion the President said would be deorbit the Hubble then instead. But they
York State, where LaRouche gathered and“reprogrammed” from the current projected were confident that the fifth servicing mis-
filed 58,000 signatures on Jan. 2.five-year budget. The office will run the Or- sion, scheduled for 2006, would proceed. On

LaRouche appears to be theonly Presi-bital Space Plane program, which will be Jan. 16, Administrator Sean O’Keefe an-
dential candidate who has ever successfullyreformulated as a Crew Exploration Vehi- nounced that the 2006 mission has been can-
petitioned for ballot status in Connecticut.cle; ProjectPrometheus, which is develop- celled. That mission was to install two new
At EIR press time, the Secretary of State’sing small-scale unmanned nuclear propul- scientific instruments (already built, at a cost
spokesman said he “did not know [whethersion technology; and development of a next- of$200 million),and replace its failinggyro-
anyone else had ever done it] . . . and itgeneration launch vehicle, to replace the scopes, which keep it pointed at its astro-
would take several weeks to find out.”Space Shuttle. nomical targets. There is no way to know

how long Hubble will be able to function
without that servicing mission.

Former Shuttle astronaut, Hubble
servicing mission veteran, and current
NASA chief scientist John Grunsfeld ex-Drive Starts ToLaRouche First On
plained that cost was not (directly) the issueRecall D.C. MayorConn. Ballot by Petition in cancelling the Hubble mission. In order
to meet the safety requirements laid out byDemocratic Presidential Pre-candidate Lyn- Organizers on Jan. 20 filed on official “no-

tice of intent” with the District of Columbiadon LaRouche won his rightful place on the the Columbia Accident Investigation
Board, astronauts will have to be able toMarch 2 Connecticut Democratic President- Board of Elections and Ethics, thus launch-

ing a drive to recall Mayor Anthony Wil-ial Primary ballot on Jan. 21, when Connect- inspect and repair the Shuttle while in orbit.
Technology is being developed to do thaticut’s Secretary of State stopped the count liams. Williams shut down the city’s only

public hospital, D.C. General Hospital, onof LaRouche’s petitions early, and admitted at the space station, but not for a stand-
alone Shuttle mission. If that capabilitythat LaRouche had more registered Demo- behalf of Wall Street’s dictator over the

capital’s finances, the Financial Controlcratic signers than needed. didn’t exist, the board stated, a second
orbiter would have to be on the launch padUnder heavy pressure by Connecticut Board (FCB), in 2001. The notice says that
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Briefly

PATRIOT ACT was denounced by
the Los Angeles City Council on Jan.

to rescue the astronauts were there a prob- ment of an outside special counsel is re- 21, the day after President Bush de-
lem, which is unfeasible. quired in this case to fully investigate poten- manded that Congress extend that

In fact, according to President Bush’s tial criminal actions implicating the United Act. The Los Angeles resolution calls
plan, the Shuttle will be “ retired” in 2010, States Attorney General himself,” the the law anti-American, and says that
leaving no justification for spending the groups stated in their letter to Deputy Attor- it encourages racial profiling. Los
money to develop the means to inspect and ney General James Comey. The coalition in- Angeles is the largest city in the coun-
repair an orbiter on its own, Grunsfeld ad- cludes the National Voting Rights Institute, try to come out against the Patriot Act,
mitted. “ If we had plans to fly the Space Public Citizen, and others. and joins over 230 other localities
Shuttle for another 15 years, this is an in- which have already passed similar
vestment that we might have made to de- resolutions.
velop for all those rescue scenarios,” he
said. Said NASA spokesman Glenn Ma- CHIEF JUSTICE Antonin Scalia
hone, “ It was a tough and painful decision, was challenged by the Los Angeles
but given where we are now in terms of the Kerry Confronted With Times on Jan. 16, concerning his
flight of the Space Shuttle and the context duck-hunting trip with his friend DickThe Cheney Questionof the national space policy outlined by Cheney, just three weeks after accept-
President Bush, it was a decision we had At a Jan. 22 speech at Exeter Academy in ing the case ” in re Richard B. Che-
to make.” New Hampshire, Presidential candidate ney” to be argued in April, concern-

Astrophysicists had hoped that Hubble Sen. John Kerry was twice urged—by pas- ing Cheney’s coverup of his energy
could remain on station until at least 2011, sionate supporters of candidate Lyndon dealings with Enron in 2001 as head
when the Webb Space Telescope is sched- LaRouche—to take seriously the necessity of the White House energy task force.
uled to be launched. Hubble’s images in to remove Vice President Dick Cheney from Scalia responded: “ I do not think my
visible wavelengths could then have been office. LaRouche Youth Movement orga- impartiality could reasonably be
combined with Webb’s observations in the nizer Eric Thomas, with the tense silence of questioned.”
infrared, to carry out the kind of multi- a large audience broken only by some Baby
wavelength astronomy Lyndon LaRouche Boomers’ cries of protest, told Kerry, 9/11 LEAKS probe by the Justice
has promoted, in studying the Crab Nebula. “LaRouche knows that you can’ t ignore the Department is said now to focus on

Sen. Richard C. Shelby (R-Ala.), whothreat that VP Dick Cheney poses to the na-
tion, because when it came to spreading the was the chairman of the Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence at the timelies about the yellow cake, that was Cheney,
not Bush. When it came to bullying the CIA of the disclosure, according to the

Jan. 21 Washington Post’s Congres-into faking intelligence, that was Cheney,Groups Ask Criminal
not Bush. When it came to lying to you and sional sources. The investigation cen-Probe of Ashcroft the American population about the weapons ters on the disclosure in 2002 that the

NSA had intercepted two warningA call was launched on Jan. 15 for appoint- of mass destruction in order to get us into
war, Cheney was the one who was responsi-ment of a special prosecutor to start a crimi- messages on the eve of the Sept. 11,

2001, attacks.nal probe of Attorney General John Ash- ble. And it wasn’ t Bush’s office that outed
Ambassador Wilson’s wife as a CIA agent,croft’s violation of Federal campaign

finance law during his 2000 Senate cam- but Cheney’s. I want to know why you sup- SEGREGATION in American
schools has returned to the level ofpaign, and his possible tax evasion. A coali- port or don’ t support LaRouche’s call for

Cheney’s impeachment.”tion of public interest groups said FEC docu- 1969, after Martin Luther King was
killed. According to a study by Har-ments show that Ashcroft knowingly Kerry answered Thomas, “Well, seeing

as the Republicans control the House andaccepted a fundraising mailing list devel- vard University’s Civil Rights Proj-
ect, after peaking in the 1980s, schooloped by his political action committee, Senate, I don’ t see how we’d even get a mo-

tion towards an impeachment; but I will de-which constituted an illegal, excessive con- integration began to slide backwards
such that today, many white studentstribution of at least $255,000—in direct vio- feat Cheney in the November elections!”

Later, LaRouche campaign activist Lau-lation of Federal campaign finance law. In have “ little contact” with minority
students in many areas of the country.addition, while Ashcroft told the FEC that rie Dobson re-posed the same question to

Kerry, who responded, “ I am glad that thishe personally owned the mailing list, he Moreover, hundreds of “new seg-
regated and unequal schools” havefailed to disclose it as an asset on a required question was asked. She raises a very good

and important question which must be seri-report to the Senate, the groups said. More- appeared in the suburbs, resulting
from large migration of both blackover, he may have engaged in tax evasion, ously addressed in our country right now.

The need to develop specific proposals forby failing to report income earned from the and Hispanic families into these
areas.list on his IRS income tax filings. peace, and for insuring that we do not further

this idea of “clash of civilizations.”“There can be no doubt that the appoint-
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Editorial

The State of Denial

The most succinct evaluation one could make about change the situation within the United States, starting
by such measures as telling the truth.President George W. Bush’s Jan. 20 report on the “State

of the Union,” is that it showed that the President and It may seem astonishing, but if the President had
told the truth, he may have come under even morehis advisors are in a state of denial. Most importantly,

that denial concerns the world financial system and the attack.
There is nothing more hysterical than a populationU.S. economy. President Bush says it’s on its way back,

and growing in certain respects at an unprecedented committed to blinding itself to the collapse. They
choose not to see, and therefore do not see, the loss ofrate. The reality is that the system is shot, the depression

is deepening, and catastrophe is right around the cor- manufacturing capability, the bankruptcy of the state
governments, the dramatic increase in poverty, includ-ner—unless measures such as those proposed by

LaRouche are adopted. ing homelessness, hunger, and lack of medical care.
They do not wish to see this reality because its implica-It is quite possible that the President honestly be-

lieves what he said, even though it’s a lie. Clearly he tion is that this nationhas no future, unless there is a
change in policy, and soon.also believes what Dick Cheney and his disinformation-

factory have told him about the threat of terrorism hit- Soon, however, they will be forced to see. The very
speed and scale on which the bankers are moving toting the United States, and therefore felt it necessary to

reiterate various of the themes that the Beast-Man Vice- defend their right to loot, in the midst of this collapse,
is going to not only accelerate the rate of physical col-President has been putting forward in recent public

speeches. But by retailing these lies—about the alleged lapse, and a collapse in living standards, but is also
going to eventually create a blowout of the bubble.danger of WMD and the need for an even more draco-

nian Patriot Act—the President further discredited him- What is being stoked up by the Federal Reserve, asEIR
has long and correctly asserted, is nothing other than aself, both before the thinking U.S. public, and the world.

Unfortunately, however, most observers will not be huge cancer, which is consuming its host. When the
host (productive activity and living standards) dies, sorushing to point out the President’s inanities on the

economy. Yes, of course, the Democrats are taking pot- will the cancer.
It were best, of course, that the citizenry, at homeshots at him for his pitiful and deceitful jobs and

healthcare programs, not to mention the “help a rich and abroad, take appropriate measures far before that
time. They need only look at the proposals which haveman today” tax cuts. But such criticisms are the equiva-

lent of requesting that the President rearrange the deck been put on the table by Lyndon LaRouche, in terms of
bankruptcy reorganization, massive credit generationchairs on the Titanic. They do not address the fact that

the system as a whole is sinking. for infrastructure building in the United States, and
trand and reconstruction collaboration with other na-For, you see, the bulk of the American population

is also in a state of denial about the collapse of the tions. The model is the shift made by Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, who exerted the kind of principled leader-financial system; and, more importantly, about the way

they were sucked into accepting the shift into a con- ship that permitted the population to overcome its fears.
Even after FDR had been in office four years, and turnedsumer society over the past 40 years. The impending

disaster is acknowledged more openly in Eurasia, but some of the horrors back, he was willing to admit the
desperate state of large portions of the U.S. population.even there, the implications are ignored, out of fear of

taking responsibility for coming up with an alternative It’s that kind of courage to face reality that we need
today. It’s harder than confronting imaginary enemies,to the bankrupt dollar system. In fact, the requirement

for crafting such a new system, along the lines of or just blaming the powers that be for disasters. And it’s
what is necessary to really secure our future.LaRouche’s New Bretton Woods, means intervening to
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